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By LISA JACKSON(/'. iµ!G~1'l.ll,it/;formal evaluation.iatthe '.end.of the'CJ:l!-Toe new policy calls fora semch ·:,;;Toe.extra money;has ,be<;n i=-.; 
Daily News Staff,Wliter l\t:¼1:tl!'~''~ department' head's term to_•yote by ?commit_tee,Ho "Cbe •·comprised•· of•i marked for specifiq 'P!'Pgra,t!l.S · an\l) 
·• A n~w•~licy for,sel~tion,;md;;: secret ballot on•_whether the'person;}Jaculty <~ 'th~' depanment:·:anc1 ·a.•·~orkshops,he_said.' :,,<'?:%9~/"J''.'{;,· 
evaluatio114 of,,,Wesler!l-•·:~e11t,µq!cy; .,shoul!l, be .recommended for an ad0 ". 'member. appomted: by the· college ""~' In other busmess, the.boaI4:,c1, '.ho!; ,:, 
. ',Univ~ty :(c,iepar!menty,J\~s.uai.a,-i,@iona).foqr-year _tex:m. .• \:: • ·y · ·. : (\ dean. '. Toe .committee~ will' recomc:i''""-Approved ,;c audit ;~,:e · Or)S 'lc for. J 
_ ~!:~~~~~~~~~~:~~;~~~~~~:~~~t!!1~~h~~P~,.· ::~,,i::enC::!,~~·~~,~;W•~,~9~:~:~;T:Yf,~~~;,,· :\ 
;'.l'hursday,., t• · u:•,,,;-,;;ii,i•-1~ .. ,;.lr..,;;,1· ,attributed,,a · satisfactory 'policy'to "'", "Toe'dean' will forward his com.:,, ',•.-:-Approved salary adjustments. :J 
• ;/c'.,!J!_(s.-notwhat .y,e hope9,,f9r,, but,\. wo~k by faculty Regent Gene Evans;;:,: ments • on each candidate to the vice'-'' for: the •football· coaching •Staffi• to · 
.·•. morer;_than "w.e .· thQ.l!ght,~(r,:~;Y.:Q)llcl,,i,whq ,!old. Meredith abo\tt the facul~' · • president for academic, affairs.: ,who:.:• give .them 2 percent salary increases · 
:·· get),?White said..·.····,· \'i':,?>(}·'·:\ ty•s· problems with the department,··· will also make comments·on<each';',Pl\lS 3 percent for merit-the same 
_,<;\Vestern's :Board••of Regents aP:- ,.head issue, and to MereditJ\for un~''"'candidate and give all of the cola :, as other university. employees have · 
; proved the policy, 'devised by -Presi.2::f;derstanding faculty's views.·;:' ' • '"}:'~lected infonnation to the· president,'./ received. Contract:ending dates for 
· dentt'Ihomas:• Meredith'Twith''com,' A:tFaculty members feared a policy . •· who will make a recommenda!ion. to'',' the staff were revJSed by, the board 
ments ,from·•faculty;'iatcits'meeting,,that •-:would exclude·· them' in' the''? ·the board. 'Y' ·, · · . '' ,;,;,_,i'.·;:-·· -:-, 'to April 1 rather than in January, and 
JJiurs~y- ·•:ciy,x,r,1,;.~:c•'.iS<(iI1lii'l.,4';"]il.•search .and. se~ection. fo~ .a:depart-;'.(f F~···~· also.!Jav~. ~I'~:.m::Coach .··Jack . Harbaugh's •.·~~. 
·;\ :White said two or .thr.ee changes , ment head or .. m evaluations of they.annual evaluations. -- <<---,:,-.... · · '"··was extended to Jan. 31, 1994,,.0, · 
· made'f'in' the: policf•·by: Meredith''''departmental ·'Jeadei;" · giving ·:' ads'!\' In unrelated business,. the 'board''C, ;. -Approved·. re-activa_tion "' of 
'within'.¥ hours of its presentation to ~- ministrators the · primary responsi~':~ revised•.: the ·· · 1989-90 operating " master of arts in education program 
the board•=.df it mo~'acceptable .'bilityforsuch tasks,.. . . , : .. , .budget to include a $3.325 million_;'with a major and mino(in goycm~ 
,t_o: fac\U,tyJ_~·:0-~·:,:~-~.,:~~•:-::~5~:-':f!tt~;~'l?:'.~.::-~}:~·Jt,;p_~~~~lta.inly we should hav~ maj9~:fJ_• increase becau~. projections for ex-'.:~ ment· > · ·- · · .: , .. ' ' --· -:"·:_;..r~,;,_ -::--_-r~ · 
,yY Meredith ' included· a"•'stal!'nient '{jnput_'i in• ,those ·,decisions,''' White !/ temal ' funding:'· v,:ere · too low, • . -• -Adjoumed to closed session to . 
'{ that .. ;'l'\'Quld .allow,,facultj,1•dming;·;,'.\'_said:,'>i•i,•\t•·•······•;'Ci':' .; "S';_,,c[.c'''''i'.cc0 ~th said.': k.,;c··.·:' :; ,,,,.,.,:,,,c:: . discuss property acquisition. 
:?.,::_\~t:!¥_!/,;_•... ;".:>.f.· ..• - :\\/-~· __ -_ . '. ;.., .. : 
- "\·'cj': '" 
.. •.,:_· .• •_;· .. ·.•.•·, . ;.: .. : .. ,' 
. "<·::\\\ 
I 
• 
1l_'~)t_i<i:'-'lhSS, ,nJiHWt i< <,}\"<i/:,x·r:, ?:;:,;;:·",<:·,';:/.','i'·.~·:,:;-:::: J!_.';·,· • 
·· i;,tt'erfi,s>:tor,'fumversit'b )Board 1 
.. -.:,n .. _:,,._.;1,_ o:q-r;'·i, > .•,:r:r.1."!-',SJ .. r,-.·,·,.·<-1.in-(v.,.' ... •.:->o.<.•< ... i, -~.".~;'f, '.1:·.' u •.. • ..•. :i··••··•··l·\. 
'iiiembers ·iili.m1:· 11creasefi1, >.
1 
~i{irt,ti~}ik;\.;}i;.tf \~.ti'.1!;\'.'~)f i)i•,:,\;}'.ii!i/.ii i:'/ l 
(/ Sta'tf -Writer -:j, , · t ~L .... , .rU; 1_Lh,,1r.\.r_:1·~~-• 1 
~~l .. _ _:.:;i;; __ : -·,-yk$·-; ~/;;·~:~,:ft.H?\?~:t- . 
"·'"' FRANKf:ORT,Ky; ;r;;,1Jfll1Sfo{,,. 
1 fll~~bers qf J4e;9>)1ncf1:,t1~,il\1~-:f/ 
er gailcalion,and ,f(\r,trus!ees and', 
/ regents atstate µtilv~rsille.ef'would '.~, 
1,:,be ,tncreas~d/ .. rrom.;,~o,µi;,,t<\:;$1x>:,'. 
i years und~r:µ /Nl!.,\~n~ll,\mo,li~Jy;1 
. approved yeste~~1,1y 1oy:a,.Senat.e 1 
.-:-_·panel. ·._ 1·%V1":;_,.:,;:;/ -i<:i;;.;:JJ;f(J):/), 
;"' Sen .. Ed ' O'DJnl~I, the'' spoi\sor i;,: o•DANIEI..: . 
''of Senate Blll 86,:saM the,meas;,c,1':Wnklnson·,:: 1;<,:; 
ure iyas lnteride~ \o P~rvlde more i\adrnlnlstration . 
. contlnulty on, b,o~r,~.s,,;of, !1'1!ll\ee~, ;as~.l11st his. bill : 1 
and regents. 1,,.''i' ,.-,;1,.-;, .. -,::,.-.-,\~ 11 ; 111. -.--1,•.:-'•·t-?r:·-1 :,-, -,i.,_:-r 1 
• .. It would also decrease a·goverriqr's)o:wers:'Havlng 'i 
slX•year terms would mean that no' single goyernor I 
could flll evecy sloton tb.e,coun.cll al)d most openings i 
,on the elgbtuniverslty boards, as is possible now: ... · 
.Gov. Wallace Wllklnson's 'admln!stratlon. ls.opposed 
to the blll because a governor .would ilien be' saddled 
with the· hlgher-eciucatlon 'appointments :or previous 
governors, said ,Toni ,Dorman, :Wilkinson's Jeglslallve 
1
1iaisoll . . · \ 'i:< 'If __ ; t ~ :·.:;'.::.'/,-,.,: .{·'.i-."/),:,';.;/_\ , :/_\'>;··j~:._-_ :; . · -
1
_; ,.:, i'< 
· , O'Danlel, D:sprl\)gfle!d,JQld .thp Se.n~W,S,tate Gov,, 
·ernment Comm!Uee yesterday ,that)ie,.expected the 
. leglslatlon,)Lapproved,. would. pronipt,'a lawsuit to 
determine lts constltutloriallty, ·";:; '',:;;1 ''. ;: ·.:.:,/ · 
. A previous effort by the General Assembly to·create 
six-year terms was declared µriconsUtutlonal ln .Frank-
lln Circuit Court, based on a secllon ln,the ·state·consll-
tutlon that Umltl, '.'.Inferior <state ottlcers': to four-year 
terms . .: t,-_:· ! _.-\··~:,-.::.•' .. \'~'/',\~,:.,_;-';~;:;:.:\· :.'.·:,:,:·::).', 
However, O'Danlel's blll telles upon a different sec-
tlon of the constltutlon, wllieli gives the <,eneral As-
sembly power to seUerms but does;·not specltY•tb.e 
·1eogth.--"···/·1 ,i; \ /;·,;://' ,:;·:~/,~, .... \ .. •/·' 1-:,;;/··'~;·",.·,.:\1s-·.·.;_-·.-.: 
1 
·, A related measure,' House Bih,J36, would ·a1so, 
change tbe board and couilc!Uerins to six years ·and · 
would establish a co.mmlttee that would.'g!ve the gov- i 
ernor three names from .whlch to make an·appolnt- I 
· ment. HB 136 was sent to the Senate last week after' 1 
passing the House. ,Wllklnson .said he· opposed It, call·' 
Ing It an Infringement on 'executlve iiuthorlty. · ' ; , I 
· The panel also approved a House bill that .would 
make Martln Luther King's birthday' ii paid state holl• 
day. ,The. !µ!I Senate, may ,vote oil the. measure, HB 2,' 
. later- this week.; .;'~-/ ', i,~;i,·: <.;:y· }, '.,'1t·:1:;:;~:;;.~· ,', ·r,·'~' /,'.-: '~.: 'I 'i. 
The vote on the blli was 7-1: Sen; ·Gene Hutt; R-: 
London, said one ·of th.e teasons he vote.ct against It' 
:Vias because l! 'jVi>,uld.cost toomuch:''e'''''c' · 1 
11;:£/:;;,,, ...... .;. i:.t~-," . ''·.< ..• ,' ; ' . 
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-· Education panel·.p?,S~~s.~ilJ o~ §-r~~[\ 
By MICHAEL JENNINGS :sS~:d:e::~rsorfi:n!f:r;}?-0::i::i~btlie~%~::~~r ~:\ I 
',S,ta!f ~i·tJ . .. 3-r/ 7 () Council on Higher Education. Their :pmsponsored by R~p. Ernrsto Scor_ 
· · ' · 11 th t · tenns are now four years, meaning ; sone, D-Lexlngton,, onto one spon 
~;?i.;"~!:~~T~ !r;erno~sb ~ontr~I each 'governor could replace or r~ ~re4 b:,: Sen. Ed O Da~l~I'. P,'.5P!1n,&-, 
over higher education governing ap~~~thn:1:! ~~;~d~d ~; ~n-' '1:e~~th • bl!~· passed e~l;y' '1~ th~i 
·lioards Is now two steps shy of pas- ate·bm to call for creation of a sev- _· houses . whe~e they. originated. ·If· 
sage - and of a cer!aln veto by en-member panel that would _screen . O'Dan!el's amended blll now _passes. 
Gov. Wallace Wilkinson. candidates for university governing In the House, It would ~eturn to the I 
.. The House Education Committee boards and tile council. In filling a . Sjlnate floor, where : o Daniel pre-! 
yesterday approved a blll, already vacancy··, the governor .w_ould ha, ve d_ lcted It would _win q~l;~ . .S?n~ur-, passed by the Senate, that would ex-
t~e~nd'.'..._'.to~s~lx:_:y~e:ars:_th::e_:_t:erms:_::._:of~th=e~to~c.:.:h..:_o..:_os __ e___;o.:..n.:..e _o~t..:· •,.;;th..;;r.:..ee~p-:ce'.".rso7 ns7'"'.· -~re-;-,n:;-.. ~-::e.~-:-:. ,.....:..---'--'-----'-:-:-----· j 
. . 
board terins; 'Wilkinson threatens veto 
' ' ' 1' . \ ' . ' . 
O'Danlel said his blll would "Im-
prove continuity on university 
boards," while the screening pro-
cess added by Scorsone should en-
sure nominees have the proper 
background in higher education. 
At a press conference yesterday, 
Wilkinson vowed to veto the meas-
ure If It reaches his desk. In explain• 
ing why, he allude<! to legislators' 
refusal to consider a constitutional 
amendment that would allow him to 
succeed himself ln office. 
· "It four-year · terms are good The vole on House Bill 728 was 9· 
enough tor the governor, they're 6 ln favor, with tour abstentions, 
good enough tor the trustees or the leaVlng It two votes shy of the num-
universltles," Wilkinson said. ber needed tor passage. 
O'Danlel said he thought there · · · The bill's sponsor, Rep. Walter 
were enough votes in the Senate to BleVlns Jr., D-Morehead, described 
override a veto. · It as a tool to recruit and retain 
. In another matter, the House Edu• good faculty and staff members. An 
cation Committee defeated a blll opponent, Rep. Clayton Little, D-Vlr• 
that would enable the spouse · and gie, said the· measure would be "rob-
chlldren of a faculty or staff mem• · bing the taxpayers of Kentucky" · to 
ber at a state university to attend benefit those who could afford lo 
that school tuition-free. pay college tuition. · · 
· num1na-.;1un ,pane1 · 
for higher~education · · 
po$ts. ~lears House·: : 
By J(llf~;;VOSKUH( ·.· ·• ,·,i' ' .•.:,C.i '• • ' ' .. 
:;;~~!i;~~ .. l::f~~.~~.i I 
tees to public universities' governing boards and lbe . 
1
. 
state Council on Higher Education came back from 
!be grave yesterday, as House members approved !be ,j 
measure Ibey had defeated the day before. . .' 
"This restores my faith in · life after death," said I 
Rep. Ernesto Scorsone, D-Lexington, who handled lbe I! 
measure, Senate Bill 86, in lbe House. 
But the lifespan of !be resurrected measure, which / 
cleared !be House on a slim 45-41 vote, remains in 
· doubt. Iis most controversial provision must return to 
!be Senate tor concurrence and, if it's approved, !be 
bill is likely to be vetoed by Gov. Wallace Wilkinson. 1 
· "I think !be governor would be Inclined to veto" lbe I 
·, measure as It was passed by !be House, said Tom 1 
Dorman, Wilkinson's legislative liaison. ·., · · · 
ff' House Speaker Pon Blandford said !be bill got an- , 
il!!her chance after he spent Thursday. night and yes- · 
~rday morning working to foster support for it. He 
t:j!oted that .!be governor's staff was working hard against !be measure,· and .he ·wasn't -sure .whether . 'enough iawmakers would support jhe measure to en- : 
sure an override of a veto. · 
· But Blandford, D-Philpot, said he would try to build 
support tor an override If it comes to that. 
The bill began In the Senate as a measure to in- , 
crease the terms ot public university trustees and re-
gents from four to six. years. :. ,::,.,, .. , ,,,1 »· , , · .,1 
Scorsone amended the bill In the House to Include 1 
the pro~ision !bat would create the special nominating 
commission - a measure lifted from a House bill Iba! 
Scorsone had sponsored. Scorsone's bill was approved 
In !be House but has stalled In the Senate. 
Though lbe nrovislon is viewed as a means of limit-
Ing gubernatorial pressure that can be brought to lbe • 
governance of universities, several members said yes-
terday !bat !be bill would infringe too greatly on !be 1 
powers of !be governor. . , . . • ; 
Legislators should "never forget that !be governor is 
also elected by !be people of Ibis state,", said Rep. 
Bobby Richardson, D-Glasgow, one of !be bill's oppo-
nents. '" ·1 .,i:·i · _ : 1. . ; 
But Rep. Richard Lewis, D-Benton, said !be meas-
ure would help !be state "best manage" Its public uni- ,, 
versitles. 
He said Murray State University has had far too 
ll)any regents over !be past few years to provide cohe-
sive direction tor the school. 
And he cited cases at Morehead State University 
and Kentucky State University In which governors 
have appointed new regents or trustees in !be midst of 
controversies over presidential searches. 
• The blll would provide "stab!l!ty In management" 
for lbe universities, he said. ., · · •. , 
The bill's provision tor six-year terms inay run afoul 
of a constitutional provision !bat limits lbe terms of 
1 
state officers lo four years, according to two circuit 
court cases and an. attorney general's opinion issued 1 earlier Ibis month. · .1 · 
Scorsone told his colleagues that there bas been "no 
definitive ruling" on !be question from !be state Su-
preme Court, largely because Gov. Martha. Layne Col-.. 
l!ns' administration chose no.I to. appeal a cl.rcuit court , 
ruling on !be consl!lutlonality. . . ·. 
The extension of terms would prevent governors' 
"cleaning out" boards and ruung lbem with political 
._:l~u,:,~!rt~~,---:s.~~-~~~ sai~ .. - . ··; ::.:L~};~(-~_JJL .t,i:.'.~;:;~; 
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Measure creating noniiliatmg:panei:f ot ,higli.ei:-;education 
,- ~ : : I ·,· •• ·-·•, •. ,-•,. -•-'J : ;;,.,.;:~_.-·-:·_,; • • :'·-'·'-, ,._-. :;!.•/·.-;,'. ~'.:_.:.:· ~/: :,· ,'.·_"\'~ i l .• '·"' -r+--·_··i.:-~':'~:·~-'- . ' -~-- .. -. .-_,_._~·-::", 
. :rrG~~.Y.':soN. and JOHN~STL3-",o -76 ·. :~:o~~::~t!ca.nau:~rt·r;. ;.·• .. ~.·/·o•c•Y:a';,~d.· ·s··· ··aie,:;··s·:'.· m•.:·. Hou· s·e···. 
, . . : ·· . , '. d1dO't • . tblnk Senate )i membeIS ; U J. ' · . · 
FRANKFORT, Ky, - An amendment that would • could ·be convinced. "• ·,. ,· ··0 ,. • . ', . 
have created a statewide nominating panel for guber- "Either the Senate Is comfort- £c..c.c:'. -··- L .... ~-ftO•- , ___ .: __ ~·-·-~•.-·---
natorlal appointments to university governing boards able with the concept of . a ;J 
and the state Council o~ Higher Education died yester• screening commltt!!t! or -~~~" ~~,:; 
day In the House. . . ,. /said,_ •. . .· ...... ,_,ca.=~ 
The demise of the measure, which House members , 
. had amended to Senate BIii 86, cleared away Gov. ·, 
Wallace Wilkinson's main objection to the bill - that : 
It would diminish governors' authority to select uni- • 
· versity trustees and regents. · • . '. 
But the bill's remaining proVislons, which would re-
place the four-year terms that such regents and trust-' 
ees now serve with six-year terms, will probably still 
draw a gubernatorial veto, said Tom Dorman, Wilkin- . 
son's legislative liaison. 
Dorman cited a problem with the bill that even Its 
supporters acknowledge: Kentucky circuit courts have 
already held that similar legislation violated a provi-
sion in the state constitution that limits state officers' 
. to four-year terms. . 
However, as supporters point out, no state appeals' 
court bas ruled on the question. 
When pressed, Dorman acknowledged that Wilkin- · 
son is also concerned that the measure would limit · 
gubernatorial authority over university governance. · 
Governors, who are limited to four-year terms, would 
be unable to appoint all members of university boards 
under the bill. 
Wilkinson "feels some stewardship for the office of 
governor" and does not want to see Its powers dimin-
ished, even though the bill's proVislons would not have 
applied to him, Dorman said . 
• . - Rep., Ernesto Scorsone,. whO served as the House : 
hoor manager of the bill, which· was sponsored by . 
Sen. Ed O'Danlel, D-Sprlngfield, said he thought be . 
had enough votes among House members to override . 
the veto. , . . . : 
· O'Danlel could not be reached for comment yester- .• 
day. 
Scorsone, D-Lexlngton, bad originally sponsored a 
bill that would have established the nominating com-
mission. That bill won approval In the House, but II 
failed In the Senate. 
Scorsone then piggybacked the measure onto SB 86, • 
which House members first defeated, then reconsld• 
ered and approved last Friday. 
But the Senate refused to accept the amendment 
yesterday, prompting Scorsone to ask that House ' 
members "recede" from it, or withdraw it. The House 
then sent the bill to Wilkinson on. a 53-25 vote. 
Scorsone said he didn't attempt to force consider-. 
., . 
I ,, ,, 
HIGHER EDUCATION . 
. FJ~c1in~(1ri~r~as~, &-year\ 
board terms are passed '1 
I 
By RICHARD WILSON . i 
Stat! Writer '/ _ 0 . G-J ~-15·1c 
{@JltM f@;;MB ltf 
. :~ . 
. FRANKFORT, Ky. - Cre-. 
ation of a new student financial The budget contains money to lll!ow each campus to 
" aid program and the heftiest in- grant at least 5 percent l:_l.nnual salary increases to 
, % crease in university funding tn faculty aqd staff members. Officials still contend the 
'· · ... •·"•·'-·' Wilt,.d recent years were · the 1990 lnc_reases are Insufficient to keep their schooiS from 
. · · . General Assembly's legacy for I losmg _tor, professors to schooiS paying better salaries. 
.. . . · . · · . · higher education; · Additional_ money. also was provided for pay raises 
The legislature atso again amended state law to ex- . for ~ounty extension workers at Kentucky State Uni• . 
tend the terms.of university trustees and regents from versity and the University of Kentucky. . . ! 
four to ·six years. But a proposed method to curb politl• Money was provided to exp·and only a few programs ' 
cal cronyiSm in the appointments was rejected. or to start new. ones. However, Morehead State Uni-
. Lawmakers pumped morj! than $7 million a year versity will train personnel for a new state prison In 
Into the budget to create the first part-time student Morgan County; UK and the University of LoutsviJle 
grant program. Under College Access J?rogram grants I will expand rural health programs; and Western Ken-
- which Gov. Wallace Wilkinson proposed - needy lucky University wlll start an Institute for Economic · 
full• and part-time freshmen and sophomores will be Deyelopment. · .. · .' . , , . . 
eligible• for maximum grants of $640 thiS year, and Among the major new construction projects are an 
probably $680 in 1991-92, at public or private colleges. $11.7 million ilbrary expansion at Eastern Kentucky 
,Since the CAP grants will be restricted to freshmen University, an $11.4 million health and physical edu-
and sophOmores, the State Student Incentive Grant cation facillty at KSU, a $9.1 million library expansion 
program will be limited to Juniors and seniors, said at Northern Kentucky University, and $11.7 milllon 
Paul Borden, executive director of the Kentucky High· for a civil engineering building and $14 million for 
er Education AssiStance Authority. . , · . \ medical research space expansion at UK. 
Overall funding for higher education was· Increased I More than $40 million was authorized for construc-
24.9 percent In the upcoming biennium, or from this lion of new buildings at eight UK community colleges, 
year's $59~.2 million to $741.9 million In 1991-92. Op-·. and UK was authorized to spend up to $12.5 mililon to 
eratlng funds for the eight state universities were In• purchase a Woodford County farm to replace its Cold• 
creased from $574.3 million thiS year to $632.5 million stream .Farm In northern Fayette County. 
in 1990-91 and $715.5 million In 1991-92. · ~--,-'-----'----------
Over the two-year period, the Increases raise state i · 
general operating support from 80.3 percent or the : 
level sought under the state Council on Higher Educa- ' 
lion's funding formula to 88.2 percent. 
The universities aiSo will benefit from $200 million 
for campus Improvements and new construction. 
Many of the building projects, mostly financed by rev-
enue bonds, were added by legislative leaders to win 
needed votes for the tax and school-reform legiSlation. 
Interest, or debt service, on tl!ese projects will be 
$21.5 million In 1991-92. · · · · .· . ·"' ! 
For the second time In 10 years, the legtsiature 
passed a blli to lengthen university trustee and regent 
terms to six years. Similar legtslation In 1980 was 
ruled unconstitutional by Franklin Circuit Court, but 
the issue was never decided by Kentucky's Supreme 
Court. · , 
Sen. Ed O'Danlel, sponsor of thiS year's effort, has 
reiled on a different section of the constitution. O'.Dan-
lel, D-Springfleld, expects the new legislation io pro-
voke another court test, but tor the jssue to be finally , 
resolved by the high court. .. · • ·. ,. • 
Wilkinson vetoed the measure, Senate BIii 86, but 
legislators overrode the veto Friday. . · · , 
The House passed a bill to require the governor to 
name schooiS' governing board members from recom-
mendations by a new selection panel. But the Idea, 
which would have weakened the governor's appointive 
powers, was rejected by the Sen~!e, · · · 
Petition. opposes WKU logo. change 
· Western Kentucky University's Board of Regents will review peti-
tions circulated by a student protesting a switch in the school's logo.·. 1 
Senior Mark Tucker of Bowling Green said he bas collected 2,742 1 
signatures of students, faculty and community members who request 
reinstatement of the university's seal. 
Western President '.fhomas Meredith introduced a new logo to 
regents at their meeting in October. The logo, which depicts the dome . 
of Cherry Hall with the letter ''W'' subtly drawn into it and the univer- . 
sity's name below it, would replace the seal in all but its most formal , 
uses. · · . \ 
Tucker spearheaded an effort he called Save Our Seal. He circulated 
the petitions requesting reinstatement of the seal and protection of the 
symbol from future administrations. 
Tucker sent a letter to Meredith to ask the board to consider the re-
quest at its meeting Thursday. He said he received a letter from the 
board that said the issue would be "taken under advisement."[) IV· 
. '-( - :,_ <wf - 9 '. 
Regents back plan for WKU's future 
. ' BOWLING GREEN, Ky. - A plan 'oullinlng Western Kentucky . 
· University's pall! for the future cleared a hurdle yesterday as 
Western's board of regents approved tile plan's paslc goats. ·· · · 
The goats ranged from Increasing the numbers of "non-tradl• 
tlonal" (often older) and minority students, to Improving West• 
ern's private fund-raising efforis; to requiring students to have 
better communication skills and a more tllorough understanding 
of foreign cultures. · · ' ' · · • ' · ' · 
. : ' A steering committee will spend tile summer reviewing reports . 
from. four subcommittees assigned to assess various operations at 
Western, Including the atllletlc program, which has been a point of 
. controversy among Western's faculty. Some say Western spends 
too much on its sports program, and otllers counter that tile pro-
gram generates a significant amount of Income., .... , 
Another committee will examine tile university's budget and see 
, If it can be streamlined. c, , ) . 0- - ( '::,- - '? 0 
";~h•' •«_.c>.,.j •~" ,.j: ·,;; ,, 
WKU chooses firm to handle 
bond sal~s for new housing 
6 -t:>-?o 
A Daily News report around proposed publication and 
Western Kentucky University on service obligations for faculty 
Monday moved a step closer to members and developing an 
solving its on-campus housing equitable measuring system for 
shortage when a local firm was disciplines. 
chosen to handle bond sales for new Differences in the requirements of 
housing construction. disciplines and departments will 
WKU's Board of Regents ac- have to lead to flexibility in the pro-
cepted Merrill-Lynch Pierce Fenner gram, Western President Thomas 
& Smith Inc. of Bowling Green's Meredith said. 
bid of 7.4055 percent interest on 
Series L bonds to be issued to fi-
nance construction of two new resi-
dence halls. Representatives of the 
investment group said they were 
able to take advantage of changing 
market conditions in offering the 
rate, which Western officials said 
was lower than they expected. 
Regents also met with members 
of the Western XX! steering com-
mittee to review revisions in the de-
velopment plan's mission state-
ments, 
However, discussion centered 
He said with some departments, 
publication every three years might 
be a reasonable requirement, while 
yearly publication could be expected 
in others. Of the proposal's three re-
quirements for faculty - public ser-
vice, scholarly productivity and ex-
cellence in teaching - "teaching is 
the most inflexible,'' Meredith said. 
Western XXI chairman James 
Flynn said his committee wanted 
flexibility in the requirements and 
agreed with the board's directive to 
clarify the proposal. 
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\WKU approves $100. million budget · · 
)t~jowuNG GREEN, Ky. - W~tem Kentucky University's re- \ 
,ge1,1ts approved the school's first $100 million budget yesterday, 
,;itncludlng a 7.51 percent average salary Increase for,faculty _and, 
;;sta]'f. · ,:.<.l~;~'N/:\',•~- . _,.·;._ . . \t/·t:.;,_,-.: '_;_ . ;._:,.,-:,,,_ 
Wi4he board authorjzeil a 7 percent wage Increase 'fot President''; 
\\thomas Meredith, raising .bis annual compensation to $96,531. ,\ · 
,:;.::?-:rhe 1990-91 operating budget totals· $102,315,300, an Increase oL. 
/pearly $11 mllllon over.the 1989-99 .year,/:(;':_:,:; , . -·· .. · · · 
!,:'The Increase Includes $6 million.In non-<1lscretlonary funds re-
r:m1cted for use tn Pell grants,•othefgovemment contracts, debt 
•:.\.service and overmatch .to the .teacher ietlrement system. ~: 
•.· \(The board also authorized tuition 'and fee Increases of 11.3 per- . , 
/¢en! previously adopted by the state Council on Hlgher Education. . 
i:'il Undergraduate fees will be $660 per semester for Kentucky 
·,,i)ilstdents ·and $1,840 for non-Kentucky residents. Kentucky gradu-
. \ate students will pay $720 while non-Kentucky residents wlll be 
/~barged $~,020 p~r 5<:meste~. < r::: .. J , !>~- 3 · / - ,;; C .. 
·,<: J1f£.-.:t~:.1~:1;1ii.di~·'._;, l~L;_1L:~,•-l:~~£..i,.,,•.t;_:,.,,i,i,!,1.• .. ;,;-, J_l,1 _GL, --· - .. ,_.,_ .)i. ::.«:• --· ----
.J I 
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WKU regents approve 
tuition, _housing hikes · 
· 6 -3 /- c;,'o . · 
By REBECCA MORRIS university's absolute commitment to 
Daily News Staff Writer compensation this year." 
Western Kentucky University Faculty members and non-
students will see an 11.3 percent classified staff making at least 
hike in tuition, housing and other $20,000 will receive a 5 percent 
fees beginning in the fall. raise. Those earning · less . than 
Western's board of regents on $20,000 will receive raises from 
Wednesday approved the rates, 5.33 percent .to 8 percent. 
which previously were adopted by Employees earning less will receive 
the state Council on Higher Educa- the higher raise percentage. · 
tion, as part of a university budget Classified employees will also· 
that for the first time exceeds $100 receive raises of 5-8 percent, also 
million. structured so that lower-paid 
In-state undergraduate tuition will employees receive the higher per' 
be $660 a semester, up $90 from the centage. 
past school year. In,~tate tuition for Unit heads and ·vice presidential 
graduate students will be $?20, up. areas will receive an extra 2 percent 
$100 from the past year. f h fund' · 
N 'd t 'II $I 840 o t e base mg of therr areas to on-res, en s WI pay • as be · used for merit · raises for 
underg~duates and $2,020 for grad- employees. 
uate tu1tion, compared to $1,610 for Board Vice Chairman Roger 
undergraduates and $1,760 for grad- Clark said the university "tried to 
uates the paSt year. , 'II . give the greater percentage of the 
On-campus housmg coSts WI m- increase to the people who made 
crease by $25 a semester - to $475 less " · 
for air conditioned residence halls · 
and $460 for non-air conditioned Regent Denny Wedge said the in-
halls - and student fees will rise creases were necessary to bring 
from $50 to $70. salaries in line with other state 
The record budget is a $10.9 mil- schools. 
lion increase above the 1989-90 Most areas of the budget received 
level and· includes a 7.51 percent increases. The budget for academic 
average salary increase for faculty instruction, which covers the univer-
;md staff. Western President Thomas sity's four colleges, was increased 
Meredith will receive a 7 percent $3.2 million to $33.4 million. 
pay hike, taking his salary to The College of Education and 
$96,531. Behavioral Sciences received a 
The budget increase includes $6 $1.15 million increase and the 
million in non-discretionary funds budget category containing 
- which are restricted for use in Western's Community College and 
· Pell Grants and government con- extended-campus program received 
tracts, debt service and overmatch a $1.4 million increase. 
funds to the teacher retirement 
system. · • 
Of the $4.9 million available for 
discretionary use, $3.8 million, 
about 75 percent, was designated for 
faculty and staff raises. 
Meredith told regents the budget 
emphasis on raises "reflects the 
Ii 
l 
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Alumm. couple's ~:: ~~e:nf~e=:~ts Associated Stu-. , . '', The student government assoc!-
>! .atlon voted this spring to add $5 to 
50th • •.: each student's semester fees over anmversary · ' ; the next four years to collect a stu-
. . :-., dent-body contribution toward the 
bee. ome·s WKU's· :,;: bug~~~n. who graduated from . : < Western In 1940 with a bachelor's 
. : · degree In chemistry, ls the founder 
g. olden' rtum·ty•.:. and president or PB&S Chemical Oppo ;: Co~ a Henderson-based chemical-.•: distribution company. 
, · · "I met Hattie In a psychology 
. ' dass at Western, and 50 years ago By CYNTHIA CROSSLEY 
Staff Writer C. , J . ··".:on June 8 we were married," Pres-/ .. ". •>.-'7-x , 0 ,of- u u : " ton said at the press conference. "I 
BOWUNG GREEN, Ky. - A Henderson businessman ": ·feel very strongly about this pro-
who met his wife while both attended Western Kentucky· , gram, and I feel very strongly about 
University has given his alma mater its largest-ever dona-:":: ,what Western has done for me. It 
tion in honor of his 50th wedding anniversary. ·-~,seems only fitting, on our 50th wed-
In return, Western has agreed to name Its new student ~rding anniversary, that we do this." 
health and activities center the Raymond B. Preston Health ·~.: Preston also ls one of six mem-
: and Activities Center. · ::: ibers of a steering committee that 
· Western's president, Dr. Thomas Meredith announcei 'fguides Western's development of-
Preston's gift yesterday at a press conference that Preston,' 'rfice, said the office's director, Hal 
his wife, Hattie Paff Preston, and their son Kent, a Western: •::Jeffcoat Jeffcoat said that when 
sophomore, attended. Meredith said Preston's gift quickly ,:;:~eredith came to West~rn I~ 1988, 
brought the university to its initial $1.4 million fund-raising. ;.one of the new _presidents fi:rst 
goal for the student activities center. The state is funding· ,;moves_ was to reactivate the st~enn~ 
the balance for the $10 million project -• • · . :::~omm1ttee to boost Westerns pn-
"We can now move forward with construction of the , :,,ate fund-raising efforts. 
building," Meredith said. · . . · · : ;~ In an Interview after the press 
At Preston's request, Western is not divulging the amount ;~onference, Preston sal,d Meredith 
of his gift But Meredith said it is the single largest private 1 ::,and Paul_ Cook, Westerns executive donation received by Western In Its 84-year history. c::,Ylce president for administrative af· 
That would mean Preston's gift exceeds a $300,000 be- r.•:~irs, approach_ed_hlm about contrlb-
quest from the estate of Virginia Wood Davis, a 1943 Eng- ~ ~-~!mg to the ~uilding before the offl• 
lish major whO gave her money to Western's journalism r::aaI fund-raising campaign began 
program, and a $400,000. commitment to the activities cen• f :t~\{~i,e very persuasive," Pres-
:·~4_ .:·tOn said. "You can see when he 
::i,; '(Meredith) talkS about it he really 
~-~-:believes in it." 
·;~Preston said he thought over the 
• request for a while before agreeing 
, to it "This was not a snap judgment, 
. It was something we had to think 
, about," Preston said. "Obviously, In 
the twilight years you start thinking 
about some things that maybe you 
hadn't thought about before. That 
unlimited amount of time you had 
when you were a kid, you know It 
becomes very finite. This we 
thought might could be a lasting 
contribution and something worth• 
while." 
The 2-story building will Include · 
six basketball and nine racquetball . 
courts, weight-training and aerobic-
dance rooms, a 1/9-mlle jogging·, 
track and a 25-meter swimming 
pool. It will also Include a laborato- · 
ry to measure cardiovascular fit-
ness_. 
western plans this summer to re-
route some underground utility lines 
around the building's site, on Re-
gents Drive east of the football sta-
dium. Meredith said he expects con-
struction on the building to start this 
fall and be finished In 18 months. 
Western hasn't quite finished rais-
ing money for the building. Jell coat 
: said the university needs to raise an-
. other $250,000 to buy and maintain 
1 new equipment. Western has ap-
'proached several potential donors 
: about that need and offered to name . 
•· various rooms Inside the building 
: for those making significant contrl• 
·; butlons, he said. The university ls 
, now awaiting their response. 
,; "We have major equipment needs 
';because we're doing this the first-
class way," Meredith said. "I don't 
1 want to be dragging 25-year-old 
: : equipment out of Diddle (Arena) 
· and putting It Into a brand-new, 
: state-of-the-art building." 
• • 
: During a special meeting of West-
: em's board of regents, which fol-
, lowed yesterday's press conference, 
: new regent Robert Chambless of 
;Munfordville was sworn In by Judg~ 
· Charles H. Reynolds. Also, the re- ' 
: gents elected Patsy Judd, publisher 
: of the Cumberland County News, In 
· Burkesville, as the board's vice 
: chairman. Chambless replaced re-
, gent Ronnie Clark of Franklin, 
· whose term ended this spring. Clark 
,..,,,. ,,;,..,.. .-.h~:~..,,..,,..,, 
Warren superintendent is named 
to Council on Higher Education 
By CATIIY COPE 7 -) 7 -/c 
Daily News Staff Writer 
Her administrative role at the 
elementary and secondary education 
level will help her better serve 
higher education as an appointee to 
the Council on Higher Education, 
the Warren County superintendent 
of schools said today. 
Randy Kimbrough, who will 
replace Patrick Nutini of Edgewood, 
was one of five appointed to the 
council by Gov. Wallace Wilkinson 
Monday. 
"I am very pleased that the gov-
ernor has faith in me and thinks I 
can do a good job. It is important 
that the council have someone who 
can give input from that (elementary 
,. ' 
and secondary education) level I 
because we are consumers of higher RANDY KIMBROUGH 
education every day," Mrs. Kim- One of five appointees 
brough said today. 
Also appointed were former 
Wilkinson administration budget 
director Kevin Hable to replace 
former Gov. Bert Combs; Dr. 
Robert M. Blake of Maysville to 
replace Daniel Stamper Jr.; Jack 
Rose of Murray to replace Bernie 
Sandfoss Jr. of Newport; and 
Sheridan Martin of Drift to replace 
James Hill of Louisville as the stu-
dent representative on the council. 
"(Higher education) is very im-
portant to the total development of 
our population, and I look forward 
to being in a position where I can 
help," Mrs. Kimbrough said. "I 
come from a perspective that would 
look at what's best for all." 
TI1e council sets policy for the 
eight state universities. 
Some of the more important 
issues affecting universities are the 
roles they have in education reform, 
having enough money to attract and 
maintain quality personnel and 
upgrading colleges and universities 
to enter the technology age, she said. 
"I will look at the issues and try 
- I• I I 
to make decisions based on what is 
in the best interest of students in the 
commonwealth,'' she said. 
Mrs. Kimbrough was the assistant 
superintendent for instruction for the 
state from 1977 until 1980 and cur-
rently serves as chairman of the 
Federal Policy and Legislative 
Committee for the American 
Association of School Ad-
ministrators. 
One vacancy remains on the 
council and one member is still ser-
ving even though his term has ex-
pired. 
Wilkinson also has numerous 
other appointments pending on the 
governing boards of the individual 
univers1ues, including one at 
Western Kentucky University. Den-
ny Wedge, of 1531 Cabell Drive 
continues to serve on the Board of 
Regents even though his term ex-
pired in March. 
A state law provides that 
members of such boards may serve 
beyond the term of their initial ap-
pointment if they are not replaced. 
Other universities and the number 
of overdue appointments are Eastern 
Kentucky, one; Kentucky State, 
two; Morehead, two; Murray, two; 
Northern, one; University of Ken-
tucky, two, not counting a faculty 
position; and University of 
Louisville, 10, not counting a staff 
position. 
' 
Western ct>nsidering 
9,ifte,d stu9e.n_t_. plan ..... 
·it::, '1i1Ji, 11,1,1'..;;_;'',':'J/ ;,s,(•;,,;;,,'.., ;,: ;; ,'•~\J ~:ltJ q1 :\Ir· :\1 :/ 
By REBECCA MORRIS i:..' · ' nate them," Dr. Julia Roberts, a 
· Daily News Staff Writer ' J.'t-.>'o teacher education professor who co-
OWENSBORO,. Ky .. -' Western ordinates many of Western's pro-
Kentucky ·.University's· Board · of grams for gifted students, said. ' 
Regents met in Owensboro ·today in : The university has severalactivi; 
the kickoff of a weekend retreat.to· ties; (or •gifted elementary,· junior 
review · current trends .)n ,:,;/,igher: high and high 'school students, in~ 
: education. ,· ·;,::Jf}; .' .· ·•: eluding workshops for teachers and 
Toe board will couple its'regular parents, , camps .for.-academically 
quarterly meeting today •with a gifted eighth-graders' and programs 
retreat Saturday at Owensboro's Ex- for verbally · and mathematically 
ecutive Inn Rivermont. The retreai gifted youths, she said. . •. ·: ,. . 
will give each regent an opponunity . · The· center' would be located in 
to comment unofficially on topics of Tate C. Page Hall, Mrs. Roberts 
special interest to Western, Western said. 
President Thomas Meredith said. 
"At the present time, we will not 
require additional staff for the 
center,'' she said. 
· Owensboro is an important center 
for Western because of the univer-
sity's campus there, he said Board 
of . Regents Chairman Joseph 
Iracane, an Owensboro 
businessman, and · George 
Overstreet, director of the Western's 
Owensboro campus, hosted a tour of 
the campus. .. . . . .. 
The board was expected to act on : 
a recommendation to establish a · 
center for giifted studies. at 
Western's Bowling Green campus. 
"We have lots of different activi-
ties for gifted students. We .are pro-
posing creating the center to coordi-
. The regents also were expected to 
act on a ,proposal to divide the 
department of sociology, anthropol-
ogy and social work into two 
departmenis, '•with sociology 
becoming a separate department. 
· Reg~~t~ also.,considered adding 
proposed minors in land surv.eying 
and marketing. 
. The oath of office was ad-
ministered to student regent Michael 
Colvin, a senior finance major from 
Louisville. 
wt<u,,,·.debdt~ 
· ci~~rlfufure'i 
·:~dnti.h,pJ.ng: ... t.,.;::.:" 
· ByREBECCAMORRIS IP;'c3.•:,'i'a 
Daily News Staff Writer ' i 
· j'Faculty'and,Staff resentment over 
the ranking of ,degrne programs at 
· • Western:,Kentucky jUniversity did 
· ; not abate Tuesday in ~' second day 
. . of discussion ·on the Western XXI 
plan:,,.'•_·;.'·•·~- ·0 '!i/; .-:)-1/i,{J\.(;:::; __ :,:nJ . 
i The 'driift plan, 1te1ea~ed io faculty 
• l!lembers·•1ast ,week; 'ianb' degree 
. and' 'academic 'support 'programs' 'at 
. !Jie 'unjveisity'in 'oni;'of,thiee levels 
of importance and (!Ile 'pf four levels 
of funding and support?Biology and 
teacher edu".3tion. y,,
1
ere 'srud to ~ 'of 
the most importance to the uruver-
. sity 'and iri need of the'most support 
in thCdraft:1. .. ;.,to:;,. ~,J.:t<.iil;'-i, !,_,,-f ,w:J_i) 
' ''" .. : '"" .... ,, .,·. 1, , i' ·. __ ,,. I The .,, steenng "'·comnuttee ·,, that 
authored '·\'the'''draft' held t public 
forums Monday ilnd Tuesday to hear 
comments .on . the . draft.' ·Suggested 
revisions were to .be 'studied today, 
with the draft going to Western's 
Board of Regents on Thursday. The 
board 'is· expected to· make a· final 
decision on the draft Monday.' ..• 'I 
; The draft 'Is the second part of 
Western XXI," university President 
Thomas "Meredith ·,:said. , The' first 
part, released in May, detailed the 
university's mission and goals for 
the21stcentury. ,,,, .. ,.., ! •··') 
i The ranking of programs is neces-
sary for Wes tern's future,'Meredith 
said. · · · . '.; c:: t:-':.-'.; -~--.-:--.•u·g 
· '.'Under this proposal, ''funding 
decisions would not be made' on 
what was the most demanding need 
in a particular y,m; )mt bn'ihe basis 
ofa plan for the future;'' he'said .. •,: 
: The omission of health care from 
Western' s .. ti, ;,,re was the . slant of 
Tuesday's di.:,::ussions. . , .-. -
"-This· r, .. :st Friday, ."President 
Meredith :.,uphasized · the : impor-
tance of h,,aJth care when he spoke 
at the groundbreaking for the new 
:.; it,, ... 
, ·11-- '.' '- 11_ :·: .. ,:,,,n TfiTo:•;·~,~ ,,,1·,l [11\ .. :.?;, •.,;·-;;i" · ·- ,. - , ... • 
student health and .act1v1ties center,'' ... ,.ommendat10n to . de-emphasize, 
BiU .Howard, an '.allied health 'pro::; Western' s dental hygiene program. , :: 
fes~. or., sa.id, •. '.'f/ ..ith' o'•ut .!'II e·.m.phasis : ''Wesie<?'.s .. bachelo~ (d~~) _in ·1' 
on .health care ,I don't ·see how. we . dental hyg1~ne was tlie first of its 
can call ourselves a cpmprehensive, kind in the nation," · she said. / 
university. ,, : , . .,. ·; .. , · ' .. :' : •·.;. . ' · "Other schools looked at us as a i 
·."Jtseems the overall time or'lhis, modeltosetuptheirprograms.''· ·'.•j 
recommendation ,,is· not to move ,: Mrs. Tabor .- said , .the dental l 
fo"?'ard , but t.o move' backward," · hygiene program has already re- I 
,Ho.ward said . ."I , am a:,vare of the .. ceived calls and letterscfrom prof es- i 
history , of .this I un/versity, '_and ,it;; sional associations (questioning the i 
seems we want to step qack an.d starti ·recommendation. :,Oi!i<. ,- . , ! 
=~httJ'_estet:f<~ntucky ~or: n~fe:f;n'so:;~i:f,.:rn:::! \ 
· :Western,', was, 'designated as · a . mendations of the steering commit- ,, 
no~ schci?l froni 1906 ~ti! 193~, . tee to make it~ decision on Western \ 
when its prunary emphasis was m XXI.: •. • J v , ; , 
teacher education.. .. . .. · . . Joe Iracane, ''chairman· of the 
.Students h~ve bee,n pro'testing ihe ; Board,~f :8,egents, illlld ,at least two 
recommendation to tum over to the other·,rege~ts atter!ded'liTuesday's 
private sector the university's health hearing . . ,:V/J/'/''J f' ,;, :'i' · 
service;which offers ~1,dical care to ".I, ,1yanteil, 't?,i'~et~ 8. _flfst'.hand 
~t_u~ents at a charge o, per office, feeling of_ therr mterpretation of the 
v1s1t;' ·y .. :~''. ·:·-:l ' 1 • ,, ' plan;~~:-:rnw·anewd~il;X-f.t<' . · 
Debbiei.'.'Smith,h, a university· • . '::1. ·· · f•i,:,,..,, .· · . 
libraries secretary;agreed with their ' Iracane ,said h w~s ~specially un-
protests .. · portant , t<> · see , ~ow faculty were 
"To keep students educationally responding to the draft, which was 
'healthy . we must • first keep them partially prepared by o.ther faculty 
physically healthy," she said. ·. members., 
Rebt,.;ca Tabor, an allied health · ·' '.'! . wanted· to see the faculty; 
fi ' "h 'd pm ~ssor, ,,}Vas angered by the rec-··' .response,.' e sai . ;", '' ',, i::, ' 
~ ~ i 
'.,. ;-,.,-,------~ 
Bartley is sworn i~ as WKU regent . 
Bobby R. Bartley, a 1~58 graduate of Bowling Green Business Uni- · 
versity, was sworn in as a member of Western Kentucky University's 
Board of Regents today. •: ; . · 
. Bartley, 54, was appointed by Gov . .Wallace Wilkinson to replace 
Denny Wedge of Bowling Green on the board. ' · · 
Wedge's term expired in March.. '· .• 
Bartley has been general manager of Homer Bartley Lumber Co. in 
Glasgow since 1960. He is originally from Monroe County. 
"I'm happy to be here among a lot of old friends," Bartley ·said. 
"I'm looking forward to see if we can get Western rolling." . 
. ''I know there are money, personnel and political issues to play with, 
but I think within a year I'll know my way around," he said. .\ 
_ ~anley•~, wife.' G~o~, is a ;ea:~ep J':t~s::t~~~: is'.e9 0 l 
' y, i ,, ' •:,:~- .,, : ' 
WKU plans to add degree 
· • BOWLING GREEN,· Ki •~ Western Kentucky 
University's board·of regents approved a l'roposal 
yesterday for a doctoral degree in education. The 
plan now goes to .the Kentucky Council on Higher . 
Education for consideration in January. 
Bobby R. Bartley, a 1958 graduate of Bowling 
Green Business University, was sworn in as a re-·. 
· gent during the meeting to succeed Denny Wedge. 
Bartley has been general manager of Homer Bart- . 
Jey Lumber Co. in Glasgow since 1960. ci .. .) '·' -J 1 • 9 
,!, ,' i0, ,,,,_, -~•,,:_;, -----·--' ·• , ,,,., - • 
'·we·s+eFn··•··xx1 \'..{(.'} ;, · .... · .. ' ' ii ./.f • · .. ·.••···. •:;]]t) 
.. vote 9ga1n/ ... \,..,r 
:\R' Qt .on .'.hold . ' ' :l 
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·'ByREBECCAMORRIS .·· 
;:DailyNewsStaffWriter, · 
>"' A vote on Western XXI, Western 
.. Kentucky University's controversial 
strategic .· planning process for the . 
next · century, . has again been 
delayed .. 
,~,·· Westem's Board of Regents voted Friday to give President Dr. Thomas 
Meredith witil Nov. 30 to review the·· 
document with the university's ad-
. ministrative cowicil. 
BOBBYBAR1LEY' 
New Westem regent 
"I'd· like to recommend to the 
I 
I 
board that as important as this mechanism that I as a board member , 
document is and as . anxious as could look . to . to make recom- · 
.everyone as to move on to the next · mendations on the budget," he said. 
' siep, I. think. we need to take more ·.· In other action, the board: 
time to allow me to take the vice · ' . -APPROVED a proposal for 
:presidents and the deans and go over ;Western to offern doctoral degree in 
the whole ·· document," Meredith . education. 
said. ."That would. also give the / The proposal must be approved 
: comrriwiity outside the university a .. bf the Cowicil of Higher Education. : 
· chance to reflect on\vhat they want ··The University of Kentucky and the 
Western to be in the 21st century." · University of Louisville are the only 
<,In September, _the release of a· public universities in the.state whose 
draft of a portion of Western XXI •. charters cµrrently ,allow them to of-
. that evaluated and ranked the wii- fer doctoral degrees. ' · 
. versity's .. academic programs "There wi)l have to be a legal 
• resulted in complaints from fa~ulty opinion , issued · · io determine if 
.and studepts when several programs, Western tinder the current rules can : 
'including advertising, public rela- offer the degree," Meredith said. "I· 
tions and dental hygiene, were rec- feel very positive that we will be 1 
ommended for review and possible allowed to do so." . , 
de-emphasis. . · ". · . .· Meredith doesn't believe UK and . 
· After two campus hearings on the U of L will contest the proposal 
draft proposal, its steering commit- when it comes before the CHE' in 
tee made several revisions to the January. 
document. The regents approved an -SWORE IN new regent Bobby 
extension of the time limit for writ- ,Bartley of Glasgow. : 
ten comments, setting Friday as the -ELECI'ED Joe Iracane of 
date the proposal would be voted on. Owensboro and Patsy Judd of 
The steering committee has rec- Burkesville as chairman and vice 
omrriended, however, tl1at all jour- . chairman. for academic year 1990- , 
nalism, professional communica- · 91. : . . .. 
tions, health and leisure/hospitality · -ELECI'ED Fred Travis of ' 
courses be reviewed to detennine Glasgow and Wendell Strode of 
where they fit in Westem's strategic Bowling Green to the Executive 
plan. Committee. 
The Western XXI process also • -APPOINTED Dr. Paul Cook as 
came wider fire from · faculty treasurer, Franklin Berry as 
members who thought the process parliamentarian, and Liz Esters as 
was moving too fast. Regents' board secretary. 
chairman Joe Iracane said the pro- -AU'IHORIZED · issuing $3 
cess needs to be completed before million in bonds for improvements 
the board looks at Westem's next to the university's residence halls. 
budget. Western received $3 million in 
"Western XXI is a vision of the low-interest federal loans for tlie 
university's future, but it is als'? a project, Meredith said .. 
-----------·-;;;;;;;;;;;;:;;;;;:::::===~.,,......,-~--:--r_,.,.,"""'~~~~~-¼,== 
P.\ -~., . ' .: .. ... : ", '! ' ,·. .'· ' ·.J"/'_'::.,•,,. <;,<~•.,,_,, 
Wl{U regents to review •-i-.•:.,,.,r ,··; ' '',, ·\·. ·- . e e ;·•, .. 'k: J 
pJan to guide·un1vers1ty _ 
sjnoothly int() 21st ~~ntµry 
1 ,, .. ,. •, . ' . . ,: . ' ' ' . . . 
By1.GYNTHIA CROSSLEY ,,-., 'ago as a way to guide Western into spend- · 
S_taft' Writer C '...!)- · : _ · /J- -/ J- -~ '10 · ing its limit~d resources more wisely. Mer'. ', r· ;.,, ·, · _- ' -~;"' •. ·:,: .,.,. · .,,. \edith has said he would like to have a fin- _ 
'llOWLING GREEN, 'Ky.·-'-- In the 21st ishedplanreadywhenth,funiversitybegins '1 
ceritury, when people think of Western its budgeting process next month. __ - ' · , 
Kentucky University, plartners hope some ·" Also, the·Western 2J'effort is supposed to-"' 
tfiings will spririg to mind: · · · mesh with a second, university-wide budget I 
An undergraduate recombinant-genetics review now under way for all departments 
program. A graduate folk-studies program. _and support services. When both are fin-
fsychology. -Biology. Leadership in educa- ished, theoretically, Western 21 will help 
tion 'refonn. Students who can write and · administrators decide where to place what- , 
speak proficiently. ever extra money is found in the budget 
- -And oh yes, the already-nationally recog- review. _ · 
nized programs in print j'oumalism, photo- That is supposed to help guide Meredith 
journalism and public re ations. on deciding what to do about Westem's on-
At least, that's what the latest - and going controversy about whether · it is 
most revised - version of the plan says. spending dollars wisely on athletics, 
Today, Western's board of regents will have Since the spring of 1989, some of West-
a go at it, possibly giving the document, em's faculty have called for the university 
known as "Western 21," its stamp of ap- to cut back athletics spending, while other 
proval. faculty members have jumped to the pro-
' However, according to regents chainnan gram's defense. The two sides swapped 
Joe lracane of Owensboro, there have been thick reports analyzing the university's ath- 1 
some rumblings about wording changes, letic spending durint the summer of 1989, 
1 "cosmetic" changes, and possibly even one but Meredith hasn't issued his own pro-
regent who wants to bring the whole pro- nouncement on the matter. 
cess ,to a halt. Now, the latest draft of the Western 21 
That would run counter to the desires of '· .. __ 
Western President Thomas Meredith, who . , _ cial drain label and ranked it as tailed areas within degree programs 
proposed the university-wide review a year ,"tertiary" in. importance to the uni- and services that his committee 
.. · f 1 · lacked the time or expertise to. document has confused some acu • vers1ty. 
ty me-mbers on what Western will But the administration changed evaluate, 
do about athletics, said Bart White, athletics to an "essential" service "It wasn't 'All right, let's become, 
president of the faculty senate. an a e e s a em n s • d dd d th t t e t about ath 1'nstant expe'rts,'" Flynn said. "Giv•. 
A chart lists athletics as one of Ietics' role among students and the en the accelerated pace of this pro- -
Westem's 31 "essential" support larger community, Flynn said. cess the most we could do was 
services; other essential service_s Meredith was not available to rais~ a red flag." / -'<: 
· · th nt on the matter yesterday Other cn't1·c1·sms -of Western 21 range: from adm1ss1ons to e um- comme . . , , 
versity ticket office. A narrative but Flynn s'."d_he di~ t see the two have been its suggestion that the 
notes that athletics serve as "a focal as necessarily m conflict. Flynn srud student health services be taken 
point :ror institutional identity and he interpreted the docum~nt to s~y over by a private company and that _ 
spirit" for students, alumni, and athletic~ "may be essential to this the public relations degree program 
"other university supporters." umvers1ty, but we need to get t~; be assigned a low priority. Both of 
But elsewhere in the document, drain on resou_rces under control. those concerns have come from stu:. 
thl tics are described as a "drain Both drafts list athletics as one of dents. , _, , 
~n eUniversity resources (which) many subjects for review. That has Flynn said the health services., 
should be curtailed." Here Western prompted one regent, _Robert takeover was merely a suggestion,' 
21 suggests Western either find Chambless Jr. of MunfordVIlle, to again linked with a recommenda-
more ·outside funding for athletics suggest that WeStem 21 be delayed lion for review. He said he thought 
or cut some costs. · until all the reviews can be complet- students misunderstood the docu•, 
"It's essentially a contradiction in ed. Chambless told the WKU stu• ment. 
1 tenns;» White said. dent newspap~r, the College Toe PR' program's low ranking . 
English professor Jim Flynn, who ~eig~ts H_erald, m October that he prompted about 20 public relatio~s ; 
has gµided the developm~nt of tpe ?1dn t believe program~ and serv- majors to attend an October pubhc i 
planning document since its begm- ices could . be, ranked if _ so many ·hearing brandishing two dozen' 
ning, said the confusing assessment needed revieWI~g. 1 d tr hies they have · 
Of atllletics entered the document Chambless did not return a mes• : P aques an op , 1 
h th e k - won. Since then, the program s after a review by Westem's admin- , sage left at .his ome over e w e • ranking has changed. . 
istratlon. Flynn said his steering end. _ . ·•' - . l ,, 
committee gave athletics the finan- _ Flynn srud there were many de• -.It's now "essentia , 
. <•:·.,,~~,l; .,_z·., .. , :.,. ... x 
WKU's regents 
adopt master plan 
By RICHARD WILSON, Staff Writer 
. G ,J · /~ -1 3 -?,:, 
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. - It may be only a semantic distinc- · , 
tion, but at Western Kentucky University, athletics are essential, 
not just desirable. 
However, Hilltopper athletics almost got downgraded to being 
oniy desirable yesterday when the school's board of regents 
adopted a master plan to guide the university ioto the 21st cen-
tury. The plan, called "Western 21," is to be used by the school's 
administration io planning how to spend limited resources io the 
years ahead. 
Several changes io the document, iocludiog the one pertaining 
to athletics, were defeated before the board adopted it 9-1 after 
nearly two hours of discussion. 
Robert Chambless Jr., a Munfordville banker, was the only 
regent to oppose the plan. He said that it was beiog rushed and 
that it merited more study before final action was taken. 
The 30-page plan contains much lofty language on Western's 
goals and purposes. But the portion that has caused friction on 
the campus - and most of yesterday's discussion - categorizes 
the school's academic programs according to whether they are 
SeeWKU 
Page 4, col. 1, this section 
' •
WKU regents~adopt pl~~ 
tQ, set long-term priorities 
C , ~ · I ). -/ 3 -; 6 · . . · · 
Continued from Page C 1 . . That is not our intention," he said, 
Some other regents questioned 
prominent, essential, desirable or classifications for other programs, 
non•essential. Numerous faculty But regent Danny Butler of Greens-
members and studen_ts have con- burg urged adoption of the docu-
tended the labels are too subjective men! yesterday, He said unanimous 
and may lead to the phasing out of agreement could never be reached 
some programs. , . on the prograll)S, Most regents also 
.,;rtie dispute over the designation acknowledged that they had re-
qf athletics came when faculty re- ceived numerous calls, apparently 
gent Eugene Evans questioned the from faculty members, about the 
!'sdom of calling intercollegiate programs, orts an essential support service, Meredith defused some criticism en though he acknowledged that of the classifications when he an-ost regents thought they deserved nounced at the beginning of the $.!Ch a designation, meeting, which drew a standing-I Evans acknowledged that athlet- room-only crowd to the boardroom, 
i~s may be essential for varsity play- that the latest revision of the report 
~rs. But he said he doubted that incorrectly listed two programs, He 
,;ports are anything but entertain- said the undergraduate social-work 
Ij1ent for most students. program and a graduate program in 
l ending for intercollegiate ath- geography are essential, instead of • has been an issue at WKU only desirable. " .the spring of 1989, when some More than a dozen social-work 
~ty called for cuts while others students attended the meeting. A 
l+ihp~d to the program's defense, number of graduate students in so-!I'appreciate the paragraph (else- ciology were also there, protesting 're in the plan) saying that 'the their program's classification as 
~li:on university resources in this merely desirable, rather than essen-
a!'should be curtailed,' " Evans tiaL 
: When he finally asked that The only other change in the plan 
etics be demoted from the "es- came from a proposal by student re-
~tial" category to the "desirable" gent Michael Colvin, The regents 
ti1i);: he told the regents he was adopted his proposal, which called, 
ijl!l\ing the move "with no expecta- In part, for a comprehensive final 
tt>1fbf success." His effort lost on a examination in every course, cover-
515:ivote. Ing the whole content of the course, 
[!!tvans also provoked discussion Meredith said the plan, which has 
l~e plan's categorizing of aca- been in the works for 13 months, t;: programs when he ques- will now enter what he called an d whether the panel that devel- "action" phase - meaning that pro-'the· categories had thoroughly cedures will be developed to carry qtjp,llidered the future need for some out the recommendations, 
ffi;pgt'ams. He also said some pro- He also said the plan will be re-
ll!l!i\)s had been dropped a level viewed every two years and ,will get 
\YiJ:l\out faculty's having had a an intensive review every six years, 
Gfuutce to contest the decision, "It's always difficult to go 
:!'/'rhe regents finally defeated Ev- through these kinds of processes. 
~; motion to delay categorizing Limited resources force institutions rate programs in home eco- to do so if (they) are going to gain 
cs, physical education, recrea- the kind of recognition necessary to 
'"and sociology until they re- become competitive in today's high-
ceived further review. The pro- er-education world," Meredith said, 
grapis were listed in the plan as de- He said the plan placed Westem's 
s~le, and he said some of them future direction "in some pretty 
w~!)aps should get higher ciassifi- firm putty, but certainly not con-
c\1Qons. He also sought similar ac- crete," 
t\ir1ffor a "non-essential" program Regent Chairman Joe lracane 
iO,Z:fiild development and family !iv- said the plan would help the board 
i(fg:: as the school's 1992-94 budget is de-
t:wl<U President Thomas Meredith veloped, He said that the school had 
I ;the board that "desirable" did "scrutinized its programs all along" ' 
;inean that a program is auto- and was not top-heavy academical• 
ally targeted for termination if )y, . ., .· . · ; '., ·· .. '· 
prces wane, "Emotions have led . · lracane said the master plan was 
to believe that if they (the pro-, long overdue, and compllmented ' 
s) are only desirable, that Meredith for his courage in under'..' 
s th~ death. knell Js ,!,oiling, . ~~.it,'.,.,; ;; 'c.\',; !. ·•···. 'l .· ~,,a1 
: )ft(1l. \'Jl ,,J /{i. !1it/;_l)/t:f:~'~ (~X ii~1JL'.ft~i .;0:~~+:L. ~-:~.Ji:~{t~\::'::> /:,;\:, ::\,~-:·,,_>] 
Advocates of WKU program waiting 
Advocates for a education doctor.,~ program at Western Kentucky 
University are waiting for a response from the state Attorney General's 
Office but have asked Gov. Wallace Wilkinson to look into it. 
Board of Regents Chairman Joe Iracane submitted the proposal to 
Wilkinson on Monday. lracane said he asked for the governor's opinion 
about the legality of whether the Council for Higher Education can ap-
prove or disapprove a doctorate program. 
In November, the council refused to rule on the proposal because 
state law is unclear about whether it has that authority. 
. 0 /oJ . I ).. -11 -? D 
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Plan clouds WKUi S:b;fh:l&fics role 
. ' •', . ' . ' . ' . :, . .. ~~ - - . ; . , /·:.r- --·:r<t._ i . __ . :·r,:· _ . , . ,•,;-_ -;•_!:.;-; •:.,_-. -•.... ·.).:fi,'.,:;~.->?:;, .. ( 
By SMITAMADANPAUL · · , -':>() plan that says athletics will be esseirtial,''.a''.".members · have. asked· forictitba~ks 'in 
Daily News Staff Writer , · 1 .). -I 3 · · · . he said. "That's translated into 'Coach, :•:· athletic .spending .. Others have defended 
. The role of athleti_Cs_ in Westeqi" Ken- · build an empire.".',; : -- ,_i_, :_· -:-: ·: _--; .-::·· ·.-. .,_;/·-.:it..c, ,:._~ -~: .. ):. · _ · _ · _ 
tucky University's future remains in a . · Regent Patsy Judd . of .Burkesville ';' •. :,Supporters ·and detractors have. sub-
precarious balance, despite passage Wed- . seconded ihe ri)oJio~. ,ind suggested. a new ;, ·. milled reports analyzing the university's 
nesday of Western XXI, a guideline for category - highly <)esirable .c.. be formed :, i:)eed for :. the .. athleticp,rogr;un during 
the school in the 21st century. :,· ·, : · · •. • fo_r the athletic program. . ·. ,·: · .:, 1 :':'.,:.' '!,summer 1989. ', · · ·' :···~· ~~'· ,~., 
The document is suppo~ed to be a >:. ,,Toe vote ·eoded at: ~-5, with. th¢' .split_.'::,_·: !•The remainder of the 30-page Western 
spending guide for ·western under a coming between 'thqse on .the regeilt's .. :;.i)QCT plan was approved 9,1 but not 
tightened budget, but how much money athletic .committee and those not.Regent ''/withoutothet'last-minutechanges, · 
and emphasis athletics will get i• unclear. Chairman Joe Iracane from Owensboro · . The plan also ranks academic programs 
The document describes.athletics "as a . voted against the motion. .< .'-' 1 • • _ ,in four lists - prominent, essential, 
drain on University resources (which) ... The ·contradiction about the role of desirable and nonessential. 
· should be curtailed.': . , · · athletics ~ppeared after the steering . The changes included upgrading two 
But in a ranking ·of services by committee submitted a draft to universi- programs, the undergraduate social work ,.1, priorities - enhanced, ·essential and , ty's president and administrative council, . major and the graduate geography pro-,.,_ · desirable - athletics is listed as essential. according to English professor Jim Flynn gram, from desirable to essential. · ·• It also says athletics serve as ~ 'a focal who C!V~rsaw . the . documents· develop- University ?resident Thomas Meredith 
, point for institutiona! identity and spirit." ment. ,,.rl11¢ original document listed .· said the programs had been downgraded 
, ,, ·· •. .\ athletics · as tertiary in importance and ' by mistake. . . 
, At the regents meeting, Faculty Regent called it a financial drain. ·. ·•. 'There has been a great deal of . 
~;o . Dr. Eugene Evans· made a motion to The new comments about the impor- ·revisiting of past information," he said. 
' downgrade the athletic program to tance· of athletics fo the community and He also added a review process for every X\_ desirable, since only a small percentage its promotion to · the essential category ' 
of the student body is involved.. came from the administration, Flynn said. 
"I don't think we should advertise a Since'. spring 1989, som, faculty 
J=======:::;,;,;;:;::;::::==:======----:-:--· . . . ,'.');,:',.;.Li.'" ,;..· ... 
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-two ye";S and an extensive study 
every six years to - insure other _ 
changes can be made if deemed 
necessary. 
When the plan is approved, it will 
place the direction of the university 
in '"pretty finn pudding, but not 
concrete," he said . .. •,,, .,. . 
The next phase is to put the_plan 
into action, he said. · / ·} ~ , 
Regent Robert Chambless Jr. of 
Munfordville, who ·cast the lone 
vote against the plan, said, "I think 
a vote today is too -quick and a 
disservice to the university and all , 
of our COilStituents.'' ' 
He asked that students and faculty 
crowded in the back of the regent's 
room be allowed to offer their opi-
nions. 
A group calling th-emselves , 
AESSOP, All Endangered Students / 
Speak Out for Preservation~ handed 
out fliers saying "Defend your right 
to learn, save your department." 
"I can understand why people are 
upset and feel they Me not properly 
represented in th.e university,'' 
Chambless said. He also warned that 
the plan would 'fail to control the 
reorganization , process or the 
budget. 
However, lraC3lle said the plan 
was no longer open to public discus-
sion. 
Evans voted for the plan but not 
without attemptin' to further amend 
the document. He made a motion to 
strike several programs from all lists 
until further review of their impor-
tance. 
He said he didn't think the plan 
was going to Work because there 
was no basis for discrimination. 
1 
'TI1ere has been a lot of com-
munication within the last 24 hours. 
Some got to the 'decision makers and 
some didn't. I think everyone should 
get that chance{ he said. 
The motion ;ailed to pass. 
An amendment to require a com-
prehensive final in all courses was 
suggested by student regent Michael 
Colvin and passed in a 9-1 vote. 
/ J 
I 
I 
And so the debate bfgins -
publicly, anyway. · 
Western Kentucky University's 
Board or Regents on Wednesday 
tore down the notion that they stand 
unanimously behind the status of the 
school's athletics progrems. · · ,. 
·
1 
· In fact, we now know Western's 
10 regents stand divided - right 
down the middle. 
First, a synopsis of Wednesday's 
events: 
Joe 
Medley 
Daily News 
Sports Editor 
Faculty regent Eugene Evans in-
troduced a motion to have athletics 
demoted from the "essential" cate-
gory to "desirable" on the Western 
XXI report. The report is a docu-
ment approved by the board that 
prioritizes Western 's departments in 
the school's plans for the 21st Cen-
tury. Patsy Judd gave a second to the 
motion. 
!.iLL4b:ll!\.04 
After some debate, which includ. 
ed heavy bashing of Western's 
athletics department, the motion 
failed ... not by a majority vote, but 
because the regents tied 5-5. 
Remember that score, Western 
fans. It may become the most im-
portant score in the history of I 
Western athletics. ' _ J : ·, ., . . 
· That's because it open~d th~ door; 
at last, to sen'ous debate. It shows, at 1 
least, that the school is taicing a 
Serious look at serious questions ,· 
about athletics. 
Debate is not ali bad, even if it 
results in no change. At least 
Western athletics can no longer hide 
behind smoke screens raised by 
some members of a good-old-boy 
dynasty who refuse to let go of the past. 
~~ " • -=;· P; -- ""1 - • ~1 '"'T -c-,•, .. V·';'-~ 
b,,,e ·,·-··:g--·.·.,n·· s-,- and it';·-about time 
ill a divided board of h t cture of What w • 'or in the next 
. - How about t e s ru ? t's regents be looking ,, , . n those Western athletics is at a c~~ta~ Westem's athletics hd~p~x;::i~i of AD? I'd sure~~e ~~~i:t~s may 
int where they can _go Mom clear that too m~c IS d the interviews. . their in-
~se condominiu?' or ~::,;nchoice the athletics f ~ct~~• ~gerous have more quest10ns than 
d Pop's porch. It s a c saturat10n can ea . . romo- terviewers. 
:tween the future and the p~:· is no oversights and thinsut:~:t 'rlie AD Not that a divided board is a bad 
And, at last, the status 1hout at tions, among o, er t AD,' but how thing. a1 of schools 
longer acceptable - w1 ' needs some assist~ . duties? With the upheav , 
least, some debate.. . many and what are_ . e,r for W~stern jumping conferences lik~fro!jt~:~ 
Some vital quest10ns. d with - Is there a ':''st?~ What does ping, lil_y padhs andwilpel nunJoubtedly 
-What sho_u_ld_W?estletm' boecom- athletics? What d,s tit.get there , .. nd I t at 
s ed o leg1s auo~ , schools like f rence affiltat!On. Western ne to 
O 
· · ··00 hurt m1d-ma1or 
cone t the Sun Belt Con- h school's adnumstrs.. 't's um· e to debate. , quite apparen t does t e . W t m I 
m, WOO,•, '"" ''° fue ""''" ros,o '"' '"" <o Oo "' . m. m O > • 00 Oy 
ference h in intercollegiate All f this comes at a very ,m It's time for the good-old- y -state of ~arc Y . miracle. , 0 . • m Feix has retITed ble 
athletics w1thouht almmd b~r done about estmthglt1tmces. dirJu:,'ctlr, and the_ search nasty to c~m ii°'s a bloodless and 
- What s ou . . t rms as a e , ill begm next Let's ope 
athletic spending - not JUS~~ne~ is for his replacement w . fruitful revolution. of figures, but how the month. 
used? 
-·-
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WKU',D/~red_if'I""~{t,ib;n,,r~y~=--. 
relat~~Di9 ip probed 
By ANGELA GARRETI' , 1,, .... • ihat's ;fine but not for prlvate : 
Daily News Staff Writer · business," Oiarnbless said. "I can 
Western Kentucky University see no reason why Western and the 
President Thomas .Meredith has credit union would be intertwined at 
agreed to look into the relationship alt" , . , . •. · · 
between the school and Western Western does printing for the 
Kentucky University Credit Union credit union and handles its payroll, 
after questions were mised Thursday but the credit union reimburses the 
at a Board of Regents meeting. university, said Paul Cook, execu-
Regent Robert Chambless Jr. tive vice president for academic af. 
asked Meredith to look into connec• fairs. 
tions between the school and the· , "I asked Dr. Cook if Western 
credit union, which are thought to be would do my printing and my 
separate businesses despite a shared payroll and. he said 'no'," 
name. Chambless said. . "Then · they · 
"I got something in the lllllll· that shouldn't be doing the credit union's 
said it was printed by Western," either." · · · 
Chambless said. "It was a lobbying Meredith said he needed to study 
effort on behalf of the credit union, the issue. · · · · 
and I don't think it's appropriate "I didn't know it was going io 
that our name be on things like come up," he said. "If I had, I 
that." would have been prep'!fed. To be 
Regent Chainnan Joseph Iracane honest, I haven't looked at that since 
said he dislikes that implication. I've been at the university." 
"I don't think we want anything The regents also approved a 
going out with Westem's name on it master o'f arts degree in education 
that takes a political stance," . he for interdisciplinary early childhood 
said. education. 
· .. It makes it look like Western is "Part ' of the state education 
•lobbying for .. a ,private , business, "kform · ,calls '.'for family 'service 
Chambless said. .. ,. ,,,~~ ,, · ·'> 'centers \for preschool children,'' 
; , ''.}{th~y're lob~ying .f\>r,!'{~slem, ,.Meredith said.,'.'.They'll need people 
ii' ,{i >i~, ,•,·.->;,/_,';~I..,\:;_,.-,. ",,v_ ilf · ;.;' i'-.l1i4:_)1.f,i ::~,\_ •i''Jtl}~\{1,iJ ·b1-:<d'C 'Hl1, 
,_ ,··· -~-,.,,_,,\,,'~•-· _ .. ,,-! .•. 'a,· . 
DR. THOMAS MEREDITH 
· West~ president 
I 
I 
trained ,in· 0education ·to >1'U11 '/these 1 
centers. We want to be on the 
. leading edge of this," . 
Meredith also released prelimi-
~ary enrollment figures_ for the spr-
mg semester, · · · 
The figures show 14,135 students 
enrolled this spring, compared to 
13,890 for the 1990 spring semester, 
Meredith said. That includes an in-
crease of 515 full-time students, 
This is the first _time spring 
'enrollment has topped the '14,000 
mark. The final fall 1990 count was 
15,240. fj\(.' '"\/ ,,• 
• 
• 
WKU may get new regent 
3·· ;)~·?/ 
By JASON SUMMERS 
Daily News Staff Writer 
Western Kentucky Univers!ty may be 
etting a new regent after April 8, the day 
tendell Strode's appointment runs ?ut. a 
"I'd be honored to continue serving as 
nt " Strode said but he doesn't know re~' ' . 
if he will be able to. 
He hasn't heard anything from ~ov. 
Wallace Wilkinson's office, and he said he 
doesn't know what his chances are. . . 
"That's a decision the governor. will be 
aking '' Strode said, ''I'm sure he 
0'/~son) has many other people "'.ho 
have a fondness for Western, so I think 
there are several choices. There '.'1'e ~e~e;,al 
people who could do an outstandingJt · . d 
Two possibilities include av1 
Broderick, , a Bowling Green attorney 
Wilkinson tried to appoint to the state 
,.. 
Regent 
school board, and Stephen Catron, another 
Bowling Green attorney. h heard 
But Broderick said he as. 
"nothing whatsoever" about bemg _a~ 
ointed regent. . '· .y,c 
p "In fact the naine I've heard ment1on<il1_., 
' 'd "I ' t me '_t is Steve Catron," he sat , t s no . '.•<.' 
C al'd "It would be extremely. atron s , , ed f the 
flattering to even be ment10n or . 
position.'' if D D borah Catron said he and his w e, r. e 
Catron are Western graduates. 
, No decision has been made about ap-
pointing a new regent, according to ~~u? 
Alexander Wilkinson's press secretary. " 
"I don:! know what his plans are, . 
-Alexander said. "I generally don't ~?w 
until we're ready to announce someone. 
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When Strode's term ends April 8, 
"it doesn't necessarily create a 
vacancy,'' Alexander said. '' People 
serve until they're replaced.'' 
A new appointment could be an-
nounced at any time, he said. 
complishments he's been part of has 
been the selection of Dr. Thomas 
Meredith as president and develop-
ment of Western XXI, a plan for the 
school's future. 
lion that athletics be dropped back 
to the desirable category, and the 
group also released an annual report 
critical of the ainount of money 
athletics spent versus what they took 
Wilkinson has never given an 
opinion on what he thinks of 
Strode' s job as regent, Alexander 
said. 
"The board there has functioned 
well, and the governor has a good, 
strong relationship with Western," 
he said. "Over the governor's term, 
we've worked closely with the uni-
versity.'' 
Strode, 42, is the last regent on 
Western's board that hasn't been 
appointed or reappointed by Wilkin-
son, said Fred Hensley, university 
relations director at Western. 
Strode, senior vice president of 
Trans Financial Bank, was ap-
pointed Dec. 7, 1987, by then Gov. 
Martha Layne Collins. He was 
sworn in Jan. 7, 1988. 
Strode said the two biggest ac-
Strode and the other regents are 
meeting today to hear information 
about the budget for nexi year, 
Hensley said. About a year ago 
Meredith appointed a committee to 
study the various departmental 
budgets fc;,llowing the guidelines set 
down in Western XXI. 
One part of the budget that has 
been under fire has been the money 
spent on 11thletics. Western XXI 
originally classified athletic in the 
desirable category - · programs 
Western desires to offer as long as 
resonrces permit. · 
That classification 'was changed to 
essential -' prograins essential to 
WKU. Each prograin in this catego-
ry should be directed to strive for 
excellence.'' 
Western' s Faculty Senate recently 
passed the first reading of a resolu-
in. . 
But• Strode does not agree that 
athletics should be pushed to the 
back of the line. · 
"I think a major, comprehensive 
university like Western Kentucky 
University should have a high-
quality athletic prograin," he said. 
"Also, I would say then that there 
are ways that onr university and 
athletic programs can be more fi-
nancially prudent.'' 
Strode said he thinks the money 
problems with athletics have been 
''misrepresented, or misunderstood, 
maybe that's the word." 
"If we budget X dollars for cer-
tain areas, whether it be a certain 
department or athletics in general, if 
we are living within that budget, 
then we need to be satisfied with 
that I think,'' he said. 
Regents 
approve 
tenures 
By JASON SUMMERS ~-14 -'l I 
Daily News Staff Writer 
The W estem Kentucky University 
Board of Regents on Monday ap-
proved recommendations for gran-
ting tenure and, with some argu-
ment, passed recommendations for 
other personnel changes. 
Of the 18 people granted tenure, 
two each came from the College of 
Business • Administration, the Col-
lege of Education and Behavioral 
Sciences and Ogden College of 
Science Technology and Health. 
Three 'people in the university 
libraries department were tenured 
and nine people from Potter College 
of Arts, Humanities and Social 
Sciences also received tenure. 
The tenure question passed with 
little debate, but Regent Ro~rt 
Chambless wanted to delay action 
on any other personnel changes. 
President Thomas Meredith said 
the personnel changes have been the 
province of the president _£or years 
and the decisions are earned out as 
necessary. The board approves them 
after the fact in many cases, he said. 
"To delay the majority of the ac-
tion ... would be moot," he said. 
Chambless wanted to delay the 
decisions "until we are further 
along in the budget process. 
"We don't have money in the 
budget yet," he said. "And I don :1 
want to spend money we don t 
have.'' 
Meredith said he hopes to have 
the budget to the regents within a 
couple of weeks, so they will have 
time to study it before the June 12 
meeting. 
The board asked about progress 
on the· construction of two donnito-
ries and the student health and ac-
tivities center and was told the pro-
jects are slightly behind schedule 
because of weather delays and 
problems moving more rock from 
the ground than was projected 
would be there. 
"It's always a pleasant surprise 
when you go underground in Bowl-
ing Green,'' Meredith said. 
One of the two dorms is supposed 
to be ready for occupancy by the 
spring semester but may not be 
because of the delay, said Paul 
Cook, executive vice president 
''We 're hoping to have one ready 
by January, and that's going to be 
tight," Cook said, "because .if it'_s 
going to be ready for occupancy 1t 
has to be ready by December." 
i 
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~s,,~ecide to end ties 
By REBECCA MORRIS The decision to cut. the ties be- thft university; however, the credit 
Daily News Staff Writer tween the two came from the credit union expressed its intention to con-
Western Kentucky University's union's refusal to restrict its service tinue to .expand its customer base 
Boan! of Regents voted Monday to base, according to the resolution beyond the university environment 
end all ties later this year between adopted by regents. to include persons and groups with 
Western and the WKU Credit "The Boan! of Regents has un- norelationshiptotheuniversity." 
Union. dertaken an extensive review of the -· 
Western, which was one of the relationship between the university ·Ille severing means the credit 
credit union's original 1963 and the credit union in light of its union office on campus will be clos-
chaners, according to the state vastly expanded services and ens- ed. Regents also asked that the 
Department of Financial Institu- tomer base," the resolution said credit union delete W estem Ken-
tions, will terminate its relationship "The university requested that the tucky University from its naine. 
with the credit union at the close of credit union restrict its customer . :·:.;-.. ,1'1).e regents' acµ.on will not en-
business Dec. 31. base to only those directly related to daiiget the credit union, according to 
between Western, credit union 
Valerie Kinder, its president. 
"It's going to give us an opportu-
nity for continued expansion and . 
even greater service to .our cust9m-
. ers throughout the region,'' she said 
The credit union now serves 
Western students, faculty, staff and 
alumni 
But with the disassociation be-
tween the credit union and school, 
service could be extended to small 
· businesses throughout the region, 
Mrs. Kinder said 
"We'll be in a position now that 
smaller companies that want credit 
miion services could come in,'' she 
said "That's the kind of expansion 
we can consider now . 
"We're very sorry for the in-
convenience the regents have caused 
credit union members by their ac-
tion, butl don't think we're going to 
lose any of our membership," Mrs. 
Kinder said 
The credit union's large office at 
1609 Campbell Lane and automatic 
teller machines in Bowling Green 
will help make up f(lr the lost office 
space at Western, she said 
The credit union's boanl of 
directors was scheduled to meet at 
noon today and would discuss the: 
situation, Mrs. Kinder said 
The board also was to consider 
how to handle the university's re-
quest that the credit union change its 
name, she said. 
uThat was our charted name," 
Mrs. Kinder said "Our boanl will_ 
have to choose whether to change 
the nam.e. '' 
IRE 
WKU budget 
·focuses on 
salary· h:ikes 
Tuition for . Kentucky residents 
By REBECCA MORRIS 7 - 3 ~ - 9 I will be $720 per semester for under-
Daily News Staff Writer graduates, up from $660 last year. 
Faculty and staff at Western Kentucky Univ~r- For Kentucky graduate students, tu-
sity will receive the lion's share of a $6.69 mil- ition climbed $70, to $790 per 
lion budget increase, but university leaders said semester. 
they remain unsatisfied with salary levels. Non-Kentucky residents will pay 
Eight of Westem's 10 regents.voted Monday $2,020 per semester to attend 
to approve a $109 million operating. budget for Western as undergraduates, up from 
fiscal year 1991-92, nearly a month after the $1,840 a year ago, and $2,230 per 
fiscal year began July 1. The univ~rsity has ~n semester as graduate students, up 
operating on an emergency spending plan smce from $2,020. 
that time to meet payroll. . Semester rental rates for univer-
The budget was delayed as regents reviewed ·. sity housing also increased with an 
university spending to see if funds c?uld be · alr-conditioned donnitory room now 
transferred from inefficient or non-essenllal areas costing $510 per semester, up from 
to higher-priority ones. $475 last fall. .Rooms not air-condi-
Regents Darmy Butler and Robert Chambless tioned are $495, up from $460 in 
did not cast votes during voting on the budget. 1990. 
"I was not really pleased with all aspects of The school anticipates main-
the budget," Butler said after the meeting. "I taining enrollm_el)t levels at last 
didn't want to vote against it, but I didn't want to fall's record of more than 15,000 
vote for it either.'' students, Meredith said. 
Chambless refused to comment. '. 'Every data indication we have 
About $5.3 million of the budget increase, or says enrollment should be down, 
83 percent, will go toward emplo~ee compensa- given the lower numbers of high 
tion and benefits, Western President Thomas sc!Jool graduates," he said. "Our 
Meredith said. 1 • 
The school has been struggling for years to 
bring salaries to levels competitive with com-
parable schools, he said, . ,---
"We've been making major comnutrnents,;ta, 
salaries, but we're not there yet, 11 Meredith said.-
Faculty and sta:f doing acceptable "'.ork. re-
ceived base-pay rruses of 5 percent. Ment rruses 
of up to 3 percent also wi!I be available, pu~hing 
the increase for those Judged as exceptional 
employees to a maximum of 8 percent. 
The raises are retroactive to July 1. 
Earlier this year, Western's Faculty Senate 
pushed for a 9-percent raise. 
While expressing his continued support. f~r 
employee raises, Meredith asked regents to hnut 
his armual raise to 3.5 percent this. year. Regents 
approved the request. . 
Meredith's salary before the mcrease was 
$96,540. 
The remainder of the budget increase will go 
toward research gral)ls, scholarships, campus im-
provements and realignment of faculty an~ gra~-
uate positions under Western XXI, the urnvers1-
ty's long-nmge plan unveiled.last fall. . . 
Regents also approved adopting llnllon and 
fees set by the state Council on Higher Education 
a,;irfier this year. 
rec!i\jters are doing a fantastic job.'' 
Westem's two new regents, Steve 
Catron and Heather Falmlen, were 
· sworn in before the business 
meeting. The oath of office for both 
was administered by Kentucky 
Supreme Court Judge Charles 
Reynolds. 
Catron, a Bowling Green at-
torney, replaces Wendell Strode on 
the board, and Ms. Faimlen, a Win-
chester theatre major, replaces stu-
dent regent Michael Colvin. 
f 
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Some students to get WKUfuition reductiqn; 
dependents of full-firnefaculty, staff-eligible· 
. . . \ . 
' ·, 't-/-9/ 
. A Daily News report nation offer some'fypeof tuition re' 
' A tuition re4pction program ap- duction for employees' dependents, 
• proved this week by Western Ken- he. said. 
; WcI<:x,Univer~iti,s :Bgard, 0f Rq~ellts :·' <univeriities •natiJ~ide · have 
'. could . be :a pow~qul ' fa~ulty ' fac~hy .- shorta~es: 'and ' frii:ige 
r'.'°rultin? tool, according to _umver- benefits ·are becoming inore'iinpor-
s1ty President Thoma_s Meredith. tant in recruiting; he said: 
_The prognu~, which takes eff!let The program also will help attract 
• this fall, provides a SO-percent tu- t .d t t . w t · M redith' · 'd 
• ition reduction to the dependent s u, ;Then~ cf'.ill, ~hHlµl, tc'·k~ ' ' · · ~ID. ·f 
• , fa 1 1s. w . ,ep us eepsome o 
• children of full-tune Western cu ty our best and \>rightest students at. 
• and staff. h "h 'd . 
• Th . ill mak W ome, . esai. e. program w e estern 
· more competitive in faculty recruit- Incoming freshmen and current 
, ment, Meredith said. Many other undergraduates are ,eligible, for the 
universities throughout the state .and progrll!II, Students· m\!st 111aintain a 
2.0 grade• point average to remain 
eligible, 
Those receiving the reduction also 
may be eligible fur scholarships and 
fman~ial 'aid; blit the students will 
not be ·allowed to receive more 
funds than attending the university 
costs. 
Western has about 1,600 full-time 
employees, .said Mik~ Dale, univer-
sity personnel director . 
"We really don't have any fig-
ures in terms of how many children 
will be eligible," he said. "I guess 
we'll find out at registration." 
'hlfflliWJWW "F i'l''l'W!!Jllll''l1P'11PlliWWU\'Mmlfl' .,, 'I' ' 
' ''There seems to be a lot of misin- the resolution to . the appro~ 
• formation concerning our intent," . committee with orders to , prepare a 
Evans said early in . the meeting. bid package, ~ _Evans "8id the resi 
. "Last spring, we discovered that the olution was con~pial and shoul4 
1: university hosting the credit union is avoid legal entanglel®f!ts, . · : 
against the law. I considered our . · A delay througn coininittee might 
vote not discretionary'' but man- mean a lapse of on;c;unpus._bankin~ 
. datory. . . ~~d.·cesafter~3l,_Mi_. ·ssFalml"'! 
L·" Western President · Thomas ~ • 
· ·· · -. . .•. ~th voiced concern about •. Faculty S~ Ch_aipnao ~ 
.· ~gin Wednesday's resolution Vos s.rld he is satisfieifwith the ap; 
. . . ., that~ a lease would be awatded proyed ~lu_tioa_:i .'." ,:. '.. ,. . · : 
i~-~-~o&ii•driiv· .. ;'~~~~J-~!~~~~~;ai'~l ::;!~~~~~~~~ 
willbeallow&i tii"'r'eniainope'!r'fii-'~82,,,•ooirig, JSii(t!ie:e:::l: · i:he 'Western Keritucli.y. Credit ~ lat<ir_pi:obl~.viitli,.in on~: 
Regents passed a resolution Wemieiday'ci@iig- for bids':to be ~ 1 • Union." , • · camp~ banking flU:ill,ty. ._.. . . ., .· , 
ftomhaiikiiig~inten\siedfuliSing'ihefac.ility."' .. .-.. , · I "Iwouldsnspectthattheremight "It will be free to do what it; 
. . . . . . . . . .. · . . . . ; ,., . . . ' . th credit . can.~ . without< anrin~ from the' 
w~;:er:~ar,~:uir.tron:;.9~ts=~~ -~€!~g~~~t~~~~:~!?:~~l 
. K~~~~~,;,r~~it :s:1-~:= ~S:5:'i1 
.. ~l!~~f;.·,;:~".'. .. ~~,}~_-[~:·1·,:E.'~ •. ,_-,:~~,: __ ._ - ~~--i::;_.1pf_:fJ!!!i~l 
,. 'The Western Ki;iituc!c:y,lJniveisity Credit Unibn mightbilvc received what. we'rertcyingfu do. )We're just) 
,a: stay ofexecirlioo, for•ils '0Jl.'¢llpu$ facility at,V¥est~Kentucky um: trying to conform with !13e ).lw.'.' i 
. versityr·,:,·,;i,; · , ". ::<:·,··,,.,c,,_ ::,··,•· .. ' > .: ':-.-:•,:c, •· ,, .. ·· . ,,,. ·• -· •· ,· . · • . · Evans saidhc-docsn t know when 
·.•. ·Thesch0<1lJs Boarilol:Regeots,v()\e(liuiailimouslyduring·a special a bid package might be ready,: 
. meeting Wednesday'toallow,thecredituoion:toreiifthe campus.space though it could be as early as Oct. 
· until a lease is awarded to a finim~iiil iristitutlon for providing sucli ser- 1. 
'vices. ' ' "· '~- · · · ·. · · · ., · · · . · · .· ·,. · In other business, Miss Falmlen. 
The i,pprQved ~soltitfon .allows the credit union to bid on the on- also told the board polls among stu- : 
campusspacealong,witliotherbankingbusinesses;· , .. ' .. · · : • • dents, faculty and staff have inc· 
. The resolution aI:so,inandates· requesting that the.space in Garrett dicated support for a four-day 
Conference Center.'now' beio.g used by. the credit union be put out for weekend fall break; The idea is to be · 
bid so the faculty.,µid students w_on't \le without 'im-<:ampusfinancial discussed at !\le board's October 
servic~.:.: • : . ~. • _ . . ,, • ._ C , • - ~-. • •• •·, <•'c • meeting. 
· ''It's importantthat the services they are receiving presently will not . 
be lost, n said student Regent Heather Falmlen, who with faculty 
· Regent Etige.tie EvaiiS"requested the meeting to clarify the board's posi-
tion . 
. "I do realize we're riot going to make everyone happy, but !feel it's 
a good; legal compromise,'' she said. . . 
Facultr and students have been vocal in their· complaints about the 
possible loss of the credit union after the board passed a resolution 
ordering the financial institution off campus as of Dec. 31. The board's 
stanCe is that it i~ a leizal onestkm :mrl not om• nfnPr<:on,::il ,,.,..,;,...;,......,, 
Health service 
future concerns 
WKU students 
Privatization is one option 
of school's Board ofRegenfs 
By ANGELAGARREIT · ·. . . , .,· 
Daily News Staff Writer . A - ;i. '--/ "'.'1 / ' 
_Co~cem th.at the Board of Regents might vote to 
pnvat,ze Western Kentucky University's Student 
Health Service could be premature, though it's ·good 
that students are taldng an interest in the on-campus 
service, according to Kevin Charles, director of the · 
service. 
"In Western XXI, the Student Health Service was 
categorized as essential and recommended for careful 
revi~w," Charles said Monday to members of the 
Residence Hall Association and the Student Health 
Advisory Committee. "One recommendation (of the 
~•view) is privat~tion. But the real recommendJttion 
1s that 1t 1s essential." , 
Wes tern XXI is the university's blueprint of where 
it wants to be entering the 21st century. 
The board will consider privatization as one of sev-
eral options for the service, said Charles, who had 
been asked to speak to the two groups about the status 
~f the servi~. Others include general fund alloca-
tions, a prepaid health fee, fees for services rendered 
and health insurance. 
Students have become increasingly concerned 
about the possibility that the service will be turned 
?Ver to a priv~te health service, possibly leading to 
mcreased medical costs for students that could com-
pare to off-campus doctors' visits. Some of services 
offered by _health services now are contracted.' out to 
pnvate busmesses . 
. Office visits at the health clinic l!l'e $5. Some lab 
work can be done at.a minimal extra cost. 
The advisory committee is circulating petitions · 
among student~ ·asking that the health service remain 
under university co~trol and, since Sept. 16, has col-
lected about J;300·s1gnatures it plans to present to the 
Board _of Regents at jts.,Oct. 31 board meeting. 
Res1_dence ~ Ass~iation ·on .Monday passed a 
resolut10n saymg its mem~rs·are •~totally appalled at 
the very thought of the privatization•• of the service. . 
Charles and others will have a meeting with the 
board's finance· ·· conll!)iitee before th~ ·. regents' 
meeting to discuss the 1>P!irui11; Charles said:.,•.. · · . .· 
· Ch.arles ·said· he · ls urisnre why possible privatiza-
tion 'is: receiving so . much 'attention when there are 
·several options .. , · 
. , •• 'I.th.ink stude!lts are. realizing it may depersonalize 
Cfile,?-heSai<I:',: 1_· .'_' . .-;_·--::·.- -
Advisory• committee Chainnan Kira Prewitt said 
the attentic•n stems 'from students realizing the im-
po~l,fJ !~ 8st•;:;gainst it because it is the one 
,that 'hiluld be the,l!lostdelrimental,,'·1 ,sh~.said. "The 
· university would be losilig'fon!Jy!,.of it.'' 
Ch:irles said htr)~~l)po~,;.¥/p~i/)g:-!fie $~~.50 
prepaid health sezy1ce (ee,: ~eluded· with tuition, 
!li!!,~g!i h~ feels . ajl . options,' including privatization 
should be considered 'by the board. 
The health, service came Uilder scrutiny in West em 
XXI because it is funded in part by $177,000 from the 
school's·general fund .. 
The advisory committee hopes to have at least 
, .J,;iOO signatures on its petition before the regents' 
~'-. . 
m~twg;1{: •··t., 
\'.,.-.: •'.· -,; .. •l,., , 
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l Western regents to hear proposals 
• on future of student health service 
Director of service will address board; 
students' opinions to be a key in decision 
fD-7-?I 
By ANGEIA GARRBTI 
Daily News Staff Writer 
Members of Western Kentocky 
University's Board of Regents are 
hoping Tuesday to learn enough 
about the campus' stodent health 
care service to make an educated 
decision about the futore of the fa-
cility. 
"I think this is a fact-finding mis-
sion," Regent Bob Bartley said. 
"They're supposed to have infor-
mation on what other schools are 
doing,'' 
Stodent Health Services Director 
Kevin Charles will address the 
board about the options during a 
special meeting at 4 p.m. in the 
Regents Conference Room of 
Wetherby Administration Building. 
But Regent Stephen Catron said 
stodents' opinions also will be a key 
in the final decision. 
"I haven't heard from stodents," 
Catron said. "That's what I would 
like to hear (Tuesday). They've 
been provided an opportunity to 
speak, so I assume we'll hear from 
them.'' 
Kira Prewitt, chairwoman of the 
university's Student Health Adviso-
ry Committee, said she plans to 
speak if allowed to and knows of 
others students who also hope to be 
heard. 
''They could not find a private 
health service that could duplicate 
the cost, service and friendly, caring 
atmophere of our health service," 
Miss Prewitt said. "The nurses re-
ally care, and many stodents have 
told me that they would not use it 
(the health service) if it was 
privatized." 
The committee is circulating a 
petition asking that the board not 
privatize the service. More than 
2,000 signatores have been col-
lected. 
The health care service came 
under scrutiny in Western XXI 
because it is funded in part by 
$177,000 from the school's general 
fund. 
Stodents have become increas-
ingly concerned about the possibil-
ity that the service will be torued 
over to a private health service, 
possibly leading to increased medi-
cal costs for stodents comparable to 
off-campus doctors' visits. Some of 
the services now offered by health 
services are contracted out to private 
businesses. 
The regents said the concern isn't 
necessarily undue, even though 
there are other less drastic options to 
consider. 
"Their concern - anybody's 
concern - is a healthy issue,'' 
Bartley said. "I'm sure there'll be 
some kind of health care on cam-
pus." 
Heather Falmlen, stodent regent 
and Associated Student Government 
president, said the response is over-
whelming. 
"The vast majority of students 
have been very vocal about 
privatization," she said. "I think 
this is going to be a much more 
educated group (of students). 
They've been reading and resear-
ching this.'' 
That doesn't mean students aren't 
open minded about the situation, she 
said. 
The regents "are going to have to 
present a really good case for 
privatization before the students 
agree to that," she said. 
Charles in September told the 
Residence Hall Association of the 
options available for the service -
shortly before it passed a resolution 
opposing privatization. 
Among those options is a general 
fund allocation, a prepaid health fee, 
fees for services rendered and health 
insurance. 
Students now pay a $12.50 fee 
along with tuition and $5 for an of-
fice visit to the service. 
Charles supports increasing the 
$12.50 fee. 
The regents will take a tour of the 
on--campus health sen"ices center 
before the 4 p.m. meeting, Regent 
Bob Bartley said. 
Those wishing to be heard at the 
meeting must submit a written re-
quest today. 
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WKU regents learn ways 
to keep center healthy 
By ANGELA GARRETI / 0 _? ...=..rival off-campus medical treatment. Daily News Staff Writer rf "They're afraid the cost will go 
Western Kentucky University's up so much they might as well go to 
Board of Regents on Tuesday was the outside," said Kira Prewitt, Stu-
presented several possible ways to dent Health Advisory Committee 
decrease costs - without . cuts in chairwoman. ''They say they can go 
services - for the Student Health · to Student Health Services and not 
Services. feel judged" for their health prob-
"The only thing I can say about !ems. 
health services nationwide is that Miss Prewitt was the only student 
there is no (one) right way," Stu- to address the board, to the disap-
dent Health Service's Director Kevin pointment of some regents. 
Charles told regents during the "We were hoping we'd have 
meeting. more students' comments," board 
Instead, regents - many of whom Chairman Joe Iracane said. 
took a tour of the Student Health When asked if students would 
Services' facilities before the mind an increase in the student 
meeting - were presented with sev- health fee - $12.50 that is tucked 
eral options for operating the ser- away in the student activities fee in-
vice, including general fund alloca- eluded with tuition - Miss Prewitt ·-
tions, prepaid health fees, fees for said she didn't think so. 
services, making health service "Most students don't know about 
private and health insurance or the fee " she said. 
grants. Mo;e widespread knowledge of 
Student Health Services' funding the fee would lead to increased use 
has decreased from 100 percent of the facility because students are 
when it opened in 1968 to about 33 more likely to utilize something 
percent the past school year, Charles they're already paying for, she said. 
said. One option that seemed to gain· 
Additional funding comes from early support, including an en-
partial prepaid fees, which were es- dorsement by Charles, is increasing 
tablished in 1980 and increased a the prepaid student fee and possibly 
few years ago, and a minimal charge eliminating costs for office visits. 
for office visits. Students now pay $5 a visit plus 
Making the health service private the cost of any lab work and 
has been under heavy criticism from prescriptions. · 
students, who fear such a move If the prepaid fee is increased, the 
could lead to health-care costs to additional cost of lab work and 
-· 
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Staff Photo by Tracy Glantz 
KEVIN CHARLES (third from right), director of Western Kentucky 
University's Student Health Services, stands beside President Thomas 
Meredith (fourth from right) while giving administTators and regents a 
tour on Tuesday of 1he health center. The tour was part of an informa-
tional meeting for 1he regents, who are considering alternative funding 
for 1he center. 
t 
' 
· prescriptions would have to remain 
because some lab tests cost as little 
as $6, while others cost as much as 
$40, a difference 1hat couldn't be 
covered in one fee, Regent Fred 
Travis said. 
The prepaid fee, as part of tuition, 
is covered by financial aid. The cost 
of office visits is not. 
Student Regent Heather Falmlen 
said she hopes to hear from students 
about the possibility of increasing 
1he prepaid fee. 
"I don't want to cast a vote for 
this and find out later they don't 
support us,'' she said. 
I I - r 
Charles considered the meeting a E 
success. 
"I heard a lot of people say 1hey 
were more informed, which was the D 
purpose," he said. 
Iracane agreed 1hat the meeting F1 
was helpful. of 
"It was extremely beneficial to ca 
me," he said. "I plead ignorant to S1 
many of the things (said). I under- W 
stand it more.'' 
The board could make a decision m, 
about the Student Health Services as th, 
early as its scheduled Oct. 31 m, 
meeting, but a decision at that time jw 
has not been promised, Charles said. 
WKU regent chairman releases 
'mission statement' mapping goals 
By CYNTHIA CROSSLEY ment that assigned priorities to aca-
Staff Writer demic and support programs. A uni-
C. .J , I o -1 7 -? I versity-wide budget review accom-
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. - In re- panied Western 21. 
sponse to criticism from different Some of those recommendations 
sources, Western Kentucky Univer- urged the regents to take a closer 
sity regent chairman Joe lracane look at the unive.rsity's student-
unveiled a "mission statement" for health services, food services, ath-
the school yesterday, which he said Ietics funding, and development 
is guiding the regents in their deci- (fund-raising) efforts. lracane ap-
sions. pointed a series of committees last 
The nine-page document, written week to study those issues. 
mostly by Iracane, contains few sur- So far, the regents' review of stu-
prises. For example, a top policy dent-health services - with an eye 
goal is concentrating "the fiscal re- toward possibly turning those serv-
sources of the university ... in such ices over to a private company -
a manner as to improve the quality has drawn much student opposition. 
of the academic programs." Iracane said the regents think the 
Western President Thomas Mer- health services should be self-sup-
edith, who attended the news con- porting, something a private com-
ference but did not speak, com- pany could guarantee. 
mented on Iracane's statement However, he said, the regents 
afterward: "It would be hard to be held an informational meeting on 
in disagreement" with the docu- the issue last week and learned that 
ment. the health services are closer to be-
In an interview afterward, lracane ing self-supporting than originally 
explained that some in the universi- thought. But he still hasn't l'llled out 
ly community haven't understood the possibility of a private company 
that the regents are following up on l'!lnning them, he said. 
recommendations set out by West- This week, lracane was one of 
ern 21, a long-range planning docu- several regents criticized by another 
regent, Bobby Bartley of Glasgow, 
for being only "interested in sports 
and penny-ante stuff." Bartley did 
not attend the news conference, and 
could not be reached for comment 
yesterday. 
lracane said the regents have 
been urging Meredith to streamline 
the university's spending and to 
save for the inevitable time when 
Western's growth 11 comes to a 
screeching halt." 
Gov. Wallace Wilkinson's an-
nouncement Tuesday of a projected 
$155 million sho1tfall in state rev-
enues highlighted "exactly" what 
he was talking about, lracane said. 
Early indications are that Western 
may lose up to $2.4 million because 
of that shortfall, said Paul Cook, 
Western's executive vice president 
for administrative affairs. Cook said 
that represents about 2 percent of 
the school's $109 million budget. 
"I don't feel we should wait until 
there's knife at our throat," lracane 
said, The university should be tight-
ening its belt now, he said, so "if 
there's a budget cut we're ready to 
react to it." 
L\I) 
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Business leaders want 
By DAVID C.L. BAUER 
andANGELAGARRE'IT ID~.).;). -9/ lions, met Monday to draft a statement to the regents showing · their support for Meredith, who leaves 
Thursday for an interview at the University of Central 
Florida in Orlando. 
Daily News Staff Writers 
Growing dissatisfaction with the path Western . 
Meredith is one of 13 finalists for the president's 
post at the school. 
Kentucky University's Board of Regents is carving 
- a path some speculate is the impetus for Westei;n 
President Thomas Meredith interviewing with a 
Florida university - has prompted a group of power-
ful business leaders to request a meeting with the 
regents, during which Chainnan Joe lracane will be 
asked to leave his post. · · 
Most of those attending the meeting downplayed 
the letter, which was being drafted today for distribu-
tion Io the regents. A copy of the letter, as well as a 
list of meeting participants, was not available. 
· Some of participants said it was meant to display 
soli,darity . for the things Meredith, who has been 
We'stem's president since August 1988, is doing. 
Twenty-five to 30 business leaders, mostly pre~i-
dents and chief executive officers of Bowling Green 
and Warren County businesses ,and financial ins ti tu- "The group did not take any position on 
regent I racCJn.e out 
' , · · i . When asked wli~~er the group perceived problems 
(lracane) " said Wendell Strode, a semor vice pres - 'th the lloard of Regents Van Meter Insurance 
dent at Trans Financial Bank and ~ f~rmer !t~~ ~esident Olip van Meter, .;,.ho said he was one of 
regent. "That's ~o~ in our commumcat10n at • • a . the or anlzeis of Monday's meeting, said: "We think 
would be a dec1S1on for the 1:><'ard to make. It s a . y !s " He declined , to elaborate, saying he does 
message" of support for Meredith. . · ... · · ' ' spi kno~ s ifics. 
~the~s in atten?8fice ~uded to ~roblems .at the. n~ But re$s of disagreements between lraclll;1e and 
umvers1ty but decbned to discuss specific!. , Meredith _ reports .both deny have any. bearing on 
"It's a group of people wh? recogruze w~:t:1 Meredi.th's pur. suing theUCF ... post - weighed heavy 
Kentuc~ Universitr is a very important part. 0 . . -~ on the ininqs of )hose attending the meeting, acco~-
commumty, whose mterests are bes\ se~.edd alby !~ard.81 ding to several who attended and spoke on the condl-
dent Meredith, not served by mdiv1 u .,., . ·, ·, , . . , 
members," said David Cole, an attorney for .Cole, ContinuedBackPage 
Broderick, Minton, Moore & Thornton, who attende,1: . Column4,'f'1isSectlon 
Monday's meeting, 
lracane 
lion of anonymity. 
· "A lot of the focus ( of the 
meeting) was on the current chair-
man ... and the direction he is taking 
with the university," the source 
said. "There's a lot of displeasure 
with his representation.•' 
When asked whether the group 
would use its meeting, requested for 
Saturday and coming just days be-
fore the board• s scheduled Oct. 31 
regular meeting, to ask that Iracane 
either step down as chainnan of the 
board or remove himself from the 
board, the business leader said: "If 
you were to print that, it would not 
be inaccurate.'' 
Iracane, who has been a member 
of Westem's board since July 1980 
and its chairman since September 
I z 
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1984, could not be reached for 'of the business leaders together and 
comment. see if we all share the same beliefs,•• 
Iracane's secretary said he is out Griffin said. "The meeting was for 
of the country and will not return · business leaders to get together and 
until Friday, She said he has' not . see how best to express that support, 
been in contact with his office or his and one of the things was to let the 
wife since he left a few days ago and Board of Regents know there is 
they have no number by which to tremendous support for Dr. 
reach him. Meredith.•• 
Meredith, who was . traveling to-
day between Frankfort and Lex-
ington, also was unavailable for 
comment. 
Dennis Griffin, president of the 
Bowling Green-Warren ·county 
Chamber of Commerce, said the 
meeting brought out a lot of support 
for Meredith. 
"There was a desire to get some 
David Broderick, an attorney for 
Cole, Broderick, Minton, Moore & 
Thornton, attended Monday's 
· meeting and said the group wants 
the board "to recognize the things 
Thomas Meredith has been doing" 
at Western. 
"The group wants to keep 
Thomas Meredith as president and 
in Bowling Green," he said, 
i 
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Bowling Green leaders 
want WKU regents 
to endorse Meredith 
By CYNTiilA CROSSLEY 
Staff Writer . --, 3 "/ C.,~. JD-.,_ -, 
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. - A 
group of Bowling Green area com• 
I, munity leaders wants Western Ken• 
tucky University's regents to meet 
Saturday and declare their firm sup-
port for Western President Thomas 
Meredith. 
In a letter that was to be mailed 
'last night, the group also says it 
wants the regents to ask Meredith 
to withdraw his name from consid-
eration as president "or any other 
academic institution." And it re-
minds the regents that "it is not the 
role of a Board member to become 
involved in the day to day operation 
of the University or individual per-
sonnel matters." 
If Westem's regents decline to 
meet and publicly endorse Mer-
edith, the group wants the regents 
to elect a new chairman and vice 
chairman, according to the letter. 
The current regents chairman, 
Joe Iracane of Owensboro, and vice· 
chairman, Patsy Judd of Burkes- : 
ville, could not be reached for com- : 
ment last night. Ronda Iracane said . 
her husband is traveling and she 
wasn't sure if his plans would allow : 
him to be at Western on Saturday .. 
Referring to controversies that : 
have surrounded some other univer- · 
sity presidents in Kentucky, letter . 
co-author John David Cole said in 
an interview: "We want very, very: 
much for Western to avoid becom-
ing embroiled in the controversies : 
that have occurred at Murray, . 
Morehead and just recently Ken- · 
tucky State University. If Western'. 
loses a president in three years, it : 
has a negative influence on West-: 
em's ability to attract a person of, 
caliber. (And) if it hurts Western, it : 
hurts the entire system of public . 
higher education in Kentucky. 
"If you're an educator deciding 
whether to accept a position in Ken• 
tucky, you have to ask yourself if 
this happened at Morehead and 
Murray and Kentucky State, well, is 
Western next? Or U of L? Or UK?" 
said Cole, himself a former chair-
man of Westem's board of regents. 
KSU President John Wolfe re-
signed Friday immediately before a 
hearing of that school's board of re-
gents that could have led to his 
ouster. Murray's regents refused to 
renew Kala Stroup's contract in 
1990. And Herb Reinhard left More-
head amid controversy in 1986. 
The 39 signatures on the letter 
read like a "Who's Who" of part of 
Westem's service area: Bowling 
Green-Warren County Chamber of 
Commerce Chairman Bob Aldridge. 
Past chamber Chairman Harold 
Brantley. Former Western regents 
Cole, Wendell Strode, Tom Ember-
ton, of Edmonton, and Steve Thorn-
ton (who was a student regent). 
State Reps. Jody Richards and Billy 
Ray Smith and state Sen. Nick Ka-
foglis. Warren County Judge-Execu-
tive Basil Griffin. Glasgow City 
Council member Sam Lawson. 
Bowling Green Mayoral Candidate 
Johnny Webb. Joe Medalie, vice 
chairman of Union Underwear. 
There are dentists, doctors, attor-
neys, bankers, restaurant owners 
. . . ' 
msurance executtves, a horse breed-
er and a road contractor. Strode and 
Cole wrote the letter yesterday after 
attending a meeting Monday at the 
Bowling Green-Warren County 
Chamber of Commerce office. 
S~ode labeled it as a "plea to try 
to Improve the working environ-
ment at the university and try to 
foster an environment that encour-
ages Dr. Meredith to stay at West-
ern as president." 
Both he and Cole said a local 
news account that the group wanted 
"lracane out" was incorrect. The 
Daily News of Bowling Green 
quoted an unnamed "business lead-
er" as saying the group wanted Ira-
cane to either step down as chair-
man or remove himself from the 
board. 
The two said the group had avoid-
ed pointing fingers at specific re-
gents or listing specific problems in 
an effort to keep a rift between Mer-
edith and some of the regents from 
widening. 
Meredith could not be reached for 
comment last night. He is scheduled 
to visit the University of Central 
Florida in Orlando Friday as one of 
13 candidates for that school's 
presidency. Meredith said last week 
it was the first presidential candida-
cy he had agreed to consider since 
he came to Western in August 1988. 
Regents Danny Butler, Robert 
Chambless, Bobby Bartley, Fred 
Travis and student regent Heather 
Falmlen could not be reached for 
comment last night. Faculty regent 
Eugene Evans declined to comment. 
Regent Monnie Hankms of Louis-
ville, reached last night, said only 
"Th t' ' a s very unusual, an outside en-
tity asking a board to meet." 
. Regen:t Stephen Catron, who lives 
m B<'!\vling Green, said he "would 
respond very favorably" to the com-
munity's request for a regents' en-
dorsement of Meredith. Catron also 
said he thought it should be "the 
highest priority" of the regents to 
resolve Meredith's situation since 
Western is facing other pressing is-
sues, such as its quest to start a doc-
toral program in education adminis-
tration. 
Keeping Meredith 
at Western is aim 
ByDAVIDC.L.BAUBR 16 _,..,_?. Daily News Staff Writer oJ. :, I 
A group of Bowling Green and Warren 
County business and corum.unity leaders is 
askiog Western Kentucky University's 
Board of Regents to woo President Thomas 
Meredith into withdrawing his name from 
consideration for a presidential post at an 
Orlando, Fla., university. 
Failing that, the group is seekiog a 
"change (in) the leadership of the Board of 
Regents." That leadership includes Chair-
man Joe lracane of Owensboro, who .has 
been its chainnan since September 1984 
and on Westem's board since July 1980. 
Spokesmen for the group of 39 business 
and corum.unity leaders who met Monday 
to discuss showing their support for 
Meredith said the group is not targeting 
lracane or any other regent for removal, 
but some of those who attended Monday's 
meeting maintain that is a goal. 
A letter sent to members of the Board of 
Regents as a result of that meeting 
highlights Meredith's accomplishments at 
Western and urges the board to meet with 
the group to discuss the role of the board in 
overseeing Western. 
Letter authors Wendell Strode, a former 
regent, and John David Cole, a Bowling 
Green attorney, told the Louisville 
Courier.Journal a story in Tuesday's Daily 
News about the group wanting lracane 
ousted either from his . chairmanship or 
from the board itself was incorrect. 
But at least three business leaders main-
tain that was the ultimate intent of the letter 
and a requested meeting Saturday. Others 
alluded to perceived disagreements be--
tween lracane and Meredith - disagree-
ments that some speculate have caused 
Meredith to look closely at a position with 
the. University of Central Florida. 
One of the three who spoke Tuesday to 
the Daily News on the condition of ano-
nymity, reiterated today that the Daily 
News story "wa~ on the mark." 
Those whose names are on the letter are 
Bob Aldridge, B.J. Booth, Harold Brantley, 
Richard W. Bridges, David Broderick, , 
Lloyd Cassady, Jerry Cohron, Mary 
Cohron, Cole, Dan Davis, Rick DuBose, 
Tom Emberton, Bob Fitch, David Garvin, 
Jack Glasser, Basil Griffin, Dennis Griffin, 
Nick Kafoglis, Richard H, Kelley, Lester 
Key, Sam Lawson, Doug Lester, Peggy 
Loafman, Mike Manship, Cecil Martin, 
Jerry Martin, Joe Medalie, John D. Minton 
Jr., Jody Richards, Frank St. Charles, 
James Scott, Frank Moore Jr., George 
Shaw, Billy Ray Smith, Strode, Steve 
Continued Back Page 
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Thornton, Chip VanMeter, Johnny 
Webb and David Wiseman. 
Many of those contacted Tuesday 
and today did not return calls or de-
clined to openly discuss the 
meeting. 
"I think each individual person 
has a right to express their individu-
al opinion," Strode said today. But 
this Jetter was sent '' as a group. This 
was a group letter ... a group posi-
tion (and) everybody approved it 
prior to being sent.." 
The letter, which Strode said was 
mailed late Tuesday to each member 
of the Board of Regents, cites ac-
complishments by Meredith since he 
took over at the helm of Western 
three years ago. 
"This letter is written in support 
of Western Kentucky University, 
and specifically in support of Presi-
dent Thomas Meredith, whose con-
tinued leadership we believe to be in 
the best interest of the university. 
We are distressed by the thought 
that President Meredith may choose 
to leave to assume the leadership of 
another institution," the letter said 
in part. 
"The tenure of President 
Meredith is 011e of accomplishment 
and vision, with strong state and na-
tional relationships. The ac-
I From I Page 1 _ 
· complishments during the Meredith Dr. Meredith and we're asking the 
administration include: enrollment board to do what we think is the 
is the highest in the history of responsible thing," Strode said. 
Western; faculty and students con- "We're one group trying to address 
· tinue to reach new levels of ex- another group." 
cellence; personal leadership that Meredith, who will visit UCF's 
has established a strong relationship campus Friday after being named as 
between the university and com- one of 13 f'malists for the president's 
munity and regional, state and na- post there, could not be reached to-
tional groups; capital construction is ·, day for comment. 
the highest in two decades, with cur- · . 
rent projects in planning or con- Regent Fred Trav!s of. Glasgow, 
·struction in excess of $38 million; who had ye( to receive, !ti• copy of 
private funding support for the uni- the lett.er, said ~e·wants to see Tom 
't . t all tim' h' h ,, . Meredith stay. 
vers1 y 1s a an - e 1g , 1t "I d I think h , d , 
continued. s~e . o. e s goo "or 
Th 1 the umvers1ty and for the state of e. etter asks ~gents to _adopt a Kentucky," Travis said. "I do back 
resolut10n expressmg public con- Tom M redith d I d t h · 
fidence and support for Meredith stay.,. e an ° wan nn to 
and requesting that he withdraw his 
name from consideration at UCF. 
Should the board not adopt such a 
resolution, the group requests it 
"change the leadership of the Board 
of Regents," according to the letter. 
Strode denied, however, that 
changing the leadership specifically 
targeted Chairman Iracane. 
"We're not focusing on any indi-
vidual board metnber,'' he said. 
Iracane, who is out of the co1111try 
until Friday, could not be reached 
for comment. 
"We wanted to show support for 
He declined comment on whether 
there is a perception among board 
members of problems between any 
board members and Meredith. 
Other regents contacted today ei-
ther could not be reached for com-
ment or did not return telephone 
calls. 
Board Secretary Liz Esters said 
today that she had no knowledge of 
any meeting yet being scheduled for 
Saturday. 
The board will meet in regular 
session Oct. 31. 
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· .. , Wes~etn/Kenmc~,::'.llrn".~rsity,,J!ol\l"~ .. ~f R.¢gents Chainnan Joe 
''Itacane denies .there:fa•ari:r,iP.ft\\iefw~n ·Jilin ;ind.'President Thomas 
Meredith and said todllf the speciifation of such a' rift will not prompt 
· him tole~ve the chairman'1,pos,t lici;hilS held for,iiearly eight years. 
, . , .. If n~inma~dforthe9li~li•E :w~el\ the;'1oard,tne,;ts Thursday to 
·' n;orgaµize jts lea4ers)lip, Jtf\\';ip~ '11\i~,l,l!' Vi.ill !))lfsµe the positi?n. 
Speculation of gi:owlng tep~!onJ>¢t~!r'n Irapane; a regent smce 1980, 
. and Meredith, who)s ln,FloriwtQl,layiinteryiewiµgJor a presidential 
(119st.,t tq.e··. U ... ~. 'v_¢rsitf.,Af.,G .. ·#,b.J@: ..•;ffi:... 9, .. , ... ,·. i.!.h, AA .... :. Plf··.ID. pted., .~om7 business 
•and commUjllty leaders Jo"wnt~Ho '· . "boatd, 'requesting 1t adopt a 
public show of support for Mereditli ail )irge him to remain at Western. . 
. A meeting requested bf \hJ grouj)'for Saturday will not be held, ac-
. · ·. ., : , , . .. . ... · .. '~µ~~~}3.~·Ppge. . . · .. 
·. ; ~1~1,~.~'l()tion ., 
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cording to board Vice Chairwoman . ''My individual. response is that I . academic and other programs. Some 
Patsy Judd of Burkesville. She said remain hopeful: that the·· board will of the._ rec?mmendations to regents 
in a statement issued Thursday that take positive action at"'jthe next inWestemXXIweretolookclosely 
there was too short a notice given meeting to show· support .. for · at ·tlte overall budget of the univer-
and many of the regents will not be Western and Dr. Meredith,'' he said. sity and such areas as student health 
available to meet Saturday. Strode has said the group of. 39. se,;vices, athletics funding and food 
"Members of the board appreci- business and community . leaders services. . 
ate the . interest of the people listed sent the letter as a show of support -The perception of the board being: 
and the. support these individuals for Meredith and the things he has entrenched in day-to-day·operations-
give to Western Kentucky Univer- .ac.C\'!llPlishedatthe.university, · of .the university,,Jracane. thinks, 
sity,'' Ms;: )udd -. sai<I in tJie state,- · A gjjijority Qf the business leaders stems. fi;om · when. Kern .. Alexander 
ment.. . · ... · .. ,. . .. · at Jhe,. meeting, however, say they was president and· the board. asked: 
Iracane sai4,he is trying to res.-.. are."•pressing for Iracane's removal f9r a review of .admissions policies·. 
pond to thcis~• who wrote the Jetter, either · from chaimlanship. of the andenrolhnent capping. , . 
which was 'mailed late Tuesday to .bol\l'<l\or fro.m the board•itse!f,,aca · '.-'-'We knew we-were living off a· 
each regent; < c.&iding to Sillll~ who signed .the Jet,. fals~ sense of security financially: 
The letter requested that, should ter. Those -who/ 11\"e• pyshing ,for his and we needed to be as cost-effec-. 
the board fail to adopt a public removal th/ilk perceived disagree- tive as we could, recognizing there 
statement of support for Meredith, mcipts be,tw.een lrljcane and could be a shortfall in the budget,. 
who joined Western in August 1988, Meredith led. IQ :Mereditf\ pursuing which,: has now become -·r.eality," 
tli~re be a "change (in) the leade{, ·th<;,openin_ga\•tll~,1'.1oric!a•school. . Iracane said. '.'I think theehistoric· 
ship of the Board of Regents." ·•.).'Wjie rift 1s'·r;<l.iculous: There 1s situation related to where we are to-, 
Letter co-author Wendell Strode;,-_ n9n<iii said Iracaµe, who -was-out of day was inherited a long tiljle ago." 
a vice president for Trans-Financial'.; the country much of this week and. Iracane, who,, worked. i,with1 
Bank and a fomier.regent,.1~,iid to- unavaili\ble tQ;-':)icommen(.: ,when Mereditli in Owensboro years ago1 day that the business , leaders have reports about:tf\i;Jetter syrfac,:d;_,. whe.n both were teachers tllere, said; 
not been able to discuss, as a group, Iracane il!lilliit~s,.;e_port.s-.of a:rift he,supports the president and what! 
the board's response to its request. to commenis:!l)l!ih:lby,regent.,Bobby he.has accomplished. . · .' : 
The group plans to meet at 8 a.m. Bartley 1>f Glasgow, who said there . · "As far as suppor)ing Dr. l 
Tuesday at the Bowling Green- was nit-picking between Merc:dith ... Meredith, I am supporting him,", 
Warren County Chamber of Com- and several·board members. Bartley lracane.said. "There is no personal:. 
merce to discuss what to do next. could•i!ot be reached for comment. rift. · '· · l 
Other busiJ_J.ess and community In response, a position paper was . . ."I've __ known. him fonger than: 
members may attend, he said. released/Jast · week after being anyone ebe and r like to think I ltadi 
A letter was being drafted today drafted by_ .J:i'acane, Ms. Judd and l\ hand ll1 gettil)g him here, u Iracane/ 
to ask to sP\'ak at the board's regu- several other•iegents. said, ;'';J:'orn was nominated for a\ 
larly scheduled meeting Thursday, • "Web~v.~.!tldicated certain things job, ji's ;was Don Zacharias and asj 
he said. . that !\~ \!P)l<, • reviewed,!' In!Cl\"e were'6'4~( good people/' . : 
"They didn't get their notice until s,aidj:/id!!illll\)i\at ll.e thinks the board · Iracan~,ll1so _said anything he has! 
yesterday, and they've responded in and ij~~ll\\~iide-,by,sid¢ on the ,. done ret!ai'dipg the board bas camel 
a timely manner," Strode said. "It's issu~#•d.A4<!t!,;1,~e4 in the pa~r. , tlirtmgh tJie board and' not throughl 
acceptable as long as we have a "Wfi;e<'19,1ikii\g for:adlJlinistrat10n ,. 9pe person's)ine of thinking, '. 
chance to speak as a community at in 11Jl,c1:if;lll;~~ft,Nni{s;} If tJiat's nit- • 'i''"· .. • •· · · · · , 
the next meeting." picking ,::f~~'1(/,tllhjJ~itis," · . "clJf,i,(1)1,,~l.llled on policy, not, per-: 
Letter co-author J, David Cole, a , The nn:ie,page•:paper said regents : S0.\1!11,i~1(:tM said. «tam a smgle(, 
Bowling Green attorney , and a are trying to 'follow up on recom- ~i;.',-,mi;f~";are 10 people on this•: 
former regent, said he accepts the mendaticms ,cni!1!1)oo, c. in Western l,\i!\l'!i•(apd .. l · ·am :· attempting to I 
respo~se .''.if they say they can't ;,qq, a :.J<>Iii"rapge documen_t ,mQnl(pr\•the entire !bol!f~. lI think\ 
make a quorum," and he doesn't designed·to.·pJan for die t'uture f)f 'iliai•s.ih~ riisii9nsibility"or"a chair'., 
viewitasnegative. Western and to assign'priorities to man.'.'·.·. ,' ' 
It's time board 'li~tened 
to words of community 
D Al i o - :i-- ;--? / . . 
The words of a group of and ~ere are strimg relatjonships . 
business and community leaders, growmg among Western ; arid 
sent this week in a letter.to l~/lders, ·throughout the CO!ll-, 
Western .Kentucky . University. m:gnity, :region and state. .. · .. 
Board of Regents . meml/ers, ,. ; In add,ition, growth in terins of 
speak loudly of what should be; p~ysic{ll facUities conti111.1es to . 
done for Western, for President' ·.~uild, ,as. does private futl4hlg.,.. ·. 
Thomas Meredith,· iuid"ffot, ihe · .. Buf there's , inore · af stake. 
community. · . . . ... . .. . Western is in' danger of:gettlng 
The group, which is concerned S\Uck with a pe(cepticm a,s being ' 
that Meredith - whci is\in a,university notw,.orth the time to . 
Orlando, Fla., today.interviewing some of the best· and brightest 
for. the president's posf:at .the potential draws., (;onsider \!lat in 
University of Cen~al Jij.~)'.ii:I~ -'-::-: Utile more. than a decade the 
might leave Western; wiiriti( a.· .school has gone through three 
public show of suppoihfrom the . presidents, . . ..· , .·· , .. , ... ' . 
regents for Me~edith. · , , ., . , . .. }'hat has to µil)ke anyo1:1e ..yho 
It's the least the board should woitld think: of coming. on board 
do, ',. . . . .· . thirik tvvice a:houtjol> secµrity or 
Although the ultimate gqaL bf satisfaction here; ' ' ' . ·.··.. . 
the group of 39 business arid Thelegents now say they will 
community leaders, who have not . be able to schedule : \b,e • 
requested a meeting Saturday meeting requested by the group 
with the board, is being subject of 39. r 
to different inte~retations . - The meeting, however, should 
with some saying the group take place, if not Saturday, soon. 
wants only a show of backing fqr. '· The board . should adopt a 
the president and others saying public statement of supp.Ort f9r 
the group wants a change in the Meredith. ·· · · 
board's composition - . the And, should that not occur, the 
message is clear: Keep Meredith board should look at its own 
here. , • ·compositio11i; arid decide whether 
Meredith, president of the unl, .it is one fomi,ed in an interest for 
versity since mid-1988, has pro- the·unlversiiyorfqraninterestin 
ven himself a capable leader and self-promotion. 
one who believes strongly in ..... · If it is indeed the. l11tter, as .. 
Western. Enrollment at !hf ,sonie.~peculate, it's. tjllle to l)lai{e. 
school is the highest in history · a charige in the board: ·· 
I .,.,111111:. I 
I 
i 
lracane says he supports Meredith 
OWENSBORO, Ky. - The chairman of Western Kentucky's re-
gents says he supports President Thomas Meredith and. doesn't 
want him to leave the· university; · 
· ".He has my total support," Chairman Joe Jracane said after 
returning from a trip abroad. "I don't know what more to say on 
the issue." · . · 
A letter containing 39 signatures of prominent businessmen and 
civic leaders and three former WKU regents; urged Meredith to 
withdraw from consideration for the presidency at the University 
of Central Florida in Orlando in exchange for a public endorse-
·ment from the regents, · . . 
Regarding reports of a rl~ between Meredith and som!) regents, 
Iracane said: "It stems from'a· story that Bobby Bartley, a member 
of our board, indicated that there was nitpicking going on be-
tween several members of our board and Pr. Meredith. Legiti-
mately there is no nitpicking." · · · · 
Ira cane released a 10-page paper last. week outlining the re-
gents' position regarding Western's future. He .said it was pre-
pared by him, regent Vice Chairman Patsy Judd and several oth-
ers, 
''We had a press conference and I -gave him a position stale• 
men! of the board," Iracane said, ."I don'tthink it's nitpicking, and 
neither does Tom." 
Jraca.ne said he and Meredith may have differences of opinion 
on approaches to things, "but as far as Tm concerned, he's the 
administrator, He must.make the.recommendations." 
C::j. 10--;;.C.-?1 
I ~ 
I 
Leaders to plan .. 
next WKU. rnoves~: 
ByDAVlDC.L.BAU13R1, · .. , 
. Daily 1:{ews Slaff Writer . , l-it 
· · Busme_ss and commun/ty 
leaders will meetat~.a'%'I'liesc __ .,.,..11111!1 _____ _ 
day at the Bowling 011'1"!-War- · . said theboard could not sched-
ren County Ch~)ifCom; · ule tile meeting.which had been 
merce on State Street1fo iliscuss' · · ·requested for Saturday; l;,ecause 
their .. next move in getting of the short · notice given and 
Western Kentucky University's prior ,commitmentsc-on · the' pw;ts 
Board of Regents to· express its , . of. ·some regents. ,•'.fll!' letter was· 
support for President Thoinas · mailed late Tues<iay, according 
Meredith. to co-author Weridell Strode;: 
A group of 39 met last week · Board Chainnan Joe lracane· 
and wrote to the . board, re- said today that he has contacted 
questing a meeting with regents SO!lle of those who signed the 
and the adoption, of, a -public: letter. He saisl he is not,S\J/,'O he_ 
show of support for'· Meredith, was able · to 'change any minds 
who is one of ·12 candidatesfor about the situation but under-
the president's post atthe Uni- · ,,sqmds'•their ·pogitiolJ.·;and• was 
versity of Central l'lorida In · able to relay his views on the 
Orlando. Ullltter. . • · · · 
The group's letter also asked ,,:.The.board meeta,Thursdayto 
that regents request Meredith' eleci.l'ot'ficers for' ibe'1coming 
withdraw his name from con- year, and business leaders are 
sideration for the Fl,oi:Ida posi- requesting to be able to address 
tion. · · · · · · the board during that meeting, , 
Failing that, the le,tter said,, the Other' bus mess- :_and ) co1I1- , 
group seeks a change· in 'the munity leaders art! welcOJlle at 
leadership ofWesterI1'.s 1>9ar4. Tuesday's meeting, Strode said. 
Board Vice Chairman Patsy Meredith returned . Sa\Ul'<iay 
Judd of Burkesville 011 Thursday f{om Orlando, where he. ·went 
issued a statement in which she through an initial interview Fri-
day. :i,Ie was 1191 in his _9ffice to-
day and could not be reached for 
comment. · 
II 
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ask to speak with Western's regents 
By Sf AN REAGAN I b Monday asking that two members of .the group tions of interference, and Iracane said from his 
Daily News Staff Writer - }-'7 -9 I be allowed to address the ·regents at their Owensboro office that Meredith was coming 
Representatives of a commwtity group trying meeting, which begins at 12:30 p.m. . at the there today to talk to him. 
to keep Western Kentucky University President school's Agriculture Exposition Center: . . . The request to speak to the board, which was 
Thomas Meredith from leaving the school have No one at today's meet4it; -1ioned board· required to be addressed to Meredith, is a pro- · 
asked to speak ·to the Board of Regents· on Chairman Joe hacane,but'stateRep; Billy Ray cedural step for someone wanting to speak at a 
Thursday, and members said they want to make Smith of Bowling Green stressed the need for regents meeting, Strode said. · 
their remarks •before the board elects new of- the group's representatives to speak before the "Specifically, the sense of the group is that it 
ficers at that meeting. · regents hold their annual election of officers. is in the best interest of W estem Kentucky Uni-
About 60 prominent people, mostly from Iracane said · he is interested in remaining versity that you continue as president and that 
Bowling Green's business · and professional chairman. you withdraw your name from consideration by 
commwtity, met today at the Bowling Green- "Are they going to hear our questions before other schools," the letter says. "It is our firm 
Warren County Chamber of Commerce to or after they have their election?" Smith said. belief that institutional stability is necessary, 
prepare for the regents' regularly scheduled. "Ithinkthatiscri)ical." and your leadership and vision are necessary 
monthly meeting. . · Some · members of the group have said for the continued growth of the wtiversity." . 
· · "A few of us talked Friday. and decided to · Meredith ·decided to iritervievv. for the presiden- . The lone signature on the letter was that of 
put our ·Board ofRegents ori noti~,'' sai!l cy of. the U,Ji.versity of Central Florida 'in . .- Willil!m B. "Chip"· Van Meter, president of 
Wendell Strode, a former Western regent and Orlando last'weekbecause friction between he '·· VanMeierlnsonince. · . ·· 
senior vice president of Trans Fmancial Bank 'mid 'lracane was' interfering with M~'s The letter follows a previous letter sent Oct. 
Strode, who moderated today's gathering, ~~#l:un the_wtiv~rsity. . . . . . · Continued Back Page 
said a letter was sent to Meredith's office on Jt.iclirie and Meredith have denied the allega- Column 4, This Section 
BANK PRESIDENTS Frank St. Charles (left) and George Shaw talk 
today at a meeting of business and commwtity leaders. 
I Western 0 N lb 'J-J~ o// I ::::1 I: 
22 to the Board of Regents. That meeting of the regents. They will be Brantley, Johnny Webb, Rick ' 
letter was signed by 39 Bowling limited to five minutes each. PuBose and Bowling .Green Mayor,, 
Green business leaders. Patsy Sloan. · , 
It asked the regents to author a J · David Cole will represent 11te · . . The group assemoied approved of, , 
resolution in support of Meredith grouJ> as a former regent and chair> getting at least five more people to : '. 
and to • 'change the leadership of the man of 11te board. · The Bowling- attend the regents meeting with the ' 
Board of Regents should they fail to Green Warren County Chamber of speakers. 
adopt thisresolution." Commerce. will be represented by ''.C ,think we should rent a 
That letter also asked for a special either ~ Bob Aldridge or Greyhotmd bus and be getting the 
meeting of the regents, but board Ci\airwoman'elect Peggy Loafman; numbers out," said Jim Sept!, presi-
1 
Vice Chairwoman Patsy Judd in- Others attending tJi.e· meeting to-' _. dent of Scotty'.s . Contracting. "I'm 
l formed the group in a letter two day incluped Ray Thomas, Frank St. serious." days later that the meeting was not Charles, ''O\:Orge Shaw, B_.J, Bcoth, Strode said numbers would show_ -possible on such short notice. Gary Dillard, Mili;e · Manship, J. Two members of the community David Ftancis, Pete Mahurin, Joe the regents of community and _ 
group were elected today to speak at ·_ Bill-Campbell, Joe Cook, David regional support. 
Thursday's regularly scheduled Broderick, David Garvin, Harold . Supporters from Glasgow, 
Franklin, Russellville, Scottsville 
I and.Louisville have been in contact with members of the Bowling Green group and at least one, the Glasgow · group, has sent a letter to the regents 
seconding actions here, Smith said. 
Strode told the group it should ; 
work to convineci Meredith and his · 
family · .19 s_tay at the university . 
should a' position bci offered to him 
as president : of the University of 
Central Florida. 
"Let's_ remcimber to express our 
fcielings to the Meredith family as 
well," Strode said. "It's important : 
· that.we let lhcim know we want them · 
to stay as· well. It's up to them to 
withdraw from the search.•• 
Meredith, who interviewed for the 
job Friday, is one of 12 finalists for' · 
the position. •. 
Group asks t_o speak to WKU regents 
.. • .BOWLING GREEN, Ky. - ReP,resentatives of a community group 
, hying to keep Western• Kentucky University President Thomas Mer-
. edith from leaving have asked to speak to the school's Board of Re-
gents tomorrow. · 
The group's members said tliey want io make their remarks before 
the regents elect new officers at that meeting. 
About 60 people, mostly from !3owling Green's business and profes-
sional community, metyesterday at the Bowling Green-Warren Coun-
ty Chamber of Commerce to· prepare for the regents' regularly sched-
uled monthly meeting. · 
' . A letter was sent to Meredith!s office on Monday asking that. two 
members of the group be allowe<! to address the regents, a group 
spokesman said. · · 
Some group members have said Meredith decided to interview for 
the presidency of the University of ·Central Florida in Orlando las.t 
week because friction between him and WKU board Chairman Joe 
Iracane was interfering with his. job. Iracane and Meredith have de-
nied the claim. C , _J • . . / D -,J. O - ?/ 
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~ Leaders cite WKU reception incident 
By DA VJD C.L. BAUER -
and JOE MEDLEY · · / '() _ )- c,- ~ "1 / Iracane, who has been on the board 
Daily News Staff Writers Ci since 1980 and its chainnan since 
Some business and community leaders apparently taking aim against 1984, either from the chainnanship 
the leadership of Western Kentucky Qniversity' s Board of Regents say of the board or from the board itself. 
a disagreement at a reception at President Titomas Meredith's home this The regents meet Thursday to 
tz year ,mderlined problems between the president and the chairman of the name new officers for the coming 
board.: · - -- ' - year, and Iracane has said he will 
But Chairman Joe Iracane ~ while acknowledging the incident and pursue the chairmanship if 
S8yiiig mistakeS were made in . its occurrence maintains any nominated. 
--- · •-· - -- Some have maintained that a 
disagreem_ents between him and withdraw his name from considera- soured relationship between Iracane 
Meredith are not personal. - tion. That meeting, sought for and Meredith played_ heavily in 
Meredith returned Saturday from Saturday, was not held because of Meredith's decision to explore the -
Orlando, Fla., following an inter- prior commitments by some regents,, UCF opening. 
view at the University of Central and the group hopes to meet with ' Meredith and Iracane have main-
Florida. He is one of 12 in conten- the board this week. tained that is not the case, and 
tion for the president's post at the Failing adoption of such a resolu- Iracane on Friday said there is no 
23,500-student university. tion, theJetter said,· a ~hange ~ ~e personal rift between him and the 
A group of 39 business and com- leadership of W estem s board 1s m : president. 
munity leaders last week had re-- order. I Jracane did acknowledge, though, 
quested a meeting with Westem's Several members of the group:. two public confrontations between 
Board of Regents, during which the said the ultimate goal for many of-,, him and Meredith. He declined to 
group wanted a resolution adopted those attending a meeting last week, -~aiscuss details of one of those ex-
showing the board's public support during which the decision was made changes or when it occurred, but he 
for Meredith and asking him to to send the letter, was the removal of. did talk about a July reception for 
new athletics director Lou Marciani 
during which Iracane and Meredith 
had a disagreement about Westem's 
role in the Sun Belt Conference. 
Bowling Green businessman B.J. 
Booth,- who was in attendance at the 
reception and w)lo also_ signed the 
letter sent to regents, said the ex-
change "had to do with the change 
ing of the conference -in which 
Western agreed to participate in.'' 
"Dr. Meredith had made a com-
mitment on that, and Mr. Iracane 
disagreed with him on it - and not 
in a respective manner,'• Booth said. 
Ken Wallace, a Bowling Green 
car dealer and a member of the 
Hilltopper Athletic Foundation's 
board of directors, said he saw the 
discussion, but it amounted to little. 
"Joe got up and said a few things 
and Tom said a few things," 
Wallace said. "I didn't think that 
much about it." 
Several others in attendance de-
clined to comment about the inci-
dent, saying Western needs to 
maintain a united and positive 
outlook to move beyond this situa-
tion. 
Wallace agreed, saying: "There 
are some things going on behind the 
scenes right now that I hope will get 
all this resolved. I think things are 
going to be all right.'' 
Iracane said he thinks mistakes 
were made in the exchange. 
"I think Dr. Meredith made a 
mistake that he talked of policy that 
had not been addressed by the 
board, and I think I just should have 
kept my mouth shut,'' Iracane said. 
He denied, however, it was any 
indication of a power struggle be-
tween the two._ 
"It was basically on policy," 
Iracane said. "There's one other 
misunderstanding we had, and that 
· was more significant than the first 
one. The first one was insignificant 
as far as I'm concerned. 
"I apologize for that first one," 
he said. ''Maybe I made a mistake at 
that time, and I think Dr. Meredith 
did, too." 
He maintains that any disagree-
ments between him and· the presi-
-dent are the result of policy and not 
personality and c~rtainly are not 
signs of a bad working relationship 
between the two. 
''The rift is ridiculous,•• Iracane 
has said. ''There is none.'• 
Iracane - who worked with 
Meredith from August 1963 to May 
1969 while both taught in the 
Owensboro school system - said he 
strongly supports Meredith, who 
could not be reached for comment, 
Any perception of disagreements 
between the two, Iracane said, 
comes from his role as chairman of 
the board and acting in the interests 
of all regents. 
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Staff Photo by Tracy Glantz 
WESTERN KENTUCKY UNIVERSITY President Thomas 
Meredith ( center) talks today with regents Bob Bartley (left) 
and Dr. Eugene Evans. The regents toured the Agriculture 
Exposition Center before meeting to elect board officers. 
Meredith withd1 
By ANGELA GARRETl' 
Daily News Staff Writer { O - 3 / - JI 
Western Kentncky University President Thomas 
Meredith pulled bis name today from the list of 
contenders for the presidency of the University of 
Central Florida in Orlando. 
A written statement from Meredith about bis 
withdrawal was presented to the media at 12:15 
p.m., but a formal announcement was not sched- · 
u1ed until today's meeting of Westem's Board of 
. Regents. That. meeting began at 12:30 p;m. at the 
Agricu1fural Exposition Center. ' 
A group of business and community leaders 
planned to ask the board at the meeting to adopt a 
statement of support for Meredith and tourge him 
to reinain at Western. · · 
Meredith said in the written statement that 
community support was the deciding factor in his 
decision to stay at Western. • 
"During this time, my family and I have been 
honored and humbled by the strong demonstration 
of support we have received from the people of 
Bowling Green and Warren County, Glasgow, the 
facu1ty, staff and students at Western and from 
people across our state,'' Meredith said. 
"Becanse of my fove for this university, and 
because of the commitment my family and I mllde 
to come to W estem and .to the commonwealth to 
make a difference, I have notified the University 
of Central Flori<l!l that.I .am withdrawing my name 
from consideration," he said. 
· Meredith, who bas been president since August 
· 1988, made the aniuiuh~einent just hours before a 
UCF 90mrnittee was to name the five remaining 
finalists in the presidential search. . • 
· .• Meredith. was among, 12 people from 30 appli-
cants invited to the university for interviews. . . 
Meredith and bis wife; Susan, visited Orlando 
last wi,ek and Mei:edith underwent the first round 
.·· of face-,toCfa\i interviews 'IVith school leaders. 
.. Meredith said in today's letter that he liked the 
campus and its people. · . 
The five finalists will. be invited back to the 
campus for two-day visits and batteries of inter-
views. Final recommendation for the president's 
post is expected to be made to the school's Board 
of Regents in mid-November. 
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Meredith withdraws 
> by Tiacy Glantz. 
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By ANGELA GARREIT 
Daily News Staff Writer ( D - 3 I - o/ / 
Western Kentucky University President Thomas 
Meredith pulled his name today from the list of 
contenders for the presidency of the University of 
Central Florida in Orlando. 
. A · written statement from Meredith abont his 
· · •withdrawal was presented to the media at 12: 15 . 
p.m., bnt a formal announcement was not sched- · 
uled nntil today's meeting of Westem's Board of 
Regents. That meeting began at 12:30 pcm. at the 
Agricultural Exposition Center. · . 
A gronp of business and community leaders 
planned to ask the board at the meeting to adopt a 
stlltement of snpport for Meredith and .to urge him 
to remain at Western. · · 
. Meredith said in the written staten>ent that 
community snpport was the deciding factor in his 
decision to stay at Western. ' 
''During this time, my family and I have been 
honored and humbled by the strong demonstration 
of snpport we have received from the. people of 
Bowling Green and Warren County, Glasgow, the 
faculty, staff and students at W estem and from 
people across our state,'' Meredith said. 
"Because of my love for this university, and 
because of the commitment my family and I made 
to come to W estem and to the commonwealth to 
mllke a difference, I have notified the University 
of Central Florid!', that .I am withdrawing my name 
from consideration,'' he said. 
· . Meredith, who J\aS· been ,president since Augnst 
· 1988, made the announcement just hours before a 
UCF l'(>mmittee was to name the five remaining 
finalists in the presidential search. 
• Meredith was among. 12 people from 30 appli-
cants invited to the u,niversity for interviews .. 
Meredith and his wife; Susan, visited Orlando 
last \Veek and Meredith underwent the first round 
. offace-tc,.:~ ittt~ews with school leaders. 
. Meredith said-in today's letter that he liked the 
campus and its people. · ·· 
, The. five finalists wjll be invited back to the 
campus for twocday. visits and batteries of inter-
views. Final recommendation for the president's 
post is expecte!! to be made to the school's Board 
· ofRegents in mid-Novembe~. · 
· The .announcement that Meredith was exploring 
the position, for which he was nominated, was met 
with disapproval by student, civic and business 
groups. 
A group of about 39 business and .community 
leaders expressed their desire for Meredith to stay 
in.a lett<,r given last week to Westem's Board of 
Reg~nts; 'J;Ile group sought a public statement of 
snpp6rt for Meredith, backed with a request that he 
withdraw· his name from consideration. Failing 
that; the' group's letter said, regents should con-' · 
sider a change in the leadership of the board. 
That leadership includes Joe Iracane, who has 
been its .chairman since 1984 and a member of the 
board since 1980. Some ofthe businessleaders in-
volved in sending tjie letter said they thought per-
sonal rifts between Iracane.arid Meredith were thi, 
reasons Meredith considered the UCF post. · .. 
• Botfr bave denied -the existence . of any S!l<:h 
. p\'oblems)ind said any disagreements have ~ 
over• policies and not becanse of personality · 
clashes; . 
"There have· been tuan.1i, concerns expressed 
-, 
during recent times pertaining to the 1 · 
relationship between members of 
the Board of Regents and the presi-
dent," Meredith said in his state-
ment. ~'It is time for these com-
plaints to be put behind us, and all 
of our energies directed toward 
making this university an even bet-
ter place for our students to achieve 
their educational goals.'' 
MEREDITH: 
Announcement 
got:a _$ndi,:1g : : 
ovation •. 
. -_ •RA~ANE: Says . 
"I want to be a. 
good steward of · 
the university." 
Meredith says he'll stay at WKU 
By CYNTHIA CROSSLEY after several speakers had told the re-
Staff Writer 1."1 T.on't seek post" gents they supported Meredith. 
_ .- ._ - C . j . I I - /- - 9 / V V 1 - _ · "I can't tell youTwasn't hurt by the 
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. -Western • Fl . ·a b" d things said about me in the last three 
Kentucky University PresidenfThomas lll on a; . oar weeks. I would never do anything to 
Meredith announced yesterday that he hurt. Western Kentucky_ University," 
would not seek a post in F1orida and c· h1" e· f- re· ·.;;e"lected Iracane said. '': . : I'm sorry we were 
would stay on at Western, :and a few (misunderstood) as far as what our in-
-minutesJater the university's board of tentions were o_r are. I assure· yoµ, all 
regents unanimously re-elected Joe Ira- toward makin_g.this uruv __ - _e_rsity an_·- even we want as a board is the- best for 
cane of Owensboro as chairman. -Western Kentucky Univel'.Sity; _.-.. I'm 
Tlie f70 business -and -civic leaders better place for our students to achieve sorry for _this outb\1¢; I hope_ it is be-
who crowded into the regents; meeting their educational goals:'' - - - - hind us." •- --· - - · _ _ 
- . ·cu1 · •Afterward, Meredith said that when Aldrid ch · f th 
at Western's L. D. Brown Agri tura1 he returned from a first-round inter'. Roqert __ _ _ ge, amnan o e 
_ Expositi<in Center responded .to Mere- . view in F1orida_ Oct. 26, h_e realized tliaf Bowling Gteeil.cWarren Coilti.ty _ Cham-di_th's _announcement with a standing ber of Commerce and one Of the speaks 
o.vatio_n._The same people_stayed siletit -"I needed to: make a decision.· .. ·l>e-' ers, said :afterward· he thought -Mere-
Vllhen_the regents, without nominating fore they made their decision down dith's. withdrawal from· the F1orida: 
others. and without comment, named tJ:iere, ~d ~efore this b?a:rd meeting. ~ _ presidential· search· had defused the· 
Itacane chairman. _ _ _ _ ___ I _stayed Ji11t through this nextround, 1t growing (;(introversy over Iracane's 
· . Vice Chairman Patsy.Judd of Burkes- would send a message that I wanted to leadership of the regents. 
ville also won re-election unopposed:· --- get away from Western no matter :. __ Critics have accused him of "micro-. 
__ rn:a S1:/ltement announcing his deci- what, and I ~dn't w~t that_ ;°lessa~e -management" - of interfering in the 
sfoh :to· withdraw from .a :presidential __ -sent." Meredith -als() sa1d he timed his day-to'day · operation of the university. 
search at the University of Central statement to keep yesterday's regents _ He says his- critics are misinformed: · 
F1orida, which he read at the start of meeting from becoming negative in a "I believe the time has come, since 
the regents' meeting, Meredith said, "It · way "that would damage us later." 
is tilile for these concerns to be put be- Iracane also gave a statement after 
_ hind us and all of our energies directed he had been re-elected chairman and. _ 
SeeWKU'S -
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WKU's Meredith won't seek. Florida post 
Continued from Page~ I \ · surrou~ding, hi~. Most sai they 
c -_} . · 1 I - I - ?I were glad Meredith would stay. 
Dr. Meredith has made a decision, to • . 
stay here, to not exacerbate, ihe is-
sue any further," said Aldridge, one Also at yesterday's. meeting, re-
• of the 39 Bowling Green-area peo- gent Panny J!utler, of Greensburg 
pie who sent a .letter.to the regents blasted Westefll's,student newspa-
last week aski.ng .them to: declare per for publishing .a.,s,tory abo,ut ru-
their firm support for Mereditll. mors }hat Sll!dei;it regent, J:Ieather 
, But others, such as foriµerregent Falmlen had accepted a qiamond 
Wendell Strode and stat~ •Rep. Billy,' bracelet fro!)l lracane., ., ... 
9 -J9i:,,c Ray Smith, D-Bowling Green, said· B,utler said the.Oct. )4 ,Col)ege 
. se1 they thought<the community.'would Height~.Herald story h11-.~ pu\f~lm-
:· '~~ot ''Wait ~nd' 'see" if, the · problems . le!J, '.'1mdet: @. ~xt~eme a!llo11nt of 
04°, pr9mptmg the contrqversy:· .:o.. ·and, Pfr,ssure _and, Pa1!!c- , . , . • . 
•P,eis · · !',1eredith!s•~ortsideratton,of,another ~ertamly the student writ~rs and 
;801 u, e,r , Job - 'Md been truly resolved. . WlVJsers. mµst do ·11-.• l;>etter ,Job (to 
•~. u(~! · Smith, whb is •Lt Gov. Brereton prev_ent) le~ing \his,,type o! vicious 
01 ,';< 4 Jon?s' Warren::-.County campaig_it fabncation m _pnnt, he, said. , . 
1 -'e< , chairman: also noted that iracan? s Herald· editor Tany~. Bncking 
.... ae1: and Judd s terms as regents expire stood· by the story, 'Saymg the ru-
........ in June. He added, "What happens mors became news when student 
if the governor does riot chOoSe to government officers called a special 
reappoint, these two people?" closed meeting to discuss them. The 
About 25 Western students also story said the officers feared that if 
attended the regents' meeting, · Falmlen did receive a gift it might 
many with sigt1s supporting Mer- sway her vote on Oct. 31. , ' 
edith and askirighiin to stay. They Falmlen, the association's presi-
che?~ed when thei !eal'lled of his dent, denied getting a bracelet. Ira· 
de.cmon, , , . : .· . . . . . cane called the rumor ''u\terly ridic-
. None of the otherreg~!J,js! mclud- uJ~us." After thl\.meWng; the C>ffi, 
m~ Bobby B~i:tiey of qJ~s~o~, were cers , release~ , a stafem~nt saymg. 
• willli)g to qpnup~!1roA'1r~Pll))fS, re- ,, tbey liad .;'.'.il?.Jefl~PP: 't\\,, ~guqt, lhll 
electio.n . pf : tfte '~fl\; ·tfll~?~e.rsy · . hon~sty al)~:1n!J,~C~nc,e1 of Fa\JP.le~ 
.lrocane retains his post 
as WKU regents chairman 
· By ANGELA OARRE'IT Tom' Meredith stay as president of 
Western,'' Cole said. ''That is more im-
portant than who is chairman of the 
· Daily News Staff Writer . 
Western Kentucky University Board of 
Regents Chalnnan Joe !t8cane, who some 
people think was the impetus for President 
Thomas Meredith's candidacy for 1111other 
job, was r~lected Thursday as chalnnan 
by acclamation for 1992 after no one else 
was nominated. 
board.t' . 
, J. David Cole, a leader of a group of39 
business .and civic leaders who signed a 
/etter req11~ting .tl)~t the board give a 
public show , of su~rt for Meredith or 
remove Jracahe as: ,chalnnan, said today 
- . thai Jracahe 's re-:e1ect1on' wiis anti.climactic. 
Regent Danny Butler nominated Jracalle, 
after which the remaining nine regents de-
clined to name someone. Vice Chair-
. woman Patsy Judd also was re-elected by 
.acclamation after a nomination from 
Butler. 
Meredith's announcement received a 
standing ovation from a crowd of more 
· than 150 -people . who gathered at the 
· meeting to show support for Meredith. The 
crowd remained quiet during the board 
elections. . Staff J'!1°to_ by Tracy Glantz ' ' Merellith lllld ani\ooo&d earlier jn the 
n~ he withdrew. his name from_ ~n- regelits meeting that he had Withdra\VI) Meredith and Jracane · have been the 
,ratton for the presidency of the Umver- from consideration as. president of the Uni. 
of Cen_traJ Florida, and Iracane was re- versity of Central Florida. ill. Orlando. · Continued Back Page 
ted chalnnan of the board. '· • 'The important thiiig for Western is that . 
- ~-----~-- ------ ·-~ ~-'- :...- _____ .,:.__c ___ c_ ___ _:____:. 
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lracane 
focus of attention at.Western and in 
the commwtlty · since Meredith al'i· 
. nounced his candidacy for the UCF 
job in early . October. Regional 
business and, ch;ic leaders voiced 
concern that Meredith . was looking 
into the Florida: Jobi l>ecausi,, of 
disagreements witli •Iracane .about 
how the wriversity should be run. 
B<Jb A\dridge, chairman. of the 
Bowling Green-Warren County 
Chamber of Commerce, said 
Meredith's announcement should 
calm some fears about the board's 
actions, and the group of business 
leaders is willing to be patient, 
"I think that whole situation was 
diffused by Dr. Meredith's an-
nouncement he was going to stay 
on," Aldridge said. "We'll be _inter~ 
ested to see how that relatioilship 
between the Board of Regents and 
the administration continues. I think 
we'll have to adopt a wait-and-see 
attitude.'' 
Despite Iracane' s . uncontested 
nomination, regents said the election 
result~ . W~!Jl -11.0.I ,"ll, organized at• 
tempt to present a united front to the 
public. 
• 1J N . : •·· 1z:.+;; ~ 9 / • I ::~:1 I 
''I didn't know how thiilgs would hope_.· Meredith's . decision to stax 
happen," Jracane.saids: ''I certaiuly will allow the board to proceed with 
didn't solicit votes, .They,fell where leading the wriversity into the 
they .fell and, naturally, I ',Vat!,plea_s- future. ~ 
ed " · · ·· · ' · Meredith also said he hopes th6 
· . Wendell Strode; a fQrln.er -regent furor will die, ~ 
and an organizer of. the coJrullwrity "I remain optimistic that we'll b~ 
group', said he cannot accept .. jh:e able to move ahead," he said. ~ 
results of the meeting at face value. He declined comment about 
"At this point, l'think'·the ap, Jracane's re-election, saying that, as 
propriate thing to say is all groups wriversity president, he does not ~ 
are speaking in terms of writy in volve himself iri the elections. :: 
terms of moving Westei:n Kentucky . ► 
University forward," he said. "I, as - Meredith, who interviewed for the 
one member of the Bowling Green UCF job a week, ago, told thaf 
community, will be willing.to accept school's officials on Wednesday 
that but also be cautiously observing that he was withdrawing from the 
thatthat is actually taking place," race. UCF' s Board of Regents was 
Regent Sieve Catron said to meet Thursday to narrow its list 
speculation of an _organized attempt to five or. sb(candidates who will be 
to keep Jracane as chairman is un- asked back for formal, two-<lay in-
founded. · terviews. 
"I cannot speak for the other ".I decided after we were there 
regents, but I had not planned to last Friday that I needed to make a 
nominate anyone going in," he said, decision by today (Thursday)" to be 
''If it was (an organized, plan), I · fair to UCF and to try to diffuse the_ 
certainly di.d not know 11\lything situlttlon here','Meredith said. 
about ·. it As a board, collectively, 
thatissuewasnotdisciissed.'.' . · -Daily Ne.ws Staff Writer Stan 
Catron and other regents said they Reagan contributed to this story. 
IIDJIFJIUli"i 1!UilfflWIEDP·.::~.~·-.. _,---- cc··,a-1TI"fQi1l1i\'ll...,,_□-----·===r .. --.-
WK.Uregents 
order audit 
of payments to 
Meredith~s wife 
.. By CYNTHIA CROSSLEY 
Staff Writer J I ..... .. C, 
•c; • ~ C ..) - { I 
BQWLlNG GREEN, Ky. -:-- Saying there Stephen Catron of Bowling Gre.en 
was a need ''to eliminate the clouds on the and Monnie Hankins of Louisville. 
.university," board of regents Vice Chair- · Catron, a Bowling Green attor-
man PatsyJudd yesterday asked. that West- ·ney, disputed Judd's interpretation 
. em Kentucky University's outside auditors of the report. "There are some ac-
review an• internal audit of some university counting differences, but I don't 
payments Jo the wife. of ·President Thomas know that there's a cloud over the 
Meredith and money uslld for repairs and I asked if she thought Meredith had a institution," Catron said. 
improvements .on the Merediths' · home; ·: · · conflict of interest in the matter, she Catron then tried to get the re-
The request followed the regents' 8-2 ap- ' said, "I really don't think I should gents to accept two amendments to 
proval ofa plan to handle a state funding cut · .,comment on that at all." Judd's request. One called for a re-
of nearly '$2;36 million. .Western covered : The internal audit said Susan view of the· entire university's ac-
two-thirds ofthat loss by using most of last : Meredith was receiving a $2,000 counting practices and procedures; 
year's operating surplus and some reserve montltly entertainment allowance-:-- it was defeated 7-3. The second un-
funds; plus unanticipated income supplied .'!, practice that . began before· the ·. successful amendment included 
by· enrollment increases· over three semes- Merediths arrived -' and that some Meredith in the review process. It 
ters. · : improvements to the house, which called for him to instruct the audi-
Less than $128,000 will come from the :is owned by the College Heights tors as directed by the board, and 
university's academic and. other depart- Foundation, may have been improp- for him to receive a copy of any re-
ments; specific cuts l:Jy departments.haven't erly paid for by the university in- port stemming from the review. 
been determined yet. · ·stead of by the foundation. Bartley and Travis urged Judd to 
· · In making her audif request - which was l ' Casting the dissenting . votes on hand the matter over to the estab-
approved 6-4-Judd, a Burkesville newspa0 I the audit were· Bobby Bartley and lished finance committee, which is 
per publisher, said the internal audit, done Freddie Travis, both of Glasgow, chaired by Catron and whose mem-
in October, made allegations of "improper 
actions and some irregular activities." She 
asked for a special committee of regents to 
be established to set the review's scope, and 
she excluded Meredith from any role. 
In an interview after the meeting, Judd 
said she didn't know how much such a study 
would cost, and she declined to comment on 
why she wanted Meredith excluded. When 
bers are Bartley, Travis, Judd an 
regent Danny Butler of Greensbuz, 
"It needs to be done as a regu!, 
process, not a special process, 
Bartley said, "If not, it's .going t 
cost a bundle." · 
For his part, Meredith told the n 
gents that he was "concerned aboc 
the tone" of Judd's request .. 
''We've said there are probler 
areas that need to · be looked at, 
Meredith said. "I did hot perceiv 
the breadth you have expressed ... 
You have a finance committee a 
ready in place, but that's your dee: 
sion; Mr. Chairman.,, 
Meredith said he had ordered in 
mediate changes in .light of the ac 
dit, including halting the monthl. 
payments to his wife. The mone: 
now will be placed in an account t· 
pay for entertainment expense 
Meredith incurs. 
Western· 
budget 
plan OK'd 
I :i - ~ - "7 / ecutive officer of the university," 
By ANGELA GARRETI' Catron said. "I do not think the 
Daily News Staff Writer majority of the board intended to 
Western Kentucky University's leave biln ou~ Qf the process." 
Board of Regents will hire an out-' Meredith said he saw no reason 
side firm to audit portions of the I forthe results of such an·audit not to 
university's accounts, including an come back to him as the head of the 
account for entertainment expenses , university, a statement with which 
incurred at President Thomas ChainhanJo'e Iracane agreed. 
Meredith's house. "He.'11 definitely be involved in 
Vice Chairwoman Patsy Judd of it," Iracanci said. "There's no in-
Burkesville made a motion to hire a tention to keep him out, nothing 
firm during a special meeting Mon- secretive about it. Tiie way I 
day to discuss a $2.4 million cut to .. perceive it is very similar to what 
the univ~rsity's budget. The budget '\. wfve been doing with qther com-
plan, which called for $127,000 to rnittees. ~e r~ults of these ques-
be cut from operational budgets, · tioils will . come back to the full 
was approved with two regents - I board" and 11/IeNdith. · 
Robert Chambless Jr. of Munford~ ... ,__ --'---,-"-· --'-,,.-------
ville and Danny Butler of The wording of Mrs. Judd's mo-
Greensburg - dissenting. , tion did not include Meredith, a 
Mrs. Judd thinks the audit is nee- , decision she st09d by, saying that to 
essary to make the university ac- include him in the proces.s would 
countable and because results of an · take authority away from the com-
internal audit of the president's of-· rnittee that will be formed to handle 
flee were leaked to the media in the audit process. 
November, · "I worded it the way I did 
"We must minimize our liabili- , because I believe it's the board's re-
ly," Mrs. Judd _said, adding.that the ) sporsibility,'' she said. "I think we 
results of the mtemal audit• left a need to get th~ audit and, as far as 
cloud over the board and the univer- ~--" --,,- ,~-- - . 
sity. my ch<>ice of words go, I stick with 
Meredith said in November that ·my Choice." 
he ordered an end to a monthly Fo.od Sel'Vices and the Physical 
$2,000 entertainment allowance Plant also might underg<> audits as 
being paid to his wife, Susan, as · part of Mrs. Judd's plan, and other 
soon as the internal audit showed board members are free to suggest 
that a better way could be found to areas they.want to look at, she said. 
handle the his ·entertainment ex- Iracane said, he is looking into the 
penses. cost of the limited audit and will 
"We've said previously that there work on appointing a committee 
are ways of doing things and areas after the cost is determined. 
that need to be looked into," _ • 
Meredith told the board. "I'm more 
concerned about the tone ( of the 
motion) than the details." 
The internal audit showed prob-
lems with accounting methodology, 
but said. there were no inappropriate 
expenditures found. 
Regent Steve Catron of Bowling ' 
Green tried to pass two amendments 
to the motion to specifically include 
Meredith in the process, but his . 
amendments were defeated. 
"My feeling is-that the president 
should have specifically been in-
serted into the motion and into the 
process because he is the chief ex-
ii 
. ' ,· _. ,•:',, ' :-,,:/} ,:,·: -.;, '."':,~ <\;.··_.- :\,(' 
4 rege11ts to revi~\V:Wl<lil p.-y-,,e11ts; · 
· BOWLING GREEN, Ky. - FciurlWesterrt Kiintµcliy: Uni\'.el'$lty, 
regents have been·named.btChatnnan Joe lracime:to,a:comJi!ik 
tee to handle the,review of some,ulif~iersity p~yineilts, to:.the'Wife; 
of President Thomas·Meredith.andjorrepalrs:.an<l lmprovements··. 
to Meredith!s'home,. . · · . :· · .. · , · .• . < : •. . ·• . 
The committee members are ,Patsy'Judd,_' Robert. Chambless, 
Monnie Hankins :an~ Fred(l!e '.Tf!lviii,>lracane said' he inade his', ' 
_choices ~ased.sole!Y_ o_.n'the.irJe~gth,o_.f_.s ___eryice a_ s,regent~;-Th_ e. 
group will. meet W}th JnternaL,aU\l,l(Pr;Wa\'1'8n Irons '.'..wlthm the 
nexttwod/lys,"Iraqane•s.~id_,.··.·,:.11,:_••.,·;.,r·· · •\'·. ··· · .. , 
Baird;· Kurtz & Dobson, ··aJ!o1N~'.-G~~n•M1:<>l!nting finn: al•· 
ready under contract.to do,west~•-.~~•:aM/ts;· wilt,hand!e ·. 
the review, th;is ~eepl11g,the,~4ft9'(i'1llini1!1Wlli'Iraca11e said, 
Besides theI11eredith ppymeilt~,;µ:ac"1i~:sa}11i.t~e:1~~1V;~robaq1Y, i 
:~nc~~~t~~~~r-unlversil)':t~Wts:f~'t:~~,:~?Jlfe:~~;~11:~~r··. •• 
Iracane also.said Mereditlrwl!l.-~e,l!lvofved ·In the com111iltee's .. · 
review, despite lndjcatiorts'toJhe ~onti'~o/:l!t JWondar,'s tnee(.ipg-of · 
the regents, "He'll. get the informatioil ,as<we ge\ It, ' .Jracane· ijaid 
yesterday. · · r;._.', ,j. · I l-:. ~r~ "ti 
. ... _ . .., 
!· lrae~h~ putt,:: :,' ' 
4 WKU reg~nts 
on audit par;iel , 
, . ,l iJ. .,.J./,t fl 1 
. ,\DailyNews~, ,s· '. 1' :;Ii . 
: Western K,~111\lCky Uriiveisicy 
Bo3!'d of ll~!{~li!5 .. ~. foe · 
Iracane · has appomted, fotir reg\mts 
· to serve 011 a comrilittee that will 
oversee an audit of the pie$ldeht's 
office, including e11tertalnineiii ex,c, 
penses at the uniVersily president's 
house. ·· · · · · ·.,. ·. · "'.' 
Patsy Jµdd, Robert "Chambless; 
Mollnie Hankins and Fred 'J,'111vls 
have' been ·named to ihe · committee 
based on time served on the bilard, 
Iracane said. · ,,, · 
''They were ch~~"P'f'or thek Ion- ' 
gevity ait/1 ~~l'vii:e tci'.;th,e,b9'a,r\l,'.' 
Iracalie ~aid. '"I we11tJltalglli ,ilowil 
the, line; It doesn't" riiatter''w)lo, 
seiv~S Q~ ili~.C:Onµ#i(i.~,~iijfa~gi~eS·.· 
beirig the Same~" • · . d· ·; ·• · -rr.:'. ,··' · 
Regent .pariny Bµtler Vf~ Jii liµi:' 
to serve 011 the corilmiiwe,J>ii! i,s un-
able to because pfco~clS of I.titer' . 
est with his business,'~e ~· .·. 
~.·Judd ~~.;'.,~ ·~~tl~n:·~. 
questing the audit 'at a i special 
regent$' meeting Monday.'•''- · .. · · 
The audit, which will be done by 
die Bowling Oreen1accountlng fimi 
. of Baird; Kurtz imd J)obson; ls tj>" 
review a =t inte1;11ahlidltof,tlie 
president's offi~ i)Iid othet ~ of 
the· university ' thaF<bave : not· 
underg~ne au~ts in ret;e\)i years. ·. · ' 
Iracane said work. 011 the: au.dlt 
will begin lnunediatef • · : ., - :' 
', ,, ' y ' ' ' ' 
University · • President , Thomas 
Meredith will.SCCJ1lSlllts of~e lil!dlt · 
as span . as il),ey' are available, 
Iracane said. !joine ~gents ellp~ss-
ed concern l\,lottdafthatMrs; 'Judd's 
motion nlight •exclude him fro1ii' the 
process. . · ··. :{.,y.:-: .. 
11•11111111JJPrn'un11m,mpr""·.::.~:.._ ___ " 
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Business leaders remain uneasy about Western 
By ANGEIA GARREIT 1 _ counts, according to Regent Patsy Judd, who said those Board Chamnan Joe Iracane said regents were aware that 
Daily News Staff Writer 1 ). - 6 - o/ / who think the audit is pur_ely over expenses being paid . the payments were being made, put were unaware that they 
Former Western Kentucky University Regent Wendell Susan Meredith are off-base. were going directly to Mrs. Meredith as an employee of the 
Strode, spokesman for a group of business leaders_ who in "What prompted the internal audit were people on cam- university. 
October expressed concern about perceived. conflicts. be- pus expressing concerns about things they suspected might Mrs. Judd called for and received the board's approval of 
tween regents and Western President. TholilllS Meredith, nc,t be ~xactly as they shquld," Mrs. Judd said. "The board a. motion to have an external audit on Monday, during a 
said today there still is a gn,at d~of concemabo1)t1h9se . fe]! _aJesponsibility_to cheyk it out, and the inte,m,tl audit,. ..special ~gents meeting_ to discuss a $2.4 million cut to the 
conflicts and that tµ~C~up prooably :wrrt.meetsooO: to see · hasrl?i;oilght t<> light some things that need to be looked atY : :,~eriij,y•~ 1:iu,dget .. -.· · 
. what steps to take. .: '•: · · · · · · · · and.fixed." • · · . · 'The entertainment payments rose to the forefront of the 
The business leaoers·apparently are concerned about the She declined to say who' brought the questions to the issu.e, despite some board members' d_enials that they were 
· call· Monday for an audit of some university-aecountsc-•in- board's attention "'!d what those questions are specifically: -1 the target. , 
duding monthly entertainmeqt:·.~$es•,paidcqj,:eytly',to:' Among the things bt<Suthtto''lig!,£iifi'.:.theJntefiw anait . . Strode, who was0chairman of the board's Finance Com-
Meredith's wife, SnsarL · · · · · · · · were monthly $2,000 payments io MrfMei:edith• for enter- · mittee when the entertainment payments were increased 
But large money losses _in some Western Kentucky Uni-· tainment expenses at the piesident'.s h<;iuse. Meredith halted from $1,000 to $2,000 monthly, said the board was aware 
versity departments - losses thai first raised questions by those payments in· late October after the internal audit 
on-campus administrators and ·nor the Board of Regents - showed a better way · could be found to distribute the 
is at the heart of a call for an audit of some university ac- money. 
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Wilkinson says regents 
are 'harassing' Meredith 
by seeking second _audit 
By CYNTHIA CROSSLEY 
Staff Write,_ j . J )..- l,, .. '7 I 
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. - Gov. Wallace 
Wilkinson told reporters yesterday thaf he 
believes Western Kentucky University 
President Thomas Meredith is being "ha-
rassed" by some Western regents. 
"I think Tom Meredith is a wonderful 
university president, and it's unfortunate, in 
my view, based on what I know about it, 
that some of the trustees at Western Ken-
tucky University continue to harass him" by 
asking for a review of an internal audit of 
presidential accounts, said Wilkinson, in 
· Bowling Green for a last round of local an-
nouncements. 
In an interview later, Regent Patsy Judd 
of Burkesville, who sought the review, de-
nied that she was trying to harass Meredith 
and said of Wilkinson, "It's unfortunate he 
has that perception." 
Judd, the vice. chairman of the board of 
regents, pushed Monday for a second, out-
side audit of some university payments 
made to Meredith's wife, Susan, and for re-
pairs and improvements to the president's 
official residence. 
Judd said she was trying to respond to 
complaints she had received about the 
amount of money spent on the Merediths' 
home, which is owned by the university-
related College Heights Foundation, and 
other financial issues. 
"We have the responsibility of receiving 
and expending funds for the maximum 
benefit'ofevery student," Judd said. "That's 
the reason for this." 
On Monday, Judd said an internal audit 
of the payments and other accounts con-
trolled by Meredith had left "clouds over 
the university" because it included allega-
tions of "improper actions and some irregu-
lar activities." 
The regents voted 6-4 to conduct the sec-
ond audit, with Regent Stephen Catron of 
Bowling Green objecting to Judd's charac-
terization of the internal audit's findings. 
Chairman Joe Iracane of Owensboro on 
Tuesday naJlled Judd and fellow Regents 
Fred Travis of Glasgow, Robert Chambless 
of Munfordville and Monnie Hankins of 
Louisville to a committee to handle the sec-
ond audit. Chambless will lead that panel, 
which is scheduled to meet Tuesday with 
auditors from the Bowling Green firm of 
Baird, Kurtz & Dobson to tell them which 
accounts to review. 
Several accounts set up for Meredith will 
be included, as well as the university's food 
services accounts, Judd said. lracane has 
said several times that the food services 
Jose too much money; yesterday Judd re-
peated that view. 
Jt. remains unclear how much Meredith 
will be involved in the review. lracane said 
Tuesday that Meredith would "get informa-
tion as we get information," but Judd said 
last night that she hoped Meredith wouldn't 
involve himself in the review of the presi-
d~ntial accounts "because that could jeop-
ardize its credibility." 
• j 
Western fight 
seems headed 
. . 
for Round 2 . . '!, 
By ANGELA GARRETI 
Daily News Staff Writer I :;,_ - (.. - 7'/ 
The second round in a battle being waged by a group of business 
leaders against members of Western Kentucky University's Board of 
Regents - some of whom the leaders accuse of co1,1ductlng a witch 
hunt against President Thomas Meredith - apparently is about to 
begin. 
A call Monday by board Vice Chairwoman Patsy Judd for a second 
audit of some university accounts - including payments made to 
Meredith's wife, Susan, for entertainment expenses - is not a sign that 
the board stands behind Meredith, businessman Frank St. Charles said 
today. 
The board "launched an investigation, which in my opinion is a 
witch hunt," St. Charles said. 
Mrs. Judd has said the requested audit - which includes a second 
look at Meredith's expense accounts - is targeted, not at the president, 
but at cutting university losses. 
But St. Charles and other business leaders said they don't accept that 
answer. · 
''If they don't think that (Merediih is doing wrong), why are they ex-
cluding him and pointing fingers7" St. Charles asked. 
The fact that Gov. Wallace Wilkinson - who on Thursday. said the 
action by the board constitutes nothing more than harassment of 
Meredith and his family - has involved himself in the situation speaks 
for its seriousness, businessman Bob Aldridge said. 
"Other than expressing our. support and continuing to monitor the 
activities up there, I don't know that 
there's anything we can do right 
now," Aldridge said. "But we hope 
we can have some influence over 
future appomtments to the board..' 
Regent Steve Catron, a Bowling 
~n attorney, said he agreed with 
Wilkin sot\' s statement and expects a 
reaction to the bol\fd's actions soon, 
''I'm hearing discussion among 
some people and fully expect that (a 
reaction to the situation) to 
transpire,'' he said. • 'The perception 
is that not only businessmen, but 
citizens and Western alumni - very 
distinguished Western alumni -
across Kentucky have heard quite 
I enough" and are going to demand 
1 that something be done. 
The group of several dozen 
. business leaders, who marshaled 
forces in October to try to get the 
; board to adopt a statement of sup-
port for Meredith - who at the time 
· was being considered for a position 
, at the University of Central Florida 
- plans to meet again soon and 
decide what co1!f8e to take, but has 
yet to set a meeting date. 
· The first round of the battle ended 
when Meredith announced Oct. 31 
that he had wiihdrawn from the race 
' for. the UCF position, ·a race 
. busmess leaders think Meredith 
I entered because of personal 
disagreements with board Chairman 
Joe Iracane. 
Meredith and Iracane denied that 
they had any differences other than 
normal business disagreements. 
Iracane and Mrs. Judd were renam-
ed board chairman and vice chair-
woman, respectively, at the Oct. 31 
regents meeting after no other 
regents were nominated .for the 
positions. 
'll 
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Audit felt witch hunt;i 
By ANGELA GARRE'IT , 
Daily News Staff Writer j ).. - I C - 7 I 
Two Western Kentucky University regents labeled 
as a witch html a meeting today of a committee 
overseeing an audit of some university accounts - an 
audit apparently targeting almost all financial deal-
ings of President Thomas Meredith since he assumed 
· the presidency. 
The list of _audit requirements, which was given to-
day to representatives of Baird, Kurtz and Dobson, 
Certified 'Public Accotmtants, includes an itemized 
list of university employees hired since Aug. 30, 
1988, when Meredith took office; a detailed listing of 
where interest earned on the university's General 
Ftmd goes and how it's used; a list of honorariums 
and other fees authorized by Meredith since August 
1988; travel expenses for Meredith and his family 
since he took office; and entertairtment expenses in-
curred by the president 
"That list leaves no question about it," said 
Regent Fred Travis, a member of the Board of 
Regent's audit committee. 
Travis stipulated during the meeting that, where ' 
some accotmtings are questionable, it should be in-
cluded in the auditor's repcrt how long thqse prac-
tices have been in operation. • . . 
"It's not going to be a witch htmt as far as I'm 
concerned," he said after the meeting. He also said it 
is necessary to include how long these practices have 
been in place if it is an accurate picture ofaccounting 
procedures that is being sought 
Regent Steve Catron, who attended the meeting 
even though he is not on the committee, agreed that 
the audit is aimed at Meredith. He objected, along 
with reporters, when Regent Patsy Judd asked that the 
committee go into closed session to discuss the audit 
- ·· Travis-'also·objected;-sayingchewasunaware·,~•1 
had planned to go into closed session and was sure · 
committee member Monnie Hankins also was tm-
aware of that plan. Hankins missed the · meeting 
because of traffic problems. 
The meeting remained open after Mrs. Judd 
-- - -
I 
rescinded her request 
Mrs. Judd continued to. deny after the meeting that 
the audit was aimed at Meredith. 
"That's not my conclusion at all," she said. "Food 
Services is losing money and we need to find out why 
and fix that" 
Food Services was mentioned in the audit request, . 
as was the Physical Plant, but they too w¢re;mention-
ed in counection with Meredith. . . . · · • • · · · · · 
The committee asked for an itemized •list of where 
food· has been se,ved and if tµat expense . should· be 
charged to another univ arsity liudget unit: It also re' 
quested au itemized list of hours. spent by Physical 
Plant workers making repairs to M~th' h • -· -· 
and the cost involved. s ouse 
disagreeThe audit reque
st is the latest in a line of perceived 
m~ts between some members of the board 
and M:redith. !legent Robert Chambless is headin 
the audit comnnttee. · g 
0 An intemal audit of the president's office sai~ : ctober that some accotmtin · m 
tionable and a better g practices were ques-
way could be fotmd to handle 
some ~"':otm~ in that office, but the audit fotmd no 
;:;:Ji!;mgs m the way expenditures were made or 
.WKU regents· 
want audit; · 
,focus clearly. 
on president -1 
By CYNTHIA Clie~SLEY, Staff Writer 
,j, /:>.-//-?; 
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. - A special board of. 
regents committee gave Western Kentucky Uni-
versity's auditing firm a list yesterday of 11 
spending areas to investigate and review ~ and 
nearly all of them were expenses incurred by 
orfor Western President Thomas C. Meredith 
and his wife. 
The list prompted Regent Stephen Catron of 
Bowling Green, who attended the committee's 
meeting as a spectator, to accuse some of his 
fellow regents of being on a "witch hunt." 
It also renewed anger in Bowling Green and 
elsewhere over what civic leaders· perceive as 
attacks on Meredith. Some community .leaders 
said yesterday that a group that previously 
spoke in support of Meredith plans to meet 
again in the next few days to discuss firing an-. 
other salvo at the reg~nts. . · 
Ray Preston of Henderson said in an inter-
view yesterday that the regents "seem deter-
mined to nitpick (Meredith) to death .•. to run 
off one of the best presidents Western's ever· 
had." 
Preston, for whom Western's $10 million stu-
See WKU REGENTS 
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WK.Uregents 
order audit 
C. _, J . I ~--' ( • c·; 
Continued from Page One ' 
dent health and activities center will 
be named, called Meredith "the de-
ciding factor" iri his 1990 decision 
to give the university its single larg-
est donation. (fhe amount is some-
where between $750,000 and 
$850,000; Preston has declined to 
allow public release of the actual 
amount.) 
Preston said he thought the ongo-
ing controversy might discourage 
other possible donors to WKU "be-
cause why would you want to step 
in the middle of this?" 
Meanwhile, Meredith, in Frank-
fort attending Gov. Brereton Jones' 
inauguration, said that he h_adn't re-
ceived any information from the 
committee and that he couldn't 
comment on specifics. 
"I have not had any conversations 
with these board members about 
any of these items previously," Mer-
edith said. "It's all being announced 
in the press. That's the way- I hear 
of it.'' 
Meredith also said, "I welcome 
any audit of any expenditures." 
The regents' request to the ac-
counting firm of Baird, Kurtz & 
Dobson, as handled by Regent Rob-
ert Chambless of Munfordville, 
chairman of the special audit com' 
mittee, was labeled "Items to be au-
dited ... covering the period 8-30-
88 to present" - in other words, 
during Meredith's tenure at West-
ern. 
But Regent Fred Travis of Glas-
gow, a member of the audit commit-
tee who said he supports Meredith, 
objected repeatedly to that limita-
tion. He said many of the practices 
being questioned began several ad-
ministrations back and that any re-
view by the auditors should cover 
those years. 
The committee asked for: 
■ A list of e_mployees who had 
been hired by the. university but not 
s11bsequently approved by the re-· 
gents. 
■ A detailed list of "all honorari-
ums, personal-service contracts, sti-
pends, or other funds paid out by 
Western Kentucky University on be-
half of, or at the direction of, Thom-
as C. Meredith." 
■ A review of travel expenses in-
curred by Meredith and his wife, 
Susan, that were either paid directly 
by the university or by reimburse-
ment, and a review of their enter-
tainment expenses incurred either 
at their official residence or else-
where off campus. 
■ A review of spending on the_ of-
ficial residence, including "home 
improvements, repairs, janitorial 
services; maintenance, and all other 
work" associated with it. 
■ An audit of all development 
funds received and spent by WKU. 
■ An audit of Western's Physical 
Plant Department, including "a list 
of man hours and materials used at 
the President's ·home, as well as a 
dollar value," to determine whether 
some of its expenses should have 
been charged to· other university 
spending accounts. 
Baird Kurtz. & Dobson partners 
Ron Shrewsbury . and Spencer 
Coates told the committee that an 
audit of the physical -plant ·could be 
time-consuming and · expensive. 
They said they would come up with 
an estimate before proceeding. 
The committee, referring fre-
quently to a report completed in Oc-
tober by university internal auditor 
Warren Irons, also asked the ac-
counting fiqn to audit · "interest 
earned on ge11eral fund accounts, 
and designated and undesignated 
private contributions, to determine 
if these funds have been properly 
accounted for and disbursed in ac-
cordance with Board authorization 
and state law." . 
This request stems from Irons' 
finding that Western had estab-
lished during the 1990-91 fiscal year 
an account labeled "President's Un-
Thomas C. 
Meredith 
"I welcome 
any audit of .. . · 
expenditures." 
restricted Account.'' It was funded 
with some of the interest earned 
from money Western had on deposit 
in interest-earning accounts. Irons 
recommended that the interest be 
recorded as income, then "properly 
budgeted and spent." 
Coates and Shrewsbury told. the 
committee they could not interpret 
state law, and at best could suggest 
that the board seek an attorney gen-
eral's opinion, if necessary. 
The regents' request called for a 
management letter listing recom-
mendations for correcting any prob-
lems, including "any violations of 
(a) contracts, (b) university policies, 
(c) state law, and any other excep-
tions which may not fall in a, b, or 
c, but which should be reviewed by 
the board of regents." 
,A few hours after the meeting, 
Catron, the Bowling Green regent, 
called the financial review "an em-
barrassment to the university and 
an embarrassment to the . board of 
regents." 
"After sitting through that meet-
ing this morning it is clear to me 
there is nothing more and nothing 
less than a witch hunt under way, 
clearly directed toward Dr. Thomas 
C. Meredith," he said, calling the 
extensive financial review an effort 
to neutralize Meredith's support. 
But board of regents Vice Chair-
man Patsy Judd of Burkesville, who 
asked for the follow-up audit on 
Dec. 2, repeated her previous com-
ment that she was pursuing the is-
sue because the regents "are trying 
to spend our dollars so the students 
get the maximum value from West-
em.1' 
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Jones issues statement of faith in Meredith 
By ANGELA GARRETI' I ). _ I 1 _ 7 / Daily News Staff Writer 
Gov. Brereton Jones, during bis first full day in of-
fice today, issned a statement saying recent events at 
W estem Kentucky University should be viewed in a 
positive light because he has faith in President 
Thomas Meredith. 
Meanwhile, fonner Western Regent Wendell 
Strode said today that members of the Board of 
Regents told Meredith when he took office in August 
1988 what they wanted from him and bis family and 
that Meredith has done nothing the board didn't re--
quest. . . 
Jones and Strode issued the statements after the pe-
rimeters of an audit of some university accounts was 
detennined Tuesday by a special committee of the 
board. The items outlined in the audit request led two 
regents to refer to the process as a "witch hunt" aim-
ed at Meredith and bis family. 
"At this point, I have 1()0 percent confidence in 
Dr. Meredith," Jones said. 
In a letter Strode said he is mailing today to board 
Chairman Joe Iracane, Strode asks Iracane to stop the the University of Central Florida because he was 
audit process and other bickering with Meredith frustrated with the board's attempts to run the univer-
because actions taken by Meredith not o.nlY were sity. 
known about, but approved by lra(:ane as chairman. Meredith and lracane denied personal problems . 
"It appears to me .that ,F<iurs_e· of action is to and Meredith withdrew from the UCF race minutes · 
discredit Dr. Meredith and bis fllillily by nit~pick:m.g · before lracane was renamed board chairman . .. · 
the president's budget to death. ... To use that as a At a Dec. 2 board meeting, Regent Patsy Jµlid call- . 
basis for terminating the employment and employ- ed for l!.ll audit of some university accounts, but. ·, 
ment conttact with I>r. 'Meredith and in the process denied thai Meredith was the target. · . I 
destroying the credioility of this ~ ~on .of · . Bµt the audit committee meeting showed that some .. •.· 
higheilearning," thelettersaid. .. . bQ~ ~ip,ber§,~ .~llg .:!.u.<li.~ ~L~p~_iyr,iy. ' 
Strode said he wrote the letter in response to com- . · universify account with which Meremth has beerdn-,. ; 
ments by lracane thathi!l~.at :wrongdoingsbetw~.. volyed. C. ·. , •.·· ·•· . . ···.·· .. · .. ,. . ·, : . 
StrodeandM~edi~:. > , _' •: : c. •>-•; ,, ,,';:Rfg~~ ~teve/~!1 ~~,Fred~ §Bj<t~::; 
"I hadn't mten&A to SllY anythfug;~'..:Strodesm.d, !hitfmeeto:tg thatthtl'.andit, IS nothing,mc\re:t\llln'.,a,c 
reiterating that he <¥d .nothing· that' 'iasn't in bis · " 1witch.hunt." . · · . . · • .... · .,· _ 
authority as chaimian of the board's firui:ncial com~ · Strod.e, spokesman for a group of business leaders 
rnittee. "I was going to take .Illy lumps silently" but who have voiced concern over the situation, said that 
Tuesday's meeting changed Strodfs illin~ . l?!OJlP probably will'be meeting next week. 
Problems between the. board and. M~th have · . Meredith, .who was in Frankfort on Tuesday for the 
been in the spotlightsince_sj,eculatfon began.in Oc- .gubernatorial inauguration, said. he welcomed ''any. 
tober that Meredith.was in the running 'foi:' a job with audit of any expenditures." 
;_i 
\t ,, 
''There's no 
personal gain, 
no witch hunt in 
any of this." 
Joseph lracane, 
regents chainnan 
I" 
WKU regent chairman defends audit 
By CYNTHIA CROSSLEY C- J . 
Staff Writer I '}_-fD--? I 
OWENSBORO, Ky. - Western Kentucky 
University's board of regents is not out to fire 
President Thomas Meredith, board Chairman 
Joseph Iracane said yesterday. 
They're not even particularly upset that 
money was going to Meredith's wife, Susan, 
for entertaining, Iracane said. In fact, Susan 
Meredith's entertainment budget is some-
thing Iracane wants to reinstate. 
The real issue for Iracane, and for regents 
such as Patsy Judd and Robert Chambless, is 
whether Western is spending money as effi-
ciently as it can. 
Iracane and the others trunk the answer is:• 
Probably not 
Iracane said the controversy now swirling 
around WKU began with Western 21, the uni-
versity's evaluation last year of all its pro-
.grams and spending, and grew with the dis-
covery of some confusing and some unpubli-
cized financial decisions. 
Tuesday, a special -board of regents com-
Iracane says board not 
out to fire Meredith 
mittee gave WKU's auditing firm a list of 11 
spending areas to investigate and review, 
nearly all of which were expenses incurred 
by Meredith and his wife. 
Iracane also said that Meredith's predeces-
sor, Kem Alexander, raised concerns before 
he left in 1988. 
Alexander questioned the bottom lines of 
what Iracane called "auxiliaries" - services 
offered by Western such as its bookstore and 
its food and health services. The same areas 
were questioned again last year during West-
ern 2l's university-wide spending review. 
"The auxiliaries must run in the black," 
Iracane said. "If one loses a million and a 
half dollars, and stays in the red, for exam-
ple, is that an acceptable financial situation? 
No." 
But it's unclear if the auxiliaries are losing 
a lot of money, Iracane said, because their 
funds appear to come from and go to other 
areas. 
Faculty and staff members in program 
areas designated by Western 21 to be de-em-
phasized and eventually phased out had also 
raised questions about university financial 
matters, Iracane said. 
"They were putting up a fight'llbout it, and 
they were shedding light on some things," 
Iracane said. "Sure, they're being hurt. So 
they ask us, 'Did you know about this? Did 
you know about that?' " 
The regents . began to look into their 
claims, said Iracane, but couldn't find clear 
answers. So they asked for an internal audit, 
That audit, completed in October, looked 
at Meredith's compensation, payments to 
him for travel and entertainment, and pay-
ments on the official residence. That's when 
Susan Meredith's monthly checks came ·to 
light, 
SeeIRACANE 
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I t lks Western president. . . Journal of financial practices at the f3C3fie 3 When questioned later by fa~ulty, University of Kentucky, Eastern 
regent Eugene Evans, Strode. sajd· Kentucky University and Murray 
Of reg· ent action the entire arrangement witjl the,' State Unive·r_sity drew the following Merediths was discussed in .a'close<l resp·qnse from officials at each of 
::: j · executive session cjuring a: board those schools: All unrestricted inter-
Continued from Page One meeting, "lJelt to',not discus_sthisin est earnings go into the school's 
I :>-- CA - 'l r open sessi9n : ,·\\'as <the . I5referred general fund and are then budgeted 
Iracane, who has been challenged method to a(jdtess these\lyp~•~itua-, for spending, with the approval of 
by , two former regents, Ronnie lions,; sihidfwrote in his Iett'~r to· '-the schools' regents, (None of the 
Clark of Franklin and Wendell Iraca~e, "If thete is any 'c\i!'l;'j.f'is, three schools paid the president's 
Strode of Bowling Green, for saying on the Board and our lack iif (locu-. wife for entertaining,) 
publicly that he didn't know about menting the understanding" with Iracane said Western's board is 
the checks to Susan Meredith, said the Merediths, . concerned about the propriety -
yesterday he knew that Western In an interview yesterday, Strode' and legality - of the President's 
was paying for the Merediths' enter- said h~. now regretted :tfle, decision · Unrestricted Account. But Donald 
tainmefit i,iqienses_, 1'.",but _I didn't. •not to.'fyiiy disclo'se'th~:!;1ijf~diths' , Clapp, vice presi?ent for adminis-
know ¢,!iecks were issue~ fhrectly to ·· compensation a!'l'~ngert)ll!\t;;t: tration at UK, said he knew of no 
Mrs, "!eredith and t~;,,(1,she was a · ;MNl/ink it's time /o d,!l.'1Jm,lgs out state laws or,re~lati?ns that _would 
contraq)a9_Qrer _for µs .. -':- bpt.f\~::o'pen," he said, I .. :.::/;., , govern the situat10n m _quest10n, at 
In a ~~ttep\urgmg Ir_~9,"!f,f/, to stop ,::: •,!ra,¢~µe sai~ that he ;~gfel!~ with least ,as h~ understood it, , 
the :e~ __en_l_··s. Afrom "11;t•,ii.ic'fung th~l ___ Str9de )l,11 .. t.· thmks _he's2m_J_,ssf __ \lg the Uruversity fmance officials must 
Presidel)t's·.;: budget·)~, death,;{'•.lljil/fi issue, . , .•.:::-(S:· .. . follow "generally accepted ~ccount-
Stroder 'f6nner chairirialf of the re;-" ••·'What really jumped mit<'ftom.the ing principles," Clapp said, and 
gents' finance committee, acknowl- audit report, said Iracal)e, was .the when they don't, an audit will usual' 
edged thg&-Hen )l~_set up tl;w p,ay,,. dis_covecy.of "tne .Presicjent!s Unre, -ly point that out. , , 
ment alf~ng\jment to Susan Mer- stncted Account," a fund created Because Western's regents didn .t 
edith,'h,i dldn't clearly understand with unbudgeted interest income know about the unrestricted ac-
'what it-:entwJed, other than that "it culled from other money deposited count, said Iracane, and becausf 
was to b:&,dorte like it was with Dr, in interest-earning accounts, they can't find it in the budget, they 
(Donald))Zacharias," a previous A spot check by The Courier- began to wonder what else they 
,. ·· didn't know about That led them to 
--- seek the second audit, he said, 
Nearly all of the questions in the • 
second audit, discussed on Tuesday 
with Western's outside auditor, the 
Bowling Green finn of Baird, Kurtz 
& Dobson, dealt with expenses in' 
curred by or for Meredith, However, 
it also asked the auditors to look 
into one "auxiliary," the food serv:, .. ,-, •. , 
,_~_,,.-·· 
ices budget. ' 
11There's no personal gain, n9 
witch hunt in any of this," said Ira~ 
cane, who said he hoped the second 
audit wouldn't take very long. "If 
it's wrong, let's change it. If w~ 
neecl to make changes, let's make 
them and move forward," 
11/lllt ■IIVIIIJll'l!'IHIIIIUl!lllll!i · 
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By .t\NGELAG~ 
Daily News StaffWJiier. · . 
A: call for the ,_resignations of . some 
members of :Westem ,Kentucky Univer-
sity's J:lc:iaro of Regents is expe<jted to be 
~ #!era meeting Monday of business 
, ~ :~edsabout· ongoing events 
. inflilvil!g•~is .and, W'e$Cm ~dent 
'11>:omas Meredith. . · . • · · ·· -
· .'But bo;rid Chainna!I )oe iracane said 
.;:~~r~-~=1.=::; 
umestricted accoont that apparently was 
, J>io'Dght;,m ... ~en~• ;.attention . during a . 
preliininacy audit 'an4 that J:racarie- main- · 
:tJ2~~~t~ by the bo;lfd c__. is 
The president's job is safe, Iracane 
said. . 
"This has nothing _to do .with Dr. 
Meredith's job," Iracane said. "I do not 
understand why anyone is considering 
this· a threat. . Everyone, including · Dr. 
• 
r1 
was chainnan of the board's Finance 
Committee when the allowance that 
bad been paid to previous university 
presidents was continued for Dr 
Meredith, said the Merediths' ex~ 
~ses were discussed in closed ses-
.· s1on with the board and that board 
. members should have been aware of 
:' !he pay;ment. · 
#tL~e- said the board members 
:.?Vere aware):>( .. th~, .. allow~e,- but 
. . were unaware that 1t was being paid I Meredith, feels it is necessary. He told me Health Services receives much les to Mrs. Meredith as an employm t 
there is no problem with having an money than the board thought, Iracane, co.. ntract. . en 
audit.'' . 
said. / The group of. business leaders 
Iracane said the audit looks. at the Some board members also are <;on- sent a letter llJ;··!/letober demandin 
president's expenses, but is aimed at cut- cerned about the unrestricted,accoun~ of·. ..:"~ · g 
ting ,losses in fringe areas of the univer- which Iracane said he and others wei:e Iha . · "· . 
· _· sity, such as Food Services. . . unaware until an intemal audit of the .1 t the board take actions to show 
-• ."It's_ very difficult . with Westem's president's office showed the account is su.;I'°~ of ~eredith after it was 
budget the W"-Y it is lll)Vl_ tc> me;isure th!' exists. ~ president was in conten-
value to students of budgets ·in fringe · IracaiI~ said all<:gaiions thafthe J>oard ~':I fo~ a presidential post at the 
~,'' lie said. . · - . , . has s~µght to do aw"-Y with an enteiJain- v~ty <>f Central Florida 
.'' The-questions begaµ <iu,ri.tig the board's ment :..allowance f<>r the president'' are. 1J=ess ~rs at that. time 
creation of Western JOU;:a master"pliin _ :~ro!ig)in1l 1Ie.h"P!'s.to reinstate Jhat al- ~ ~ved problems be-
for.the university that outlines what areas lowance. The $2,000 monthly p"-Yffient at :;:"' M~ and th': board were 
rieed to be emphasized-and de-emphasiz- was halted after the intemal audit of the 1 ... · e root of his explonng the posi-
ed, Iracane said. president's office showed a better method , . , 
·,_ ·... ''Questions were being raised, not by could be found to distribute the money. ' MeDJ?"'S of;1he gro"ll, have said 
regents, but by people in · Bowling The money had been going to Meredim' s that this audit; which .. they an<! 
Green" at Western, he said. · wife, Susan, under an employment con- Regents . Steve Catron and Fred 
Accounting practices in Health Ser- tract with the university. Travis have defined as a witch hunt;: 
vices made it appear the area was receiv- Fonner Regent Wendell Strode, who shows the board does not support 
mg· more university funding than it was r- · Meredith. . · 
and only an audit of the operation showed The meeting will be at 3:30 p.m.'. 
Monday at the Bowling Green-
Warren County Chamber of Com-
merce office. 
Business leaders weigh 
By ANGELA GARRETI' I ) / , others that will come up at the meeting.'' 
Daily News Staff Writer ' ' - - J - /'/ · · J'lie audit, meanwhile,· is drawing supporl . from 
The spokesman for a group of business leaders Western's Faculty Senate, which Thursday voiced its 
labeling an audit of some Western Kentucky Univer- support of an: audit of some university accounts - an 
sity accounts as a witch hunt said today that the audit some people have decried as a witch hunt 
group, which meets Monday, might consider a against Meredith - saying they've been pushing for 
lawsuit against the university's Board of Regents on such a review for a decade. 
the grounds it betrayed the public's trust. 
Other options, group spokesman and former "Speaking for the chair, I reinforced to (Faculty 
Regent Wendell Strode said, include asking for the Regent) Gene Evans and the senate that we are in 
resignations of some regents or asking Gov. Brereton support of the audit," said Robert Otto, senate vice 
J · d · hi h f rt chalnnan. ''.We didn't have a resolution (supporting ones to mtervene an conunue s s ow o suppo the au .. dit), bjit we've had studies for the pas .. 1 10 years for President Thomas Meredith by asking for resig-
nations. an!i. 'tllis,ls ,the first time the regents really started 
''Several of the members of the community that are looking.,at university spending, Th,it's what we have 
contin, ued to· ask." ' ' ' ' ' ' 
concerned about this have expressed some potential 
options they think should be discussed," Strode said. Senators als9 said they were pleased to learn that a 
"Those include asking for resignations, asking the $2,4 million unive)'Sity budget cut hit athletics harder 
governor to continue to show his support ... by him than aca~emic areas. . , · 
asking for resignations and, thirdly, reviewing the ' ',,·rThe se11ate has i.ssued for several years athletics 
potential for a lawsuit against members of the board , · s#cfilig re~rts showing .what faculty members see 
for the betrayal of public trust. I'm sure there ar!,': >·~ , f 611~-si\1¢ pictil(e in, favor of athletics. Many . 
. ,, .. ,.-~.,-_. :., :-. !,:':,· 
··J .. W.► 
suit against regents 
faculty members are hoping this audit leads IQ a 
closer look at athletics spending. 
Initial findings in a new athletics report, on which a 
senate committee is working, show a 5-1 ratio in the 
dollar amount of athletics scholarships and non-
athletic scholarships and about a 5-1 ratio in spending 
on athletics travel and faculty travel, Otto said. 
The Faculty Senate is an advisory committee and 
makes recommendations, but university ad-
ministrators are not obligated to accept those recom-
mendations. 
Otto said he did not know how strong faculty sup-
port for Meredith is and the senate's support of the 
audit is not necessarily a sign of disapproval of the 
president because faculty members have sought such 
reviews since before Meredith came to Western in 
1988. 
The intent of the senate's comments is to "show 
support of the regents' action," Otto said. "Not who 
they might target, but their general intent of monitor- · · 
ing spending.'' 
A senate survey of the faculty showed last spring 
.,,- ' ' . 
. that 11!1Jy .abo1,1t 4(), percent of Western's faculty 
t,lwught• Meredith was 'doing an adequate job as presi-
dent, Qt!o. s;ii4 In \he survey, spending priorities was 
the top item in a list of 13 items with which the 
facµIty WllS. dissatisfied. 
.}legeiltj ,wh11, support the audit, which involves 
many accounts controlled by Meredith, have said the 
audit, is, the resiiJ\ of IJillllY questions being asked by 
peopfu wit)iin tb,e' university and ·is an attempt to 
identify and solve accounting problems and curtail 
loss~• in s9me .uni-:ersity accounts. 
Otto! Said the ,.;;nate is taking a wait-and-see ap-
proach to the audit and plans to wait until results are 
ill. ~f9re ffil\ldng any final decisions about the situa-
tion;, ., ' ··:~. :::.~ 
A gr()up 'of business · 1eaders who are dissatisfied 
with ·wluit ·they see as an attack on Meredith and his 
family are meeting at 3:30 p.m. Monday at the 
Bowling Green-Warren County Chamber of Com-
merce office. The group is expected to ask for the 
resignations of some regents. 
Meredith supporters 
want two regents out 
By KIRSTEN HAUKEB<2i Staff Writer 
l .. "'--17-?I 
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. - Supporters of Western 
Kentucky University President Thomas Meredith will 
ask Gov. Brereton Jones to demand the resignations 
of two regents they say are "harassing" and "intimi-
dating" Meredith. · 
. ~ resolutioi:i will be presented to Jones during his 
vi~1t to Bo.wlmg Green tomorrow, said Robert A!-
dndge, cha1rman·ofthe Bowling Green-Warren Coun-
ty Chamber of Commerce. 
~e~ter,?ay, Jones said through his spokesman, Bill 
Griffin, I am very supportive of President Meredith 
but feel it is inappropriate for me to inject myself in 
that conflict." 
The resolution singles out board 
Chairman Joe lracane, right, and 
Vice Chairman Patsy Judd as 
regents who "have and continue 
to harass, intimidate and 
embarrass Dr. Tom Meredith and 
this great university," 
M~re than 40 business and civic leaders, most from 
Bowlmg Green, met at the Chamber yesterday to dis-
cuss ways to show support for Meredith. Many of the 
same people .were also invol:,,ed in sendirig a letter to 
the regents m October asking them to publicly en-
dorse Meredith. 
The resolution singles out board Chairman Joe Ira-
cane and Vice Chairman Patsy Judd as regents who 
"have and continue to harass, intimidate and embar-. 
rass Dr .. Tom Meredith and this great university." 
The statement echoes one made Dec. 5 by then-
The resolution said that the re-
gents "have repeatedly used a pub-
Gov. Wallace Wilkinson, who told lie forum to ·air complaints instead 
reporters "it's unfortunate ... that of discreet committees - all intencl-
some of the trustees at Western ed to embarrass Dr. Meredith and 
Kentucky University continue to ha- discredit. him." . . 
rass" Meredith. Strode · said Jracane and Judd 
The resolution contends lracane were named · because they were on 
and Judd have "unjustly focused on. the board when the discretionary al-
President Meredith's use of privi- Jowance for .the .Mere~iths was ap,, 
leges" that were also used by his proved in )98. 8 and was increased to 
predecessors. $2,000 per month in 1989. 
Judd pushed the board of regents ... "'J:hey were• the leadership on the 
to ask for an outside auditing firm . board; they're.still the leadership on 
to review an internal audit of.some the board; and they have been tak-
university payments to Meredith's ing a leadership role in this audit," 
wife and money spent on the presi- Strode said. Strode acknowledged, 
dent's home, which is owned by the however, that the minutes of the 
university-related College Heights board's ,meetings don't reflect that 
Foundation. the two regents were aware of the 
Last week, a special committee of arrangement. The entire agreement 
the board drew up a list of 11 spend- with the Merediths was discussed in 
ing areas to be reviewed. Nearly all a closed session. 
of the expenditures were expenses Strode, .who formed the agree-
incurred by Meredith and his wife, ment when he was chairman of the 
Susan. regents' finance committee, said 
Former Regent Wendell Strode last.week that he now regrets the 
stressed yesterday that the civic and decision not to disclose the arrange-
business leaders did not oppose an ment. · 
audit but rather the way the regents Judd, reached at her home in 
asked for it. Burkesville, denied that she is try-
ing to harass Meredith. "No one is 
doing that. My reaction to this (the 
resolution) is . that Kentucky law 
says the board of regents are sup-
posed to set policy for the universi-
ty. I believe it is in the best interest 
of the university to have an audit." 
Judd added that she had no inten-
tions of resigning. · 
She said that although she knew 
of the Merediths' entertainment 
budget, she didn't know that the 
university was:·, making direct pay-
ments of $2;000 ii month to Susan 
Meredith. 
lracane, of Owensboro, could not 
be reached for comment yesterday, 
but he said last week that the re-
gents were not out to fire Meredith. 
The regents' concern, he said then, 
was whether Western was spending 
money as efficiently as it could. 
Aldridge, president of American 
National Bank in Bowling Green 
and one of the organizers of the 
meeting, said the group may consid-
er filing a lawsuit if its appeal to the 
governor does not produce results. 
Information for this story was also 
gathered by staff writer Tom Loftus. 
Cool heads, audit 
should prevail 
ov~,: \1(,1(µ Furor 
Cool heads should prevail iJ' a the heart of the examination, ac-
matter involving Western Ken- cording to Vice Chairwoman 
tucky University's budget, which Patsy Judd. 
has focused attention on the Those who think the latest 
Board of Regents and President audit is purely over payments of 
Thomas C. Meredith. entertainment expenses to 
Some of the regents have re- Meredith's wife, Susan, are 
quested an audit of the universi- wrong, Mrs. Judd says. An inter-
ty's Physical Plant, Food Ser- nal audit already has put the 
vices and the President's Office. Merediths in the clear, and 
The action has raised the ire of Meredith welcomes the call for 
some business and civic leaders , the new audit. 
who believe the call to be more · Perhaps this audit might give 
than a coincidence following the board a better idea of how to 
Meredith's withdrawal a shprt .. <;llsc~s a $2;4 million cut that is 
time ago from competition · for mandated by the state and affects 
the University of Central Florida . the university's budget. 
presidency. It is important that any ques-
T ensio n between board tions about · spending be an-
Chairman Joe Itacane and swered, .but we hope the findings 
Meredith was denied by both of such an audit will not be used 
men as the cause for Meredith '.s as a weapon by anyone. 
brief job search. But the resulting It is essential for Western and 
hullabaloo over what some peo- those it serves that the furor die 
pie suspect, again, has caused down. Then Western ad-
friction. ministrators and the board can 
Rumors about large money return to the business of higher 
losses in some Western Ken- education. 
tucky University departments - Once the results of the audit 
losses that first raised questions are reviewed, an appropriate 
by on-campus administrators and response to the findings can be 
not the Board of Regents - is ai determined. 
Staff Photo by Tracy Glantz 
BJU. REYNOLDS signs a petition today that asks Gov. Brereton Jones 
to seek the resignations of Western Kentucky University's Board of 
Regents President Joe Iracane and Vice Cbairwoman Patsy Judd. The 
petitions are being ciroulated by a group of business leaders. (} IV i). - I 7 - 'N 
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WKU resignations asked 
By ANGELA GARREIT . 
TheDailyNews / .)_ - i 7 - ? I 
Western KentuckY University Board of 
Regents Oi:rirman Joe Iracane said today that 
he would consider resigning from the board if 
Gov. Brereton Jones requested the resignation, 
but Vice Oiairwoman Patsy Judd has no plans 
to step down, despite a petition being circulated 
asking Jones to request the two to leave the 
board. 
A group of business leaders concerned with 
what they see as continued harassment of uni-
versity President Thomas Meredith are cir-
culating the petition today for presentation to 
Jones on Wednesday during an economic de-
velopment announcement at the Bowling 
Green-Warren County Oiamber of Commerce 
office. 
The decision to circulate copies of the peti-
tion came during a meeting of the group Mon-
day. 
"I would consider it if the governor asked 
me to resign," Iracane said today. "But I 
would be ve,y hurt because it would mean I 
wasn't serving the public's interest" 
Jones has said in a statement released by his 
I 
spokesman, Bill Griffin, that he supports 
Meredith but does not trunk it would be ap-
propriate for him to involve himself in the con-
flict. 
The petition requests action by Jones, saying 
that Iracane and Mrs. Judd "have continued to 
.unjustly focus on President Meredith's use of 
privileges and practices that have existed'' 
since before Meredith took office in August 
1988. 
Bob Aldridge, a spokesman for the business 
leaders and .mediator of Monday's meeting, 
said the business leaders chose to specifically 
name Iracane and Mrs. Judd because members 
of the board broke an agreement made prior to 
the Oct. 31 board meeting at which board elec-
tions were held. 
Aldridge said members of the group were 
approached prior to that meeting and told that if 
they objected to Iracane and Mrs. Judd being 
re-clected, the results of an intemal audit of the 
president's office would be made public. 
The leaders agreed to the terms of the deal 
because Iracane and Mrs. Judd are up for reap-
pointment in July, Aldridge said. 
But Iracane and Mrs. Judd denied today that 
any such deal was made. 
"That is just totally groundless," Mrs. Judd 
said. "I certainly would not be a party to that. 
I'm offended by that." 
Aldridge said he was not ~ of that meeting 
and declined to be more specific about which 
members of the group were. 
Meredith said today that he welcomes the 
audit and is looking forward to a speedy end to 
the debate. He declined further comment 
The business leaders also support the audit, 
but disapprove of the public manner in which it 
was handled, Aldridge said during the group's 
meeting, adding that members of the group 
provide much support for the university. 
"There's large support for Western, not only 
spiritually, but financially," he said, adding 
that American National Bank, where he is 
president, granted 188 scholarships to Western 
students this year. 
Members of the group said the petition is 
only the first step. If Jones doesn't intervene or 
if Iracane and Mrs. Judd do not resign, the 
business leaders have said they will consider 
filing a lawsuit against the board for violation 
of public trust. 
a 
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Meredith backers vow to pressure WKU regents 
By KIRSTEN HAUKEBO chairman of the Bowling Green- step down. Meredith." 
Staff Writer . Warren County Chamber of Com- Iracane said he is only trying in Iracane and Judd, whose terms 
C, . J / J. - I cl - "i / merce. · good faith to improve accounting end June 30, deny they are trying to 
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. - Hav- Meredith's allies see this as a cru- procedures at WKU. oust Meredith. 
ing failed to enlist the help of Gov. cial time, with as many as six hos- "I'm going to· leave a legacy at Danny Butler, who also is seen as 
Brereton Jones, civic and business tile votes on the IO-member board Western of an improved accounting a Meredith opponent, finishes his 
leaders will seek other ways to re- and the terms of four regents - in- system and better accountability," 
move two regents they say are at- eluding three considered hostile to he said. term at the end of March, as does 
tacking Western Kentucky Universi- Meredith·- expiring next year. . The regents recently initiated a Fred Travis, who says he supports 
ty's president. Jones, in Bowling Green to an- special audit of 11 areas, nearly all Meredith. A fifth regent ~ the stu-
"The pressure's not going to nounce a new factory, reiterated of which.were expenses incurred by dent representative on the board'-
stop,"· said Dotig Lester, chairman yesterday that although he supports Meredith or.his wife, Susan. In par- is re-elected· every-year. 
and chief executive officer of Trans Meredith, he would not get involved . ticular, they have focused on an en- Some fear WKU will lose out on 
F"mancial Bank. in the situation. tertainment allowance ~ now sus- · funding if the board doesn't present 
A petition has· circulated since "I think it would be a big mistake. . pended - paid to Susan· Meredith. · a united frop.t when· l:he Jegist11t:ure 
Monday asking ·Jones. to demand for any.governor to begin to micro- - In a recent letter to Iracane, for-· convenes next month. 
the removal of board Chairman Joe nianl(ge the various universities," mer regent Wendell Strode revealed "The sooner we can focus our.,en-
. Iracane and Vice Chairman Patsy he said. ''Every trustee has a right the worst fear of Meredith's sup- · 
Judd for "harassing'' and "intimi- to speak th.eir own will, their _own poi;ters: "It appel\fS to me that the ergy away from having to address 
dating'' Presid_ent Thomas .. Mer- feelings about every issue." course of action is to search and this harassment, the better," Strode 
edlth. About 200 people have signed · Iracane said he would consider search until they have fouricl some said. "It's hurting us with fund rais-
the petition, which will go to Frank- resigning if Jones asked him, but he basis to terminate the employment ing; it's hurting us everywhere we 
fort next week, said Bob Aldridge, and Judd said they had no plans to and the employment contract of Dr. turn." 
Western 
• • 
susp1c1ons 
• growing 
{::l-1?-'l/ 
By ANGELA GARRETT 
The Daily News 
Members of a group of business 
leaders say they believe a call for an 
audit of some parts of Westem 
Kentucky University's budget - an 
audit the business leaders believe is 
aimed at discrediting university 
President Thomas Meredith - is . 
part of a conspiracy involving 
fonner President Kem Alexander. 
''We think Dr. Kem Alexander is 
behind this in some manner,'' said 
Bob Aldridge, a spokesman for the 
group that wants Board of Regents 
Chairman Joe Iracane and Vice 
Chairwoman Patsy Judd off the 
board. 
Aldridge declined to be specific 
about his claim of Alexander's in-
volvement. 
Group members think Regents 
Danny Butler, lracane, Mrs. Judd 
· and Robert Chambless have been in 
contact with Alexander about 
operations at Western, Aldridge said 
today. 
Alexander, who left Western in 
1988 for a teaching position at the 
Virginia Polytechnic Institute· and 
S~te University in Blacksburg, Va., 
said last week that Iracane and Mrs. 
Judd are "dear friends," But he said 
he has not been in contact with any-
one in this region and is unaware of 
what is going on at Western. 
"Occasionally, I get to talk to 
someone from around Bowling 
Green," Alexander said. "But I 
haven't kept up with Kentucky that 
much. I don't even know what's 
going on" at'W estern. . 
lracane and · Mrs. Judd have 
denied · that a conspiracy against 
· Meredith· exists, saying the audit is 
an attempt to review and correct ac-
counting procedures at the univer-
sity. 
The two regents also have denied 
knowledge of a deal Aldridge said 
was worked out before the board 
elections• in October between some 
of the business leaders and members 
of the Board of Regents. 
. Regent Steve Catron has claimed 
a deal was made. He said he was 
told before the Oct. 31 meeting that 
re~Q).{s'<·of an internal audit of the 
pliisident's office would be made 
public if Regent Fred Travis con-
tinued with his plan to nominate 
Catron as board chainnan; 
Iracane and Mrs. Judd were 
renamed by acclamation to head the 
· board after no other regents were· 
nominated for the positions. Results 
of the internal audit were leaked to a; 
Bow ling Green radio station a few 
days later. 
A petition by the business leaders 
asking Gov. Brereton Jones to re-
quest that Iracane and Mrs, Judd · 
. resign from the board was to be 
presented to Jones during an eco-
nomic development announcement 
in Bowling Green on Wednesday 
but was delayed to prevent detrac-
ting, .. from .. the announcement, 
Aldridge sal<i. 
The group now plans on Friday to 
either. II.and deliver the petition to 
Jon"4,;ijr mail the petition to his 
press secretary for delivery to him, 
Aldridge said. 
. Group members plan to circulate 
.the petition, which this morning had 
about 200 signatures, at E.A Diddle 
Arena during tonight's basketball 
game between Western and Murray 
State University. · 
Faculty member~.~I t?~~iness 
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Some Western Kentucky, University f,l\'ulty,, .,:,r,T,he.,pe!J.1/,0l!;requ!lst~ that J?nes as)<: board Chair-
members think a group of business leaders co11cerned. ,;.P.Jlll;tcl9'1,If.iOlli\e and,Vtce.Ouurwoman Patsy Judd to. 
with the situation between the university's boar<l .of. ,resign ~il'-'se of contin11ed perception of harassment 
regents and President Thomas Meredith need to know .of Meredith. 
more about the university's operations before coJlti~· . But those business leaders get many.of their ideas 
nuing with accusations agalnstregenis: . ' ,' + :\about conditions at ,Western from extracurricular ac-
"M t f hat I h (fr , uJtv e· ber. s) ,·;; .··. •, tivities · an<l are not' involved in ihe day-to-day opera-
. os o_ w ear _om ,ac ., m m . • ··:·'tifii:ill .. oflh!l:Qiijversity, Meadors said. 
fll";lY negative about the notion of a dowtlt?,wn gro~J> ,. '.,, ''J!m disi,-essed with the whole notion of an outside 
trymg to put themselves above ~e syste'? and die~ :/;·gi:oup applying political pressure to get whomever 
tate w~at happen_s at Western, ~d Dr. BiUMea<lors, . . ,jhi;y wantwi the board apJ)Ointed, • • Meadors said 
a physical education and recrea!lon professor. ·· '' ·::·' Westem!il Faculty Senate voiced support during a 
Business leaders are circulating a petition.they p~; ,P~-'. 12 sep~(e meeting for a board-requested audit-
to submittoday or early next week to Gov .. Brereto11•, .·1 ·an audit'Some business leaders have deemed a witch 
Jones, who has said he supports Meredith bui hiui'no . .'foili.t'itlm:ed atMeredith. · 
V 
leaders ill-informed on Western 
• ' • ' •,••-;' < -.\.' •• , ' 
The senate's show of support does not mean the 
senate is against Meredith but that it wants more ac- . 
countability in university funding, Senate Vice 
Chairman Robert Otto has said. 
Senate Chairman Arvin Vos said community sup-
port for Western is appreciated, but possibly misguid-
ed. 
"I think the general perception is that we're glad 
the business leaders have an interest in Western, but 
the way it's being expressed right now - in trying to 
get political action against the regents - is inappro-
priate," Vos said, 
Meadors agreed that the group's actions might 
have gone too far. 
"I've been at Western some 23 years, and also was 
a student here in the mid-'50s," he ·said. "There's 
always been a good relationship between the com- . 
munity and ,Western and it concerns me that the situ- • 
ation now is divisive.'' 
, Vos sai4 business leaders should wait until the 
audit is complete before deciding what action might 
need 19 be taken. 
· "At this point, it's time to wait and see what is 
found in this audit and 'see if we can go on from 
tliere," Vos ~d. "Until we have more evidence, it's 
time to pack it up and enjoy the holidays." 
Bob· :Aldridge and Wendell Strode, spokesmen for 
t,he business leaders group, could not be reached for 
comment early today: 
. The · petition · had about 200 signatures Thursday 
tnorning an,4 members of the group planned to cir-
culate.t!ie ~tition during Thursday's basketball game 
between Western and Murray State University . 
. ; 
Ac:cou ntabi I ity 
said concern of 
/CQriunent on the · situation between the board ?f 
' ~gents and Mercdil)i, •~yin~ !i'e>.' h~y~ ~ot ~Jn 
,,.1/iintiict with•anyonel'in this regmn and,hl'ellnl\:\',riire of 
details of the issue. . .. 
. '· /\':group of business leaders who, are con¢etned that 
members of the boiu-d are harassing Meredith have 
t · • • • ·• ,,j cjrciw\ted petitions requesting Gov. Brereto!l J1mes _to mos .u n 1vers,i h1es \(;>_ :• ask that board Ch~ Joe Iracane and y~ (;hair-
B =·• . . ·.• •~; . . ,,.~ womanPat.syJuddres1gn. • .. •···+.:.di •. Y ANG....,.OARRETI' f .,'.l ~ ·:1.,. .,. 'l/ iiJ:'Irilciine'and'~s.Juddhave demed,@,t,!l,\tl\.11 t!S 
The Daily News . .., r aimed at Meredith, saying only that th~ ari: a!temR• 
Two former Western Kentucky University pre .·• ting to make unlvers\ty acco?llts as. efficient ~s po••!· 
dents say audits and accountability. are concerns bJ.e,and Jones has said·he will not intervene m.a um-
most universities and worries that an audit at Wes~ .. ell versity matter. . . . .. 
is aimed at current President Thomas Meredith coul~ (' Attempts to improve accountability are good, 
be P.~~~:r:~ving painful reviews of our pro~~ ~s . A~t~~!·se are legitimate kinds of questions a 
we look at prog?W's 3!1d possible cutbaq!cs.~,;.• J>r. ,, ,, . • board should ask," he said, "The public has a ri_ght to 
Donald ~h.llrl'!s said ~ursilay_ fr.o!li ;l,M.s~~,,1~lj\.\ kno ••• l!out the accountability question. Any kind of 
~tate Umy_em~ :"' Starkville. ; 'It',s.;a s!pt'.9,~ W,~!:iJ.iie;tf;i' · .. · ~!ements in jlle accounting ~ystem are good, and 
in ~:~=e\:r~;~;~ ~¢019s?'..~" ~s;;t~~- ; Ji~iri~1~•~· ½P!P".l;_ll~~~ili~iar~ ~~ ~e~· of J'i,,; 
pr;:~e~!:t 1tf:!:~~~ s::· · took ove; :W~slem'::: iM~~~,~iif/i~ra'l'tli~\l~f&sity,,of, ': 
presidency after Zacharias. left; left Westeni.iri -19$8·':f,¥!5sfs~!J>J" ,, wh~; Z!~~~c1re pr~1dent at, 
to accept a• teaching position with Virginia folytec/i. ~/~ss1ss1ppl' •S~te\'),Zacli~~s'. Sii\djdlddlng\~t they,,,:, 
nic Institl!te and State University at ,l!lac~burg; .Ya, , /': l •'Jiecam7 .!ip<luamt¥ durii)g, .. Iii!}_ thr~ ·Y~.{before · \h But. while at Western, Alexanderoften was called ', •~th.came to Western;. ,-, /. · ,;.:;; · 
UJ?:On to respond to questions of accou'ntabiµIY, l\~;ij '}?;;:B ezjthing I kri~w about filnl' (M~redithj is of the 
said. , . \ . . . . . :, .. <c: •• ,, .. <,,.t.'~ ..  ' charapter;n;Zachariafsaid>!,'I sawhin\ haodle 
"Q~~sttons ?f a~f>ll;',l~llity ll;l~ays er,: !>ef~rei!;(o\';IT . difficulUi~tions''while he -W~ he~;, and he 
boar~, .· .he said. · pm~)~ a ~jor, q_ue~tton. ..of ,iii! . · l'·· . (11.· ed.. them all' with professionalism:'\. >_ :; , 
public boards - the pure and snnple issue ofbemg_ fl . ...- . . .. ' . ·. 
accountable to the public. There er,: n111DerQ~'/S$µes. : > .· As for the aµ~t procedur~ an~ findings, \I, Vfill, have 
that arise around that question." , . · · .',{:"!\' cC ;-}~'-: , .to't,e.~/ved'l;l'lthin the umvers1ty, Zachana:!, said. 
Alexander and Zacharias both declincd"'s· ' ifid6 .. :O': "It's ,.so~g for tliem to resolve I\S. \)tey see 
··• · ~. · , .. ., · fit " Zacharias said. ,,,i.. '..: ·.;,,;,. ' 
Alexander agreed that only the. board members in• 
volved could be sure of their motivation. 
"I would think you would have to take the board at 
its word, and Dr. Meredith at h,is,'' Alexander said. 
-
Petition asking . , 
WKU resignation$: l, ::~~;:e~ir%[;1~=::. 
I d · ' · , ' ' , most of which are under Meredith's mai e to gov~rnor ::01;11~~~1:rso~f::~:rd~~ 
regents have decried. the audit as a 
By ANGEi.A GARRE1T / · . . · • witch hunt, saying they don't disap-
The Daily News ;;>. - 'l J -"t ( prove of the audit itself but of the 
A petition containing 329 signatures· has bee public way in which it's being 
m'";1ed to Gov. Brereton Jones' acting press secretary handled. . 
asking that the governor request the resignations ol The business group has been 
Western Kentucky University Board of Regents criticized by Western faculty 
Chainnan Joe Iracane and Vice Chairwoman Patsy members who think they should stop 
Judd. , .,trying to IJ111 the university without 
. ",~t ei!l'er went o~t Friday or first thing this moms'~ , inv,i!\ved in its day-to-day 
mg,_ said Bob Aldridge, a spokesman fora group of: · o~ttons. . , 
busmess leaders who circulated the petition. "We had The busmess leaders will meet 
hoped to get 200 to 250 signatures, so getting well . riext week to discuss further action 
over 300 was a nice surprise.'' . against the regents and to respond to 
Jones has said he supports . Western President the criticism, Aldridge said. The 
Thomas Meredith but will not get involved in the case1 group .is trying to let the debate rest because he doesn't think it's his place to interfere in't during the holld;lys, he said. 
the running of the university. , . . 
The group is seeking Iracane's and. Mrs. Judd's 
resignations because of what it sees as their continued 
Petition on WKU rege.-ts on Hs WfY ·· 
BOWIJNG GREEN; Ky. - A petititin as~g d<il Breretori ' 
Jones to request the resignations of We~tern Kentucky'JJniyersJty 
board of regents Chairman Joe lracane 'and ':Vice Cliairwoman . 
Patsy Judd has been sent to the governor's·· j)ffice. ' ' < • · .. · 
The petition, which was circulated by a grillip ·of,business lei;id- , .' 
ers, contained 329 signatures, the; ~up.'s .. $.'plikesl)l.ali' sai!). . ' • 
The group is seeking the resignations be<illuse of what it says is 
the tw? regents'· continued harassment ofWKU President Thomas, , 
Meredith. , . ,, ,,:.,: . <. . . . , . 
Jones has said, he supporti; Meredith but wll! pot,, get inyo!ved . 
because he doesn't think it is his place ,IQ, µitei;few jn \ll!l,runnlng , , 
of the university. · , · ·.·, ,_,.,,.,, <r .,.,, ,,, , , . 
Judd recently requested an audit of so~~. univel'(l!ty a~counts, 
most of which are under Meredith's ,control. Meml>e.-s of .. the 
group and some members of the board ofre~ents have·.decried the .. 
public way in which the matteris b~irlg'-:iiandled. ''·; " . , .. . ! j. 
Q,• I,· .· •./J-'-'\1 ._,,~'<>/' ' 
'" --~ . \~ .,. ,-,, 
WKU audit cost ~eport i~:expected 
·,.,,-, ' 
ADailyNeJ/re;,~ 
0 
-
1 I and Vi~ ~P,~ P~sy Judd, said today. "Gov. Jones has made 
A Jetter outlining the cost and citing w/11\tthev .. perceive as coi:i- hispositionclearbefore." 
time frame of an audit of some tinued,~~~~,c;>f~~th. · The business leaders, who were 
Western Kentucky University ac- But Jones;,:.·:wlw. hasiAA!d he sup- considering meeting this week to 
counts could be given to members ports Meredith but does not think consider further action, will wait for 
of the audit committee within days, · the governor ~ould become involv- the audit results before deciding on 
but the audit #self is still some time ed in micromana11ement of univer- future steps, spokesman Bob 
away, according to Western Regent sides, 'w))J·s\¢on!bille.>:to:, • · a Aldridge said today. 
Fred Travis. han~-<>ff. policy ... ill J~!I situation, "We're inclined to think our ob-
The committee requested the es- said Bill Griffin, Jones' acting ~s jective has been achieved in terms 
timate from Baird, Kurtz and Dob- secretary. of focusing on the activities of the 
son Certified Public Accountants "We recej\'ed. the petition t!ie board," he sai,( "I ihink we're just 
when it outlined during a Dec. 10 23rd or 24th .(of~m)ler), and I'm going to let this thing lie for a while 
, .. ,,·, . ' .. ' ·=· "d· 
meeting the areas to be reviewed - in the proc~fof~ltil response and let things .develop from the 
mainly accounts controlled by saying W<!'#•}ii\~il(i" Grif;ffu audit." 
Western President Thomas ,:.;, , • Meredith. ,,,,,......-,...., .... _._,.... ..... _____________ ..._, 
''They sent us a letter saying 
they'd have that to us soon, so I'm 
hoping it will be around the first of 
the year,'' said Travis, a member of 
the audit committee. • 'They working 
on it.'' 
The audit stirred debate after 
some regents and members of the 
business community labeled it as a 
witch hunt aimed at Meredith. They 
said they are not concerned by the 
audit, which Meredith supports, but 
with the public manner in which it 
has been handled. 
Business leaders submitted a 
petition to Gov. Brereton Jones 
asking that he request the resigna-
tions of board Chairman Joe Imcane. 
IIIIQHIIIIBIIIOll'l/'UHIPill!lll]IJ11 , __ . 
, .. 
Jf;-,;,.-: ~ 
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Regents bring varied backgrounds to Western 
Profiles of the members of 
Western Kentucky University's 
Board of Regents: 
Peggy Loatman 
Peggy Loatman 
Chairwoman 
Peggy W. Loafman of 
Bowling Green is the Bowling 
Green region president of Trans 
Financial Bank. 
She is a I 971 graduate of 
Western with a bachelor's degree 
in elementary education. Her 
other activities include 
Leadership Bowling Green 
( I 986), Leadership Kentucky 
( 1991), Business Woman of the 
Year ( 1988), chairwoman of the 
Bowling Green-Warren County 
Chamber of Commerce (1992), 
Kids on the Block (1996-96) 
and United Way vice chair 
(1988). 
She and her husband, Gerald. 
have three children. 
Cornelius Martin 
Cornelius Martin 
Vice chairman 
Cornelius A. Martin of 
Bowling Green is president of 
Martin Automotive Group. 
which includes dealerships in 
Bowling Green; Lexington; 
Dayton. Ohio; Hurricane. W.Va.; 
and Des Moines. Iowa. 
He began working in the auto-
mobile business while attending 
Wright State University and is a 
graduate of the General Motors 
Dealer Academy. 
He was named Small Business 
Person of the Year in 1989 by the 
Bowling Green-Warren County 
Chamber of Commerce and his 
w E ARE PROUD TO WELCOME 
Dayton Saturn dealership was 
one of 10 Good Housekeeping 
and Automotive News 
Automotive Dealership Service 
Excellence Award winners for 
1996. In 1997, he was named 
Black Enterprise Auto Dealer of 
the Year. 
His civic activities have 
included service on the 
Kentucky Governor's Commis-
sion on Quality and Efficiency in 
State Government; chairman of 
Bowling Green Municipal 
Utilities; and a board member for 
the Bowling Green-Warren 
County Arts Commission, 
National Corvette Museum. 
United Way of Southern 
Kentucky and the South Central 
Kentucky Minority Economic 
Development Cou~cil. 
He and his wife. Gail. have 
three children. 
Kristen T. Bale 
Kristen T. Bale. a resident of 
Glasgow, holds a bachelor's 
degree in special education from 
the University of Wisconsin at 
Madison. Her memberships 
have included The Kentucky 
Museum Advisory Board, the 
education committee of the 
Glasgow-Barren County 
Chamber of Commerce, the 
. Barren County Bicentennial 
Committee, Leadership 
Kentucky, the Pritchard Com-
mittee and the Glasgow Group 
Home Board. 
Kristen Bale 
She is the bookkeeper for 
Glasgow Family Physicians. 
which includes her husband. 
Phillip. They have four children. 
Keith Coffman 
Student regent 
Keith Coffman of Russellville 
is the student regent and presi-
dent of the Student Government 
Association. He is a senior 
majoring in marketing. 
Robert Earl Fischer 
Robert Earl Fischer of 
Owensboro is president of 
Western Kentucky Gas. He has a 
bachelor's degree in business 
administration from Brescia 
College in Owensboro and began 
Robert Earl Fischer 
working for Western Kentucky 
Gas in 1962 in its general office 
accounting department. 
Fischer is a former chairman 
of the WKU Board of Regents, 
the Governor's Task Force of 
Business and Industry on Post 
Secondary Education, Industry 
Inc. of Owensboro and the 
Kentucky Chamber of Com-
merce. He has also been on the 
board of trustees of Brescia 
College and a director of 
Owensboro National Bank, the 
Owensboro-Daviess County 
Industrial Foundation and Junior 
Achievement of Owensboro. He 
was named the 1994 Voluntee, of 
the Year by the Southern 
Industrial Development Council. 
He and his wife, Sally, have 
See REGENTS, Page 11 
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three children and two guardian 
children. 
Joy ~ramling 
Joy Gramling 
Staff regent 
Joy Gramling of Scottsville is 
the first elected staff regent at 
Western. She is a WKU gradu-
ate. with a degree in general 
studies. 
Gramling works in the 
Department of Facilities 
Management as head painter in 
building maintenance and repair. 
She-has served on the Women's 
Alliance Advisory Committee to 
the 'President and has been a . 
member of the Women's Alliance 
Mem_bership Committee. 
C.C. Howard Gray 
C.C. Howard Gray 
C.C. Howard Gray of 
Lexington is president and 
CEO of James N. Gray 
Construction Co .• which pro-
vides comprehensive man-
agement . services for the 
design and construction of 
large building projects. He 
attended Transylvania 
University and received a 
bachelor's degree in business 
administration from Western 
in 197J. Gray serves on vari-
ous professional and civic 
organizations and boards. 
including Trans Financial 
Bank in Bowling Green and 
Glasgow, Hospice of the 
Bluegrass and is a former 
chairman of the Kentucky 
Chamber of Corrimerce. 
He and his wife. 
Cassandra. have four chil-
dren. 
WKU INAUGURATION 
ray 
Lois W. Gray of Hardin 
County is the superintendent 
of Hardin County ~chools. She 
bas spent 34 years in educa-
tion. 14 as a teacher and 20 as 
an administrator. 
Her civic activities include 
the Radcliff Woman's Club, 
the Elizabethtown Rotary 
Club. the Hardin County-
Elizabethtown Chamber of 
Commerce, the Radcliff/Vine 
Grove Chamber of Commerce 
and the Hardin County United 
Way. 
She was recently named 
Kentucky Administrator of the 
Year by the Kentucky 
Association of Educational 
Office Professionals. Admin-
istrator of the Year by the 
National Association of 
Educational Office 
Professionals and State 
Superintendent of the Year by 
the American Association of 
School Administrators and The 
Servicemaster Co. 
She and her husband. D.ivid. 
have two sons. 
Sara Lyle Hulse 
Sara Lyle Hulse of 
Owensboro is a psychologist 
and a 196 l Western graduate. 
She is the former executive 
director of Owensboro-
Daviess County Labor 
Management Committee in 
Owensboro. She has also 
served on the advisory board 
for the WKU-Owensboro cam-
pus. 
She has three children. 
Raymond Mendel 
Raymond Mendel 
faculty regent 
Raymond Mendel, a profes-
sor of psychology at Western. 
is the faculty representative on 
the Board of Regents. A native 
of London, England. Mendel 
joined the faculty at Western 
in 1972. 
His degrees include a bache-
lor's degree from Grinnell 
College and master's and doc-
toral degrees from Iowa State 
University. His memberships 
have included Sigma Xi and 
Phi Kappa Phi. 
He is married to Colleen 
Mendel. who is director of 
Training and Technical Assis-
tance Services at Western. 
Burns E. Mercer 
Burns E. Mercer of 
Hardinsburg is president and 
PAGE 11 
Burns Mercer 
CEO of Meade County Rural 
Electric Cooperative Corp. He 
is a 1972 WKU graduate with 
a bachelor's degree in account-
ing. 
He is chairman of the 
Breckinridge County 
Development Authority and 
vice chair of the Breckinridge 
County Development Corp. 
and is on the boards of United 
Utility Supply and the 
Kentucky Association of 
Electric Cooperatives. He is a 
former chairman of the WKU 
Board of Regents and has 
served on the Kentucky 
Chamber of Commerce 
• Education Committee. 
Kentucky Advocates for 
Higher Education, Kentucky 
Council on Higher Education. 
Leadership Kentucky and 
Kentucky Educational Tele-
vision Board. 
Mercer and his wife, 
Marcella, have two children. 
If you want to see some schoolwork, just pick up the paper. 
In classrooms across Warren County, the 
Daily News is an important part of education. 
BP~8.! ,c,,... f'"jf thp , ,r,sv.JFH'"in0 c:, ,r"'\~nl'f 0.f '.'.'!rn-:::i 
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DAILY NEWS, BOWLING GREEN, KENTUCKY 
Patton makes university, 
fair board appointments 
FRANKFORT (AP) - Gov. 
Paul Patton replaced 11 university 
board members and retained seven 
others in appointments announced 
Friday. 
Eastern Kentucky University: 
Appointed Daisy French, Lexing-
ton, to replace Irving Rosenstein, 
Lexington; reappointed Alice 
Rhodes, Ashland. 
Kentncky State University: 
Appointed Nancy Lovett, Murray, 
to replace Curtis Sullivan, Bowling 
Green; and Roger Reynolds, 
Louisville, to replace Newton 
Mccravy III, Louisville. 
Morehead State University: 
Appointed Madge Walters Baird, 
Pikeville, to replace John Rosen-
berg, Prestonsburg; reappointed 
Buckner Hinkle Jr., Lexington. 
Murray State University: 
Reappointed Sid Easley, Murray, 
and Wells Lovett, Owensboro. 
Northern Kentucky Universi-
ty: Appointed Mary Alice Hasty, 
Louisville, to replace Karen Bear-
den, Louisville; reappointed Alice 
Sparks, Crescent Springs. 
Western Kentucky University: 
Appointed James Tennill Jr., 
Louisville, to replace C.C. Howard 
Gray, Lexington; and Ronald Shef-
fer, Louisville, to replace Burns 
Mercer, Hardinsburg, 
University of Kentucky: 
Appointed Marian Moore Sims, 
Lexington, to replace Kay Bell, 
Georgetown; reappointed Elissa 
May-Plattner, Camp Springs, and 
Robert Meriwether, Paducah. ' 
University of Lonisville: 
Appointed William Mulloy Sr., 
Louisville, to replace Minx Auer-
bach, Louisville; Joyce Schifano, 
Louisville, to replace Harry Jones, 
Louisville; Linda Cauble, 
Louisville, to replace Olga Peers, 
Louisville. 
The terms for all the university 
board members expire June 30, 
2004. 
Patton also reappointed Lanny 
Dale Greer of East Bernstadt to the 
state fair board. He appointed 
Charles Hamilton of Shep-
herdsville to replace David Hall of 
Louisville to the fair board. 
------------------------------!! 
WKU regents 
tvvant school's 
visibility to rise 
■ Board increasing 
presence in parts 
of state that can • 
about the importance of the new 
facility. · 
Western was successful in getting 
two such projects approved by the 
.General Assembly tpjs year c, one. in 
Glasgow between itself and the boost future plans vocational school system aod aooth-
--r,.J,,, 2,7--1 er in Elizabethtown. By ROBYN L. MINOR ..J ~- (/, Regents also will discuss a review 
The Daily News . Int of the university's athletic system 
Western Kentucky University's aod a strategic plan. 
Board of Regents will take its show Committee meetings and tours 
on the road next week to increase will be held at various locations in 
the school's profile. ·· Owensboro. 
Regents, including three new Outgoing board members Bums 
ones who will be sworn in at the Mercer of Mercer County aod 
meeting, will gather July 30-3 I in Howard Gray of Lexington will be 
'i Owensboro, where the university recognized during a luncheon July 
has an extended campus. 31 at Summitt Country Club. That 
"It is important for our board to will be followed by the swearing in 
be visible across the state, especially of new regents Ronald .. Scheffer, a 
· in areas that are central to our mis- Louisville attorney; James Tennill, 
· sion," President Gary Raosdell said. vice president for the Louisville 
Owensboro is important because investment firm Ad vest Inc.; and 
of Westem's extended campus and student Regent Stephanie Cosby, a 
because of a new facility it waots to Greenville senior.· 
construct there with Owensboro The two citizen regents will serve 
Community College and the state through June 30, 2004, while the 
vocational school, Ransdell said. student regent position is ao annual 
The group will tour prospective term. 
facility sites and will push for the The regular meeting is expected 
project to be on a legislative agenda to begin about 2 p.m. July 31 at the 
when the General Assembly recon- country club, 
venes in 2000. The October board meeting is 
Western and Owensboro Commu- expected to be in Louisville, Raos-
nity College for years have talked del,l said. 
I 
A Our view 
Where we stand on the issues making news in our world today: 
Regents 
right to 
• raise 
visibility 
♦ Topic 
Western Kentucky University's 
regents are_ making themselves -
and Western - more visible in the 
region the school serves. 
♦ Where we stand 
The region's - and the state's -
responsibilities to Western should 
be made clear if Western is to 
achieve its goal of excellence. 
In their desire for greater recognition for Western Kentucky 
University, the school's regents have pinpointed one of West-
em's crucial needs. 
No matter how much more outstanding a university Western 
becomes, its success must be measured in the quality of the stu-
dents it attracts and the contributions it makes to the region, 
state and nation. . 
The regents will raise the school's visibility with a series of 
meetings and tours in Owensboro, where the university main-
tains an extended campus that is increasing in importance, and 
in Lexington. 
This is a good step, and the regents surely must be consider-
ing future meetings at other areas in the state where Westem's 
presence is strong, such as in Glasgow and Elizabethtown. 
Demonstrating to parents and potential students across Ken-
tucky that Western is a friendly, up-and-coming institution of 
higher learning can only help when enrollment decisions are to 
be made. 
Appearances do count. Excellence in education also counts. 
Three new regents are joining Westem's board, and they 
undoubtedly are aware of the decisive action taken by the board 
to enhance Westem's standing in the academic community, 
including the laying out of priorities that emphasis Westem's 
continued growth into a university of distinction. 
The decision of the regents to get out and on the road will 
contribute to the fulfillment of such goals. 
Money also will help, as will timely decisions as to the order 
in which academic programs should be promoted to the state. 
Gov. Paul Patton's educational reform act extends to state 
universities the potential for substantial financial assistance in 
achieving academic distinction in disciplines of the nniversi-
ties' choosing. 
Western needs matching funds in order to qualify for state 
funds in all areas it designates for consideration. It also must 
decide a reasonable sequence in which the programs are to be 
promoted to the state so that it_ does not dissipate its efforts on 
too many programs at any one time. 
The role of regent~ on the road surely will be threefold: to 
gamer general support for the university, to beat the bushes for 
financial support for the university generally and for the select-
ed programs, and to beat the bushes for good students for these 
and other programs. 
Practitioners in the disciplines Western designates for pro-
grams of distinction no doubt can be of help in raising the pre-
requisite matching funds. 
But the region Western serves - and we take this region to be 
all of Kentucky and then some - also has a stake in helping the 
university achieve the academic goals it has set for itself. 
We ttust those associated with the university are making this 
regional responsibility, financial and otherwise, clear. 
Correction A-'-';?i'f tr 
An article in Sunday's Daily 
News misidentified the secre-
tary for Western Kentucky Uni-
versity's Board of Regents. The 
secretary is Liz Esters. 
Also in the article, the univer-
sity's strategic plan will 
increase the number of appli-
cants for enrollment each year 
by 1.000 students. 
Regents 
want more 
■ Programs outline 
ambitious goals 
for Western's 
Board of Regents 
By JILL NOELLE CECIL 
The Daily News 
Western Kentucky University 
will work to attract more stu-
dents, especially higher-quality 
students, in the next several years 
as part of the university's strate-
gic plan. 
"Challenging the Spirit," which 
was passed by the board of 
regents Friday in Owensboro, 
outlines several goaJs for the uni-
versity in the next five years. Part 
of the plan includes increasing 
enrollment by 1,000 new students 
each year and increasing the ACT 
score gradually each year to 23 
points by the year 2003. 
The plan calls for more 
accountability through broader 
evaluations for the quality of 
instruction, student learning and 
faculty review. 
Also in development are 
department and unit plans, which 
will be submitted to the board in 
December and are expected to be 
approved in April. 
Staff m~mbers from many 
departments have already been 
working on their reports. Sharon 
Dyrsen, academic services direc-
tor. said that in the past four 
months her staff has made plans 
to increase enrollment by making 
staff members more accessible. 
She said information about West-
ern will be available on CD ROM 
for high school students and more 
college fairs will be held. Admis-
sions staff members will also 
have laptop computers to take 
with them to help their presenta-
tions. 
"I think this is a very good start 
for getting that cycle going effec-
tively,'' Dyrsen said. 
A big portion of the plan will 
focus on fund-raising efforts. In 
the next five years, Western 's 
combined endowment is expected 
to increase to $50 million from 
the current $20 million. Twenty-
five new endowed faculty posi-
tions will be created to assist in 
that goal. Private gifts are expect-
ed to increase from $3 million to 
$ IO million annually. 
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Univenity was getting $12 mil-
lion for AA,µtructioo of an alum; . 
ni ceoter'ti.,ai hurprise to ID"1Y; 
Including the university. f 9 _,.-
,,-,· Gov: Paul Patton· ifonouiiced' 
the · fuodliilf Tuesday. wld!f in' 
'·Bowlliig'Oreeo: :Patton iocludeil 
i~:;•~:EijlJ'~ii~id~0!f th~ 
j,h/sjtiit(fexenue: '\'" : '': 
· ' :Ali app.ai:en! mlxup io .listi 
provided ··t~·:Jllc · ~gov·eroor-, 
office by the Council on PQst, 
secondary Education is &elag' 
, blamed for the. erroneous 
announcement';" .. ~ : 
'' If c,;ucb"'lf 'new· celller 'wilre 
. bl!i!l,;ltwillbe. .. wl . 
prlvatelu;;;i.; c<;o<din& to 
Sldppdt~nl m~ 'reia" 
'tiolll> forll\e university. '· ·· •"' 
Skippet';ald th~. university Is 
in.~~i)'.,fl!li"' qf plannin&.& 
new alumni center and has ii 90 
a long wish list of capita! col>'-
,sttucti\J\l;~jecta. :'":, : '>:, ,·: 
, "But·.we·:ar,r no '"'her'°',DeU; 
having a. cost estimace for the 
project," he said. "A funding 
proposal hasn't even been sub-
mitted to the state and we 
wouldn't be seeking state fund-
. ing anyway.• 
Missing from the governor's 
list of projects was funding for 
Westem's extended campus in 
Glasgow, which would be about 
$12 million. · 
. It's likely the two ·were con.:. 
fused, Skipper speculated. 
In other business, new officers 
for the board of regents were 
named. Cornelius Martin was 
named chairman, Kristen Bale 
was named vice chairwoman and 
Lois Gray was named secretary. 
Gray is also the new chair-
woman for the Academic and Stu-
dent Affairs Committee. Earl 
Fisher is the new chairman of the 
Budget and Finance Committee 
and Peggy Loafman is the new 
chairwoman for the Institutional 
Advancement Committee. 
I 
